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ABSTRACT
Portrayals of Women in Chen Hongshou’s Figure Paintings
by
WAN Lai Na
Master of Philosophy

Chen Hongshou (1598/1599-1652), a famous artist of late Ming and early Qing
China, was particularly well-known for his figure paintings, which exerted a
noticeable influence on later generations and has been the subject most commonly
discussed by scholars. Among Chen’s figure painting oeuvre, this study is especially
concerned with his portrayals of women ranging between the 1630s and 1650s with
an intention to explore what their representations, audience and function reveal about
the artist. The existing monographs on Chen’s female figures is limited to only few
case studies, from which the artist’s depictions of women have not been clearly
sorted out, so there is room for further investigation of the relation between female
imagery, cultural meanings and the artist’s identity. The contribution of this study is
to research on some specific questions in these regards.
The three chapters of this dissertation consider Chen’s depictions of women from
different perspectives. It begins by analyzing Chen’s appropriations and innovations
revealed in his female figures in terms of iconographic and thematic aspects. The
artist’s works demonstrate identifiable features ascribed to the past paintings that
indicate his considerable familiarity with the subject established in the broad history.
At the same time, they are distinguished by innovative traits which show his
awareness of popular trends in his own time and his facility in reinvention. This
thesis then proceeds to examine Chen’s attitude towards women by positioning his
representations of female figures in relation to the social and cultural context in the
seventeenth century. It is found that Chen’s portrayals of women, on the whole,
reveal the artist’s ambivalent stance towards women as he on one hand shows
positive on female talent, bonding and emotional disclosure, but on the other hand

treats women as object of desire. His conflicting attitudes in fact correspond to the
complex status of women at that time. The final chapter of this thesis explores the
intended audience and functions of Chen’s rendering of women, from which the
artist’s dual identities as a literate man and a professional painter in his late life are
strongly revealed.
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Introduction

Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬 (also known as Chen Hungshou, 1598/1599-1652), alias
Zhanghou 章侯 with the sobriquet Laolian 老蓮 (Old lotus), was a famous painter
of late Ming and early Qing China (late sixteenth to early seventeenth century). 1 He
was born into a family of scholarly accomplishments of many generations in
Fengqiao 楓橋, a small town in Zhuji 諸暨 district of Zhejiang 浙江 province.2
In his early life, Chen took part in the civil service examinations because of his
ambition to procure an official position and serve in the Ming government. Although
he earned the prefectural degree xiucai 秀才 (flourishing talent) in 1618, he was
twice unable to pass the provincial examination in 1627 and 1630 respectively.3
After a series of setbacks in his official career and the collapse of the Ming dynasty
in 1644, Chen turned to become a professional painter and produced a large number
of works to help him make a living during his later life.4 Several interesting stories
and records suggest that Chen demonstrated artistic talent at a fairly early age and he
1

Chen Hongshou’s date of birth has been a controversial issue among scholars. There are generally
two attitudes toward Chen’s natal year, suggesting he was born in 1598 or 1599. Scholars, for instance,
Huang Yongquan 黃湧泉 and Wang Huangsheng 王璜生 wrote that Chen was born in 1598, while
Wu Gan 吳敢 and Tamara Heimarch Bentley claimed that Chen’s natal year was 1599. See Huang
Yongquan 黃湧泉, Chen Hongshou nianpu 陳洪綬年譜 (Chronology of Chen Hongshou) (Beijing:
Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1960), 1; Wang Huangsheng 王璜生, Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬 (Chen
Hongshou) (Changchunshi: Jilin meishu chubanshe, 1996), 4; Wu Gan 吳敢, Chen Hongshou ji 陳洪
綬集 (Collected Writings of Chen Hongshou) (Hangzhou: Zhejiang guji chubanshe, 1994), 1; Tamara
Heimarch Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652): Authentic
Voices/Expanding Markets (Surrey; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012).
2
Huang Yongquan, Chen Hongshou (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1958), 2-3.
3
The xiucai 秀才 (flourishing talent) or shengyuan 生員 (student) degree was normally awarded to
the candidates who passed the prefectural examination (tongshi 童試). The juren 舉人 (elevated
man) degree was conferred to those passing the provincial level of examination (xiangshi 鄉試).
Those who were able to pass the highest level of the civil service examinations, called the
Metropolitan Examination (huishi 會試) and the Palace Examination (dianshi 殿試), will receive the
jinshi 進士 (presented scholar) degree;
Chen Hongshou was at first unsuccessful in registering for the provincial examination in 1624, and
failed them in 1627 and 1630.
See Anne Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures
and His Professional Status,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 76, no. 2 (June, 1994): 282.
4
Huang, Chen Hongshou, 22.
1

had even already earned his reputation as a talented painter as early as fourteen.5 By
the 1640s, contemporaries compared him to the famous painter Cui Zizhong 崔子忠
(c.1595-1644) in Shandong 山東. Together, they became popular as “Chen of the
South, Cui of the North” (Nan Chen Bei Cui 南陳北崔).6

Chen Hongshou was a prolific painter. The majority of his works were produced
during the middle of and late in his life, approximately from the 1630s to the 1650s.
Chen was particularly well-known for his figure paintings which exerted noticeable
influence on later generations and they have been the subject most commonly
discussed by scholars about the artist. There is no total count of his paintings or an
individual calculation of his works in terms of different subjects, but his figure
paintings noticeably occupy the largest amount among his existing painting oeuvre,
which can be seen in his painting catalogues compiled by modern scholars.7 Weng
Wange’s 翁萬戈 Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬 (Chen Hongshou: His Life and Art)
(1997), for instance, is most commonly cited by scholars, which is also the painting
catalogue that this thesis mainly refers to because it collects substantial works of the
artists with detailed information, like the year of creation, medium, material, size and

5

The authenticity of some stories had been doubted by scholars. Some of them were treated as a bit
of exaggeration. However, scholars show a degree of agreement on the records that reveal the artist’s
early artistic talent. See, Huang, Chen Hongshou , 3-6; Chen Chuanxi 陳傳席, Mingmo guaijie: Chen
Hongshou de shengya ji yishu 明末怪傑: 陳洪綬的生涯及藝術 (Odd Talented Figure of Late Ming:
Chen Hongshou’s Career and Art) (Hangzhoushi: Zhejiang renmin meishu chubanshe, 1992), 57.
6
Chen, Mingmo guaijie, 14.
7
The published painting albums of Chen Hongshou include: Chen Hongshou, Chen Hongshou huace
陳洪綬畫冊 (Painting Album of Chen Hongshou) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1964); Chen
Hongshou, Chen Hongshou gongbi huace ye 陳洪綬工筆畫冊頁 (Painting Album of Chen
Hongshou’s Meticulous Paintings), ed. Sichuan Provincial Museum (Chengdu: Sichuan meishu
chubanshe, 1985); Chen Hongshou, Chen Hongshou zuopin ji 陳洪綬作品集 (Portfolio of Chen
Hongshou) (Hangzhou: Xiling yinshe, 1990); Weng Wange 翁萬戈, ed., Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬
(Chen Hongshou: His Life and Art), vol. 2-3 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin meishu chubanshe, 1997);
Chen Hongshou, Chen Hongshou shuhua ji 陳洪綬書畫集 (Collected Calligraphy and Painting of
Chen Hongshou) (Beijing shi: Zhongguo minzu shying yishu chubanshe, 2003).
2

collection.8

Among Chen’s figure oeuvre, this thesis mainly focuses on his portrayals of women,
their representation, audience and function as seen in relation to the painter’s artistic
pursuit, attitude and identity. They, as many other ancient paintings of women,
generally do not stand for individual persons, but indicate types of beauties since
there are no concrete identifications on the paintings, like inscriptions and specific
characteristics attributed to a certain person. There are a few exceptions, such as
Lady Xuanwen Jun Giving Instructions on the Classics (Xuan Wenjun shoujing tu 宣
文君授經圖) (1638) (fig. 1) collected in the Cleveland Museum of Art, which
depicts a famous female scholar who was honored with the title Lady Xuanwen
(Lady of Literary Propagation) of the Six Dynasties period (220-589 A.D.).9 But on
the whole, most of Chen’s paintings of beautiful women are grouped under the
category of shinü hua 仕女畫 (paintings of gentlewomen), which has long been a
popular subject in Chinese painting history.10 In Chinese ancient practice, depictions
of ladies were commonly categorized as shinü hua which referred only to aristocratic
women in the Tang dynasty (618-907) and broadened to indicate beautiful women in
a broader class since the Song era (960-1279).11 Some examples of paintings of
ladies in art history will be reviewed in later discussion.

8

Weng, ed., Chen Hongshou, vol. 2-3.
Ibid, vol. 1, 58.
10
For the origin and development of the title of shinü hua, see Shan Guoqiang 單國強, “Gudai shinü
hua gailun” 古代仕女畫概論 (Introduction to Ancient Paintings of Beautiful Woman), Gugong
bowuyuan yuankan 故宮博物院院刊 (Palace Museum Journal), no. 1, (1995): 31-32; “Gudai shinü
hua suotan” 古代仕女畫瑣談 (Brief Discussion of Ancient Paintings of Beautiful Woman), Gugong
bowuyuan yuankan 故宮博物院院刊 (Palace Museum Journal), no. 2, (1981): 44-45; Wang
Zongying 王宗英, Zhonghuo shinü hua yishu shi 中國仕女畫藝術史 (Art History of Chinese
Painting of Beautiful Women) (Nanjing: Dongnan daxue chubanshe, 2009), 1-3.
11
Shan, “Gudai shinü hua gailun,” 31-32.
3
9

For a broader understanding of the representations and implications in Chen
Hongshou’s works of women, this thesis intends to include a wider range of pictures,
which involves more than fifty-five paintings and ten prints selected. Some of them,
around ten paintings, are undated, but will be treated as parts of the artist’s works
between the 1630s and 1650s due to their coherent stylistic features, such as the line
quality and appearance of figure.12 It should be noted that not only those particularly
attributed to the category of shinü hua will be included, but also those depicting
women’s association with male figures or accompanied with historical content, such
as the better-researched paintings Lady Xuanwen Jun Giving Instructions on the
Classics (1638) (fig. 1), noted earlier, and He Tianzhong Amid Pleasures (He
Tianzhang xingle tu 何天章行樂圖) (1649) (fig. 2) now collected in the Suzhou
Museum. Examples of the artist’s prints that depict women, such as his illustrations
for the Romance of the Western Chamber (Xixiang ji 西廂記), also translated as The
Moon and the Zither (fig. 3-6), and the Romance of Jiao and Hong (Jiao Hong ji 嬌
紅記), also translated as The Mistress and the Maid (fig. 7-10), will also be
considered. The presence of women in these painted and printed works may play an
important and compelling role that help to understand the development of female
figures and the possible demonstration of the cultural implication at that time.
Paintings of women related to the immortal and mythological theme will only be
slightly discussed concerning the issues of function and audience for they belong to

12

According to the scholarship on the stylistic features of Chen’s figure paintings, it is found that
Chen’s use of lines at his middle age, generally regarded between 1631 and 1644, reveals more
angular, for example in the sleeves and hem of the clothing. But Chen’s use of lines at his old age
turns back to the yousimiao 游絲描 (gossamer-thin lines), like those spun by a silkworm famously
used by Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (act. mid 4th- early 5th century) and Li Gonglin 李公麟 (1049-1106). In
this regard, the line quality seen in Chen’s undated paintings suit the above mentioned. Also, Chen had
a propensity to distort the proportion of figures in his late works that will be discussed in a greater
detail in the subsequent chapter. As some of Chen’s undated works like Instructions on the Classics
(Shoujing tu 授經圖) (fig. 86) and Gossip in Palace (Xianhua gongshi tu 閑話宮事圖) (fig. 87)
show coherent characteristic, so they are treated as Chen’s late works. See Wang, Chen Hongshou, 61.
4

another painting category and convey other different implications, no doubt getting
too broad to tackle in this thesis.

The literature on Chen is mainly from a biographic and stylistic approach, while the
better-researched subject is Chen’s figure images in both paintings and woodblock
prints. There are at least three existing Qing dynasty biographies on the artist,
including Meng Yuan’s 孟遠 “Chen Hongshou zhuan” 陳洪綬傳 (Biography of
Chen Hongshou), Zhu Yizun’s 朱彝尊 (1629-1709) “Cui Zizhong Chen Hongshou
hezhuan” 崔子忠陳洪綬合傳 (Biography of Cui Zizhong and Chen Hongshou) and
Mao Qilin’s 毛 奇 齡

(1623-1716) “Chen Laolian biezhuan” 陳 老 蓮 別 傳

(Biography of Chen Laolian).13 Based on their groundwork, modern scholars have
produced at least eight different biographies of the artist in Chinese.14 In the West,
Anne Burkus-Chasson’s doctoral dissertation “The Artefacts of Biography in Ch’en
Hung-shou’s ‘Pao-lun-t’ang chi’” (1987) intends to formulate a more objective
biography of the artist mainly based on his own writings, such as poems and essays,
collected in his literary work Baoluntang ji 寶綸堂集 (Collected Writings from the

13

Meng Yuan 孟遠, “Chen Hongshou zhuan” (Biography of Chen Hongshou), repr. in Chen,
Baoluntang ji: shijuan 寶綸堂集：十卷 (Collected Writings from the Hall for the Cherishment of
Silken Cords: Ten Volumes) (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2009), 673-675; Zhu Yizun 朱彝尊,
“Cui Zizhong Chen Hongshou hezhuan” 崔子忠陳洪綬合傳 (Biography of Cui Zizhong and Chen
Hongshou), in Zhu, Pushuting ji 曝書亭集 (Collected Writings from the Pavilion for Sunning
Books), vol. 64 (Shanghai: Shangwu yin shuju, 1936); Mao Qilin 毛奇齡, “Chen Laolian biezhuan”
陳老蓮別傳 (Biography of Chen Hongshou), repr. in Yuchu xinzhi 虞初新志 (New Collection of
Short Stories), ed. Zhang Chao 張潮 (Beijing: Wenxue guji, 1954), 202-203.
14
The eight modern biographies of Chen Hongshou include: Huang, Chen Hongshou; Chen
Hongshou nianpu; Wang, Chen Hongshou; Weng Wanguo 翁萬戈, ed., Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬
(Chen Hongshou: His Life and Art), vol. 1 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin meishu chubanshe, 1997); Li
Weikun 李維琨, Chen Hongshou (Beijing: Wenwu, 1998); Jia Dejiang 賈德江, Chen Hongshou
(Shijiangzhuangshi: Hebei meishu chubanshe, 2001); Chen Chuanxi 陳傳席, Chen Hongshou
(Shijiangzhuangshi: Hebei jiaoyu chubanshe, 2003); Ge Huanbiao 葛煥標 et al., Chen Hongshou
(Fuzhou: Haichao shying yishu chubanshe, 2005); Wu Gan 吳敢 and Wang Shuangyang 王雙陽,
Danqing youshen: Chen Hongshou zhuan 丹青有神：陳洪綬傳 (Painting with Spirit: Biography of
Chen Hongshou) (Hangzhou: Zhejiang renmin chubanshe, 2008).
5

Hall for the Cherishment of Silken Cords).15 These biographies together provide a
detailed account of Chen Hongshou’s personal life experience, such as his family
background, experience in learning painting, association with friends, repeated
failures in civil service examinations and his final decision to be a professional
painter in his latter part of life, as well as display a large number of works by the
artist, including both paintings and prints, which set up a solid foundation for further
study when talking about the connection between the artist’s artwork and life. As a
large number of biographical studies have been made on the artist, this thesis will not
specifically discuss on this aspect, but focus on the paintings themselves.

For the stylistic approach, there are numerous Chinese and English publications
related to Chen Hongshou’s figure works. Wu Dehui’s 吳德蕙 article “Shishu Chen
Hongshou renwu hua de yanbian” 試述陳洪綬人物畫的演變 (Description of the
Evolution of Chen Hongshou’s Figure Painting) (1993) and Chen Chuanxi’s 陳傳席
“Qingyuan xijing, runjie gaokuang ─ ─ Mingdai dahuajia Chen Hongshou de
renwuhua” 清 圓 細 勁 潤 潔 高 曠 ─ ─ 明 代 大 畫 家 陳 洪 綬 的 人 物 畫 (Figure
Painting of the Great Painter Chen Hongshou in Ming Dynasty) (1993) show a
degree of agreement on the artist’s stylistic development.16 In the many publications
of the art historian James Cahill, much attention has also been paid to the artist’s
figure

works,

such

as

The

Compelling

Image:

Nature

and

Style

in

Seventeenth-Century Chinese Painting (1982) and The Distant Mountains: Chinese
15

Anne Burkus-Chasson, “The Artefacts of Biography in Ch’en Hung-shou’s “Pao-lun-t’ang chi”
(PhD diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1987).
16
Wu Dehui 吳德蕙, “Shishu Chen Hongshou renwu hua de yanbian” 試述陳洪綬人物畫的演變
(Description of the Evolution of Chen Hongshou’s Figure Painting); Chen Chuanxi 陳傳席,
“Qingyuan xijing, runjie gaokuang──Mingdai dahuajia Chen Hongshou de renwuhua” 清圓細勁
潤潔高曠──明代大畫家陳洪綬的人物畫 (Great Painter Chen Hongshou’s Figure Painting in
Ming Dynasty), both in Chen Hongshou yanjiu 陳洪綬研究 (Study of Chen Hongshou), ed. Lu
Fusheng 盧輔聖 and Shu Shijun 舒士俊 (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 2008), 7-13,
14-38.
6

Painting of the Late Ming Dynasty, 1570-1644 (1982).17 Similarly, all of them divide
Chen’s figure paintings into three different stages, the early, middle and late, and
concentrate on their stylistic evolution. Each stage reveals the artist’s different
stylistic sources and painting experiences. Some crucial features of Chen’s painting
style are repeatedly pointed out by scholars, such as the strong traditional inheritance
on one hand, and the innovative elements on the other. Several examples of Chen’s
depictions of women are also included and analyzed from that stylistic perspective
since they share similar features, such as the use of lines and brushworks, with the
artist’s other figure paintings. Beyond the stylistic aspect, are Chen’s appropriation
and innovation observable in his portrayals of women in other dimensions, like
iconography and themes?

Regarding Chen’s prints of figures, a monograph on this aspect can be found in
Japanese writer Kobayashi Hiromitsu’s 小 林 宏 光 “Chen Hongshou banhua
chuangzuo yanjiu” 陳洪綬版畫創作研究 (Study on Chen Hongshou’s Engraving
Creation) (1983) and Xu Wenmei’s 許文美 “Shenqing yumen de nüxing──Lun
Chen Hongshou banhua ‘Zhang Shenzhi zhengbei xixiang miben’ zhong de shinü
xingxiang” 深沉鬱悶的女性──論陳洪綬版畫《張深之正北西廂秘本》中的仕
女形象 (Pensive Ladies──A Discussion of the Female Figure Engravings by Chen
Hungshou in Chang Shen-chih’s Revised Edition of the Romance of the Western
Chamber) (2001).18 The former considers all the artist’s figure engravings, their
17

James Cahill makes discussion on Chen Hongshou’s works in his various publications, including:
Fantastics and Eccentrics in Chinese Painting (New York: Asia Society, 1967), 26-41; The
Compelling Image: Nature and Style in Seventeenth-Century Chinese Painting (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1982), 106-145; The Distant Mountains: Chinese Painting of the Late Ming
Dynasty, 1570-1644 (New York and Tokyo: John Weatherhill, Inc., 1982), 244-262; The Painter’s
Practice: How Artists Lived and Worked in Traditional China (New York: Columbia University Press,
1994); Pictures for Use and Pleasure: Vernacular Painting in High Qing China (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2010).
18
Kobayashi Hiromitsu 小林宏光, “Chen Hongshou banhua chuangzuo yanjiu” 陳洪綬版畫創作研
7

stylistic features and representation while the latter focuses on the images of women
shown in the artist’s particular works. As noted earlier, apart from addressing mainly
on Chen’s paintings of women, a few examples of his engravings will also be taken
into consideration in this thesis due to their presence of female figures. These
scholarship written on Chen’s prints include a discussion on the artist’s illustrations
for Romance of the Western Chamber and Romance of Jiao and Hong, two romantic
stories that are closely related to women. Besides the stylistic traits, their analysis of
the appearance and character of the heroines shown in Chen’s prints may be useful to
understand the images of women represented in his paintings.

According to the scholarship mentioned above, their studies on Chen Hongshou are
primarily from the biographical and stylistic approach. 19 Among the analysis of
Chen’s figure works, his portrayals of women have also been mentioned in Wu
(1993), Chen (1993) and Cahill’s (1982) publications. However, they only refer to
several examples of the works in passing as part of the discussion of the artist’s
figure painting style. Xu (2001) seems to turn more to the subject of women, but she
focuses on a particular printed work only and based on the romance drama text,
which are limited to the study of the female image in the broad context of late Ming
究 (Study on Chen Hongshou’s Engraving Creation); Xu Wenmei 許文美, “Shenqing yumen de
nüxing──Lun Chen Hongshou banhua ‘Zhang Shenzhi zhengbei xixiang miben’ zhong de shinü
xingxiang” 深沉鬱悶的女性──論陳洪綬版畫《張深之正北西廂秘本》中的仕女形象 (Pensive
Ladies──A Discussion of the Female Figure Engravings by Chen Hungshou in Chang Shen-chih’s
Revised Edition of the Romance of the Western Chamber), both in Chen Hongshou yanjiu, ed. Lu and
Shu, 75-109, 110-135.
19
Apart from the publications mentioned in the text, other studies on Chen Hongshou include: Chen,
Mingmo guaijie; Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation
Pictures and His Professional Status,” 278-300; Tsai Hsing-li, “Ch’en Hung-shou’s “Elegant
Gathering”: A Late Ming Pictorial Manifesto of Pure Land Buddhism” (PhD diss., University of
Kanses, 1997); Anne Burkus-Chasson, “Between Representations: The Historical and the Visionary in
Chen Hongshou’s “Yaji”,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 84, no. 2 (June, 2002): 315-333; Liu Shi-yee, “An
Actor in Real Life: Chen Hongshou’s “Scenes from the Life of Tao Yuanming”” (PhD diss., Yale
University, 2003); Qiu Sha 裘沙, Chen Hongshou yanjiu: shidai, sixiang he chatu chuangzuo 陳洪
綬研究：時代、思想和插圖創作 (Study of Chen Hongshou: Time, Ideas and Illustrations Creation)
(Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 2004); Wu and Wang, Danqing youshen.
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and early Qing, undoubtedly leaving a gap for further exploration.

In recent years, some scholars have made specific discussions and have paid more
attention to this respect based on Chen Hongshou’s portrayals of women. However,
there are contradictory opinions concerning the images of women in Chen’s middle
and late works. One position is expressed in Wang Chenghua’s 2002 article “Nüren,
wupin yu ganguan yuwang: chen hongshou wanqi renwuhua zhong jiangnan wenhua
de chengxian” 女人、物品與感官慾望：陳洪綬晚期人物畫中江南文化的呈現
(The Late-Ming Culture of Sensibility: Women and Objects in Chen Hung-shou’s
Late Figure Painting), which highlights the distinctive and unusual characteristic of
the artist’s figure paintings, particularly the interaction between women, objects and
literati through the depiction of various senses such as gazing, touching and smelling,
in correspondence with the culture of sensibility in late Ming. 20 It attempts to
explore the above noted feature in Chen’s works related to the late Ming discourse on
women, objects and the culture of sensibility, such as Zhangwuzhi 長 物 志
(Superfluous Things) (1621) by Wen Zhenheng 文震亨 (1585-1645) and Yue rong
bian 悅容編 (On Appreciating Women) by Wei Yong 衛泳 (17th century). It is
found that Chen’s depictions of women and objects shared similarity with the
contemporary literatures mentioned in terms of their structure and content, from
which women were more like an object of desire to be viewed and evaluated. Even
women’s talents to read and write were regarded as tools to please literate men in a
cultural level. In the meanwhile, Wang intended to propose that Chen as a typical late
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Wang Chenghua 王正華, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang: Chen Hongshou wanqi renwuhua
zhong Jiangnan wenhua de chengxian” 女人、物品與感官慾望：陳洪綬晚期人物畫中江南文化的
呈現 (The Late-Ming Culture of Sensibility: Women and Objects in Ch’en Hung-shou’s Late Figure
Painting), Jindai zhongguo funüshi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究 (Study of Modern Chinese Women
History), no. 10, (2002): 1-57.
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Ming literati, his interaction with women, objects and the culture of sensibility
constructed an essential part of his life style before the transitional chaos of the early
Qing dynasty (1644-1911) that was represented as a collective memory in Chen’s
paintings shared between the cultivated men in a similar position.

Another study of Chen’s depictions of women is Feng Youheng’s 馮幼衡 “Chen
Hongshou de shinü hua──Wanming nüxing neihan de fansi yu xinjing” 陳洪綬的
仕女畫──晚明女性內涵的反思與新境 (Chen Hongshou’s Paintings of Women:
Challenging Traditional Womanhood in the Late Ming) (2009). 21 Feng holds a
contrary point of view as she suggests Chen “turning the passive female figure who
is an object of the male gaze into a more subjective individual prone to her own
feelings and desires”.22 It aims to emphasize the new female roles shown in Chen’s
works by a more wide range of examples. Feng realizes that several unprecedented
images of women as educator, recluse and scholar represented in the artist’s works
challenge the traditional womanhood in the past models. The representation of the
scholar and beauty within the paintings also renegotiates the relationship between
men and women of the time, which breaks the conventional depictions of female
figures as only attendants, servants and entertainers. Therefore, Feng argues a more
active and positive image of women constructed in Chen’s paintings in relation to the
changing attitude towards women at that time.

There is no doubt that Wang (2002) and Feng’s articles (2009) provides a new
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Feng Youheng 馮幼衡, “Chen Hongshou de shinü hua──Wanming nüxing neihan de fansi yu
xinjing” 陳洪綬的仕女畫──晚明女性內涵的反思與新境 (Chen Hongshou’s Paintings of
Women: Challenging Traditional Womanhood in the Late Ming), Gugong xueshu jikan 故宮學術季
刊 (The National Palace Museum Research Quarterly), vol. 27, no. 2, (2009): 83-125.
22
Ibid, 114.
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perspective on the analysis of Chen’s paintings that considers less on the stylistic
features of the works, but emphasized more on the interpretation of the cultural
meanings in correspondence to the contemporary social trends. In this regard, this
thesis partially follows in their footsteps by linking up the artworks with the late
Ming and early Qing socio-historical context to explore their possible connection and
reflection. However, certain doubts and issues that arise from Wang and Feng’s
articles will be further examined. For Wang’s, this dissertation doubts the proposition
of women’s totally passive role similar to objects in the depictions of their interaction
with literati since the visibly upward position of women in the seventeenth century
was examined in a number of feminist art histories, which will be mentioned soon.
Also, Wang considers paintings with theme of the interaction between women,
objects and literati as the main crucial characteristic of Chen’s late works that is not
comprehensive enough as other themes like women with female friends, servants and
being alone should also be taken into consideration. On the other hand, for Feng’s
article, she seems to suggest an overly active role of female, but ignores the
remaining limitations placed on them when she studying Chen’s paintings. In
particular, Chen was a male painter in the late Ming and early Qing era, which was a
period stressing on the ideals of patriarchal systems and gender constructs embodied
in the pursue of Confucian ideology and classics, such as Sishu jizhu 四書集注
(Commentaries on the Four Books) compiled by the Southern Song thinker Zhu Xi
朱熹 (1130-1200), and the implementation of strict laws and norms that placed more
restrictions on women.
23
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Along with the growing commercialisation and

Zhu Xi’s 朱熹 (1130-1200) Sishu jizhu 四書集注 (Commentaries on the Four Books) consists of
four canons of Confucian Classics, including Daxue 大學 (University), Zhongrong 中庸
(Moderation), Lunyu 論語 (Analects of Confucius) and Mengzi 孟子 (Mencius). Min Jiayin 閔家
胤, Yanggang yu yinrou de bianzou: liangxing guanxi he shehui moshi 陽剛與陰柔的變奏：兩性關
係和社會模式 (Variations of Masculine and Feminine: Gender Relations and Social Model) (Beijing:
Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 1995), 259-260, 320-321; Du Fangqin 杜芳琴, Faxian fuü de
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consumption of the time, is it possible for him to depict female images without any
sexual bias?

It is clear that there exists a strong preference and contradiction between Wang and
Feng’s articles on the images of women constructed in Chen’s works. Wang suggests
women in passive positions, claiming they are more like an object to be viewed and
desired by male literati, while Feng argues an active image of women shown in the
artist’s works. As we can see, Chen’s depictions of women have been a controversial
issue among scholars that needs further exploration to coordinate the existing
argument. In view of this, what is Chen’s attitude towards women revealed from his
representations? How does it correspond to the social culture and women’s status in
the seventeenth century? A wide range of feminist art historical scholarship provide
important examination on this aspect. For instance, scholars like Dorothy Ko, Susan
Mann and Ellen Widmer have studied the issue of the renegotiation of female roles in
Ming-Qing era. According to them, one of the most noticeable characteristics of the
time was the upward position of women due to the more open society and
widespread education that challenged stereotypical perceptions of women in
Confucian patriarchal systems.24 However, on the other hand, publications done by
lishi──Zhongguo funüshi lunji 發現婦女的歷史──中國婦女史論集 (The Discovery of
Women’s History: Collection of Thesis on Chinese Women’s History) (Tianjin shi: Tianjin shehui
kexueyuan chubanshe, 1996), 86.
24
Scholarship concerning women’s changing role and talent include: Paul S. Ropp, “The Seeds of
Change: Reflections on the Condition of Women in the Early and Mid Ch’ing,” Signs, vol. 2, no. 1
(1976): 5-23; Ellen Widmer, “The Epistolary World of Female Talent in Seventeenth-Century China,”
Late Imperial China, vol. 10, no. 2 (Dec., 1989): 24-30; Marsha Weidner, Flowering in the Shadows:
Women in the History of Chinese and Japanese (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990);
Dorothy Ko, “Pursuing Talent and Virtue: Education and Women’s Culture in Seventeenth- and
Eighteenth- Century China,” Late Imperial China, vol. 13, no. 1 (Jun., 1992): 9-39; Teachers of the
Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford, California: Stanford
University, 1994); Susan Mann, “’Fuxue’ (Women’s Learning) by Zhang Xuecheng (1738-1801):
China’s First History of Women’s Culture,” Late Imperial China, vol. 13, no. 1 (Jun., 1992): 40-62;
Precious Records: Women in China’s Long Eighteenth Century (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University
Press, 1997); Ho Clara Wing-chung, “The Cultivation of Female Talent: Views on Women’s Education
in China during the Early and High Qing Periods,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the
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Craig Clunas, Mao Wenfang 毛文芳 and Bao Hongchang 暴鴻昌 concerning the
growing consumption and material cultures of the seventeenth century seem to
strengthen the material and sensual nature of female images. 25 How can we
understand such seemingly contradictory positions of women arisen from the above
scholarship and Chen’s representations?

Besides Wang and Feng’s articles, Tamara Heimarch Bentley’s recent publications
also bring new research perspective on the study of Chen’s pictures of women. Her
book The Figurative Works of Chen hongshou (1599-1652): Authentic Voices/
Expanding Markets (2012) is an extended work based on her early doctorial thesis
“Authenticity in a New Key: Chen Hongshou’s Figurative Oeuvre, ‘Authentic
Emotion,’ and the Late Ming Market” (2000).26 Both book and thesis include a
chapter mainly on Chen’s drama illustrations and several paintings of women,
considering them in relation to the two interacting themes, namely the rise of
Orient, vol. 38, no. 2 (1995): 191-223; Chang Kang-i Sun, Writing Women in Late Imperial China
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1997).
25
For the material and consumption culture of late Ming and early Qing period, see Craig Clunas,
Superfluous Things: Material Cultural and Social Status in Early Modern China (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1991); Empire of Great Brightness: Visual and Material Culture of Ming China,
1368-1644 (London: Reaktion Books, 2008); Bao Hongchang 暴鴻昌, “Lun wan Ming shehui de
shemi zhi feng” 論晚明社會的奢靡之風 (Discussion of the Luxurious Atmosphere in Late Ming
Society), in Ming shi yanjiu 明史研究 (Study of Ming History), episode 3 (Hefei: Huangshan shushe,
1993), 85-92; Samuel Adrian M. Adshead, Material Culture in Europe and China, 1400-1800: the
Rise of Consumerism (Basingstoke: Macmillan; New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997; Timothy Brook,
The Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1998); Mao Wenfang 毛文芳, Wu, xingbie, guankan: Ming mo Qing chu wenhua
shuxie xintan 物，性別，觀看：明末清初文化書寫新探 (Object, Gender, Gaze: New Exploration of
Writing Culture of Late Ming and Early Qing) (Taipei shi: Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 2001); Wang
Chenghua, “Guoyan fanhua──Wan Ming chengshi tu, chengshi guan yu wenhua xiaofei yanjiu” 過
眼繁華──晚明城市圖、城市觀與文化消費的研究 (Fleeting Prosperity──Study of City Pictures,
City Views and Cultural Consumption in Late Ming), in Zhongguo de chengshi shenghuo 中國的城
市生活 (Urban Life of China), ed. Li Xiaoti 李孝悌, 1-57 (Taipei: Lianjing chuban shiye gufen
youxian gongsi, 2005); Wu Renshu 巫仁恕, Pinwei shehua: Wan Ming de xiaofei shehui yu shi dafu
品味奢華：晚明的消費社會與士大夫 (Taste of Luxury: The Consumption Society and Literati in
Late Ming) (Taipei: Lianjing chuban shiye gufen youxian gongsi, 2007).
26
Bentley, “Authenticity in a New Key: Chen Hongshou’s Figurative Oeuvre, ‘Authentic Emotion,’
and the Late Ming Market” (PhD diss., University of Michigan, 2000); The Figurative Works of Chen
Hongshou (1599-1652), 39-76.
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authentic emotion (qing 情) and the commercial market in the late Ming society. For
the emotional field, Bentley suggests Chen’s works associate women with complex
emotional feelings and eroticism in correspondence with the aesthetic shift of the
time that is to emphasize on one’s individual personality and true feelings.27 On the
other hand, Bentley realizes that the flourishing print industry and expanding
commercial market in the late Ming period facilitated the productions of drama
illustrations and female imagery, which provided a means for artists like Chen
Hongshou to earn a living.

Bentley’s publications are useful to understand Chen’s depictions of women
specifically in the emotional and commercial aspects, which attract our attention to
the broad social atmosphere of the new aesthetic trend and the growing commercial
market in late Ming time. These two dimensions will be also considered in this thesis.
Bentley’s discussions of authentic emotion, however, are principally focusing on the
artist’s woodblock prints. Can it extend to a more wide range of Chen’s paintings of
women? What is the artist’s intention to depict women with this characteristic? Also,
when studying Chen’s paintings, it is difficult to leave their commercial purpose
aside due to the artist’s identity as a professional painter in his late part of life. As
Bentley has said, Chen’s large production of beautiful women paintings during the
late 1640s and early 1650s are resulted from “his confessed dependence on paintings
to make a living”.28 However, instead of giving a general supposition, is it possible
to identify certain types of female images especially executed for the commercial art
market and cater to the audience’s aesthetic taste? Also, it is problematic that the
emphasis on the commercial purpose of the artist’s works may overlook his other
27
28

Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 4-5, 24-25.
Ibid, 65.
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possible awareness and audience of the paintings. What else potential viewer and
function are Chen’s works for? Do the portrayals of women for different target
audiences reveal difference? Such questions will also be taken into consideration in
this thesis.

Based on the groundwork of existing scholarship, this thesis focuses on Chen’s
rendering of women mainly ranging between the 1630s and 1650s, and attempts to
examine what their representations, audience and function reveal about the artist. It
does not aim to present a comprehensive view of the works, but hopes to contribute a
better understanding of his portrayals of women in question. Some specific issues are
addressed, including: How does Chen’s depiction of women reveal his appropriations
and innovations? How does Chen continue with the sources of past models and
deviate from them in iconographic and thematic respects? What is Chen’s attitude
towards women revealed from his representations and how does it correspond to the
status of women in the contemporary society? How do the audience and function of
the female images reveal the artist’s dual identities as a literate man and a
professional painter? Is there a specific type of ladies for a particular kind of target
audience? As Chen is a well-known painter in art history, a large amount of literature
on him has been written. However, the monographic study of his portrayals of
women is limited to only few cases mentioned above, from which the artist’s
depictions of women have not been clearly sorted out, while the relation between
female image, cultural

implication and the artist’s identity, to a certain extent,

leaves space for further exploration. Thus this thesis intends to contribute to these
aspects by researching on the said questions. In the meantime, by studying the case
of Chen Hongshou, it may contribute a better understanding of the genre’s historical
15

development and the issue of viewership of those paintings in the late Ming and early
Qing period.

For the methodology, this thesis will examine the issue through the analysis of both
first hand visual and textual materials. The former includes painted and printed
works, while the latter involves substantial past literature. They together serve as
valuable and reliable resources for the analysis. Regarding the method of analysis,
the artworks will be placed in the broad context of Chinese art history that is a way to
study their connection with the genre’s historical development. 29 Through the
analysis and comparison, a thorough understanding of their inheritance and
transformation from the previous masters will be achieved. Besides, the combination
between the artworks and the socio-historical context will be applied that has been a
perspective frequently used by art historians since a few decades ago.30 With a clear
understanding of the background of the artistic executions, the meaning of the deeper
layers of the works in relation to the social atmosphere and cultural context will be
revealed. Moreover, since the subject discussed mainly focuses on female imagery
and the research questions are concerned with the issue of women, so the
engagement with the achievement of current scholarship on feminist art histories and
gender theories are necessary. They in combination serve as significant evidences to
prove the status of women demonstrated from the works.

This thesis will be generally divided into three main parts. Chapter one examines the
29

Shi Shouqian 石守謙, “Zhongguo huihuashi yanjiu zhong de yixie xianjing” 中國繪畫史研究中
的一些陷阱 (Traps in the Study of Chinese Painting History), in Zhongguohua yanjiu fangfa lun 中
國畫研究方法論 (Research Methodology on Chinese Painting), ed. Lu Fusheng 盧輔聖 (Shanghai:
Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 2000), 54-55.
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James Cahill, “Zhongguo huihua shi fangfa lun” 中國繪畫史方法論 (Methodology of Chinese
Painting History), trans. Li Shumei 李淑美, Xin meishu 新美術 (New Arts), no. 1, (1990): 33.
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appropriations and innovations revealed in Chen’s portrayals of women, from which
the artist’s contribution to the development of the female images in art history will be
demonstrated. Instead of stylistic features like the use of brush and ink, the emphasis
is on the iconography and themes, which have not been clearly sorted out in the
existing scholarship. In these regards, what does Chen have in common with his past
models and how does he deviate from them? This chapter will firstly examine the
identifiable features ascribed to the established paintings in Chen’s depictions of
women. Examples of the genre from the past dynasties prior to the late Ming will be
reviewed as part of the discussion in order to set the stage for analyzing how Chen’s
works adhere to the established iconology and themes in the broader history. It will
then focus on his distinctive and innovative traits, which reveal the artist’s facility in
reinvention and his possible awareness of the popular trends in his own time.

With an examination of the inheritance and innovation of Chen’s portrayals of
women, chapter two proceeds to explore Chen’s attitude towards women reflected
from his representations, and their correspondence with women’s status in the
seventeenth century. The late Ming and early Qing is a special period for women as
the great economic, social and ideological changes affected their roles in the Chinese
society. From both primary and secondary sources, it is obvious to see that the more
open lives of women and some of the relaxed conventionally shackles provided them
with upward social positions. They revealed a more broadly participation in the
cultural and social circle of the time. These changing roles of women are clear to be
observed in Chen’s portrayals of women since his works demonstrate frequently the
unprecedented female figures and provide a new treatment to the conventional
subject established in the past painting history. However, on the other hand, it should
17

be noted that although the transformation of social cultures provided more
opportunities for women, they, in the meantime, seemed still within limitations
traditionally placed on them and their subordinate position even appeared to be
strengthened. In this regard, Chen as a male artist of the period, his attitude towards
women will be explored through his representations, together with the records of his
life experience, as seen in relation to the contemporary society. The depictions of
women in different themes, like women accompanying literati, female friends and
being alone will be broadly considered. Besides Chen’s works, female images
sharing similar features done by his contemporaries, such as Cui Zizhong, will be
also included as examples. Their works on the whole provided a valuable platform to
understand the culture stance on women in the seventeenth century.

With all the above analyses, chapter three is then devoted to investigate the intended
audience and functions of Chen’s portrayals of women. With the flourishing
production and demand of beautiful women pictures in the growing art market during
the late Ming and early Qing period, Chen’s female images of this period appeared to
have propensity to suit the market demand considering his position as a professional
painter. Apart from the public audience and utilitarian purpose of the artist’s images
of women, this thesis is also concerned with his other possible audience and personal
or social awareness, which may be determined from the inscriptions and content of
the works as well as the personal experience of the artist during the seventeenth
century. More importantly, different creative motivations and recipients of Chen’s
artistic practice discussed may demonstrate the artist’s conflicting identities as a
literate man and a professional painter in his middle and late life. The thesis, at the
same time, will try to connect the representations of women with different
18

viewership in order to figure out whether the possible relation between specific types
of beauties and particular kinds of audience exist. This thesis is one of the steps
towards the exploration of these issues, which no doubt requires further research
work.
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Chapter One

Appropriations and Innovations in Chen’s Portrayals of Women

Women have long been a subject matter in the history of Chinese figure painting.
Their origin can be traced back to at least the Spring and Autumn period (770-476
BCE) and the Warring States period (475-221 BCE), and continued to develop in the
subsequent dynasties.1 As one of the most famous figure painters in the late Ming
and early Qing era, Chen Hongshou’s general artistic pursuit and achievement of
archaism (Fugu 復古) is revealed in the appraisals by later generations. In Ming hua
lu 明畫錄 (Records of Ming Paintings) (late 17th century), the Qing scholar Xu Xin
徐沁 (1626-1683) suggests that his paintings “deliberately pursue antiquity” (keyi
zhuigu 刻意追古).2 Qin Zuyong 秦祖永 (1852-1884) in “Tongyin lunhua” 桐陰
論畫 (Tongyin’s Discussion on Paintings) (late 19th century) comments that his art is
“deeply influenced by ancient methods” (shende gufa 深得古法) and full with
“antique styles” (taigu zhi feng 太古之風).3 In this regard, there are numerous
modern scholarship concerning the stylistic features of Chen’s figure paintings, such
as the use of lines and brushworks, their development and evolution.4 However, a
detailed exploration of the iconographic characteristics, like the facial types and
costume of women, and themes instead of the stylistic traits of Chen’s portrayals of
1

Shan, “Gudai shinü hua gailun,” 33-34.
Xu Xin 徐沁, Ming hua lu 明畫錄 (The Record of Ming Paintings), late 17th century, repr. in
Meishu congshu 美術叢書 (Series of Literature of Art), ed. Huang Binhong 黃賓虹 and Deng Shihe
鄧實合, three episodes, vol. 7 (Shanghai: Shenzou guoguangshe, 1936), 34.
3
Qin Zuyong 秦祖永, “Tongyin lunhua” 桐陰論畫 (Tongyin’s Discussion on Paintings), late 19th
century, repr. in Qin, Tongyin huajue 桐陰畫訣 (Tongyin’s Painting Tactic) (Beijing: Beijing shi
zhongguo shudian, 1983), 5.
4
For the discussion of the stylistic features in Chen Hongshou’s figure paintings, see Wang, Chen
Hongshou, 58-71; Chen, Mingmo guaijie, 57-69; Wu, “Shishu Chen Hongshou renwu hua de yanbian”;
Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 5-9, 158-163; James Cahill,
Fantastics and Eccentrics in Chinese Painting, 26-41; The Distant Mountains; 244-262.
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women has not yet been well investigated. In these regards, how does Chen’s
representation reveal his appropriations and innovations? How does Chen continue
with the sources of past models and deviate from them? This chapter will firstly
consider the identifiable characteristics attributed to the earlier models in Chen’s
works, and then investigate his innovative elements through both textual and visual
analysis that demonstrate Chen’s contribution to the development of female images
in his own time. The significance of these features in Chen’s works will be finally
tied to the ideas of archaism, especially in the context of late Ming dynasty.

Appropriations of Iconographic Features

Under Chen’s brush, the facial appearance of women are usually represented in an
oval face, with bazi mei 八字眉 (eight-character eyebrows), also called as chou mei
愁眉 (knitted brow), which seemingly shapes a depressed facial expression.5 These
features can be clearly seen in majority of his works, like A Lady Looking at the
Mirror (Duijing shinü tu 對鏡仕女圖) (1636) (fig. 14) in the Academy of Arts and
Design of Tsinghua University, A Lady Writing Poem on a Red Leaf (Hongye tishi tu
紅葉題詩圖) (1646) (fig. 15) in a private collection and A Lady Holding Flower
(Nianhua shinü tu 拈花仕女圖) (1650) (fig. 16) in the Shanghai Museum. His
images of women are sometimes shown with slender brows, another type of eyebrow,
such as Portrait of Cui Yingying (Yingying xiang 鶯鶯像) (1630) (fig. 3) in the
Shanghai Library, Ladies Holding Fan (Wanshan shinü tu 紈扇仕女圖) (1634) (fig.
17) and The Four Pleasures of Nan Shenglu: Third section (Nan Shenglu sile tu zhi

5

Eight-character eyebrows originated from the images of women of Han dynasty (206 BCE-220).
See, Huang Jun 黃均, Shinühua de yanjiu yu jifa 仕女畫的研究與技法 (Study and Techniques of
Beautiful Women Painting) (Beijing: Gongyi meishu chubanshe, 1987), 40-41.
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san 南生魯四樂圖卷之三) (1649) (fig. 18) in the Rietberg Museum of Zurich.6
Besides, they usually have tapering and elongated eyes frequently with sharp and
upturned corner, plump nose and small, cherry-like and closed mouth, which can be
seen in most of his works, for instance, A Lady Releasing a Butterfly (Shinü tu 仕女
圖) (c. 1639) (fig. 19), A Lady Catching the Butterfly (Pudie tu shan 撲碟圖扇)
(1650) (fig. 20) in the Suzhou Museum and A Lady (Shinü tu 仕女圖) (c. 1651) (fig.
21) in the Cleveland Museum of Art. In the aspect of women’s hair, they are usually
piled up in various types of “cloud-like” buns, such as gao ji 高髻 (high bun)
obviously shown in Lingering in Autumn (Juan qiu tu 眷秋圖) (c. 1649) (fig. 22),
Ladies on the Way to Birthday Celebration (Fuyue shinü tu 撫樂仕女圖) (c. 1649)
(fig. 23) collected in the Xiling Seal Engraving Society of Hangzhou and Playing
Zither (Fuqin tu 撫琴圖) (fig. 24) in the National Palace Museum of Taipei, and the
other type woduo ji 倭墮髻 (falling bun) in A Lady Reclining on Basket over an
Incense Burner (fig. 11) and A Lady Writing Poem on a Red Leaf (fig. 15), noted
before.7

Such iconographic features, in fact, were long-established and already observable in
the paintings of women created by Tang dynasty masters, such as Zhang Xuan 張萱
(mid 8th century) and Zhou Fang 周昉 (c. 730- c. 800), that revealed Chen’s
engagement and awareness of the established category of paintings of gentlewomen.
However, it should be noted that most of Zhang and Zhou’s authentic works cannot
6

Slender brows could be traced back at least to the Qin dynasty (221-206 BCE). See, Huang,
Shinühua de yanjiu yu jifa, 42-43.
7
Women have various types of bun in traditional Chinese history and each of them originated from
different periods. Both gao ji and woduo ji derived from the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220). See, Huang,
Shinühua de yanjiu yu jifa, 34-40.
Some information pointed out that Playing Zither was imitated by the later generation instead of the
artist himself due to its monotonous use of brushstrokes and unharmonious dye. See National Palace
Museum, ed., Gugong shuhua lu 故宮書畫錄 (Record of Calligraphy and Painting in the National
Palace Museum) (Taipei: National Palace Museum; Huaguo chubanshe, 1965).
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be verified and even do not exist nowadays. Only some of the versions imitated by
subsequent painters have been handed down for our reference. Zhang’s original
version of the well-known painting Court Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk
(Daolian tu 搗練圖) (fig. 25) has lost while the one now collected in the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, is claimed to be imitated by the Emperor Huizong of Song 宋徽
宗, named Zhao Ji 趙佶 (1082-1135), or Northern Song dynasty court painters, but
the latter has become more acceptable among the circle of art connoisseurship.8 The
other famed works Court Ladies with Fan (Wanshan shinü tu 紈扇仕女圖) (fig. 26)
in the Palace Museum of Beijing and Court Ladies Tuning Zither and Tasting Tea
(Tiaoqin zhuoming tu 調琴啜茗圖) (fig. 27) in the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art
are generally believed to be attributed to Zhou Fang.9 It is problematic that whether
Zhang and Zhou’s works that can be approached nowadays revealed exactly their
painting style and were attributed to the artists or not, but some consistent
iconographic features in their works can still be observed which are considered as
their common painting style. According to the works mentioned, the presence of
women has an oval and even round face. Some of them have eight-character
eyebrows while the others possess slender brows, along with elongated eyes partially
with upturned corner, plump nose, and tiny mouth. Their hair style is also usually
done in different types of “cloud-like” buns, which set up an influential model of
beautiful women for the later painters.

Subsequent paintings continued to show such iconographic features of women

8

Liu Lingcang 劉凌滄, Tangdai renwu hua 唐代人物畫 (Figure Paintings of Tang Dynasty)
(Beijing: Zhongguo gudian yishu, 1958), 27-30; Wang Zongying 王宗英, Zhongguo shinü hua yishu
shi 中國仕女畫藝術史 (Art History of Chinese Painting of Beautiful Women) (Nanjing: Dongnan
daxue chubanshe, 2009), 34-35.
9
Liu, Tangdai renwu hua, 44-46.
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established in Tang dynasty. The painting titled Court Ladies (Gong zhong tu 宮中
圖) (fig. 28), originally attributed to Five dynasties (907-960) painter Zhou Wenju
周文矩 (10th century), reveals a great resemblance to Tang masters’ in terms of
women’s facial appearance and hair style.10 His inheritance of the previous model
had also been recorded in Song dynasty Xuanhe huapu 宣 和 畫 譜 (Painting
Catalogue of Xuanhe) (preface dated 1120), which said that Zhou Wenju’s female
figure was “close to the type of Zhou Fang” (jinlei Zhou Fang 近類周昉).11 In the
similar period, attributed to Gu Hongzhong’s 顧閎中 (10th century) Night Revels of
Han Xizai (Han Xizai yeyan tu 韓熙載夜宴圖) (fig. 29), now in the Palace Museum
of Beijing, also displays certain facial traits coherent with the female image
established in Tang dynasty, such as slender brows, elongated eyes and small
mouth.12 There is no doubt that the images of women developed by Zhou Fang and
Zhang Xuan in Tang era caused significant influence on the subsequent painters,
even up to those in Ming-Qing time.

Chen Hongshou seems to have been aware of the above developments. As we can see,
his representations of women mentioned above, to a certain extent, are coherent with
the works done by Tang masters. Some literary sources also serve as evidences for
his particular adherence to Zhou Fang. Mao Qiling in “Chen Laolian biezhuan”,
10

Zhou Wenju’s original work Court Ladies has lost nowadays. The one, broken into four pieces and
collected in the Cleveland Museum of Art, Fogg Art Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art
respectively, was imitated by Song dynasty painter. See, Li Zefeng 李澤奉, Guhua jianshang 古畫鑒
藏 (Appreciation and Collection of Ancient Paintings) (Changchun: Jilin kexue jishu chubanshe,
2004), 40-41; Zhou Jiyin 周積寅, Jiangsu lidai huajia 江蘇歷代畫家 (Jiangsu Painters of Past
Dynasties) (Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe, 1985), 13-14.
11
Xuanhe huapu 宣和畫譜 (Painting Book of Xuanhe), vol. 6, 1120, repr. in Huashi congshu, ed.
Yu, vol. 2 (Shanghai: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1963), 69.
12
Gu Hongzhong’s original version of Night Revels of Han Xizai does not exist nowadays. The one in
the Palace Museum of Beijing was justified to be an imitation of Southern Song dynasty painter. See,
Li, Guhua jianshang, second edition, 41-42; Sun Jing 孫敬, “’Han Xizai yeyan tu’ chuangzuo niandai
kao” 《韓熙載夜宴圖》創作年代考 (Examination of the Production Year of Night Revels of Han
Xizai), Zuojia 作家 (Writer Magazine), vol. 22, no. 11 (2012): 269-270.
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noted earlier, records the artist’s continuous emulation of Zhou’s paintings, which are
generally believed as the paintings of women due to Zhou’s fame for this subject
matter:

[Lao]lian (Old lotus) tried to emulate Zhou Zhangshi’s (official title as adjutant)
[Fang] paintings, even up to three times, but he was still not satisfied. Someone
pointing at his painting said: “This work has already exceeded those of Zhou,
but [you] are still so humble, why?” [Laolian] said: “This is exactly my
inadequacy. My painting is easily seen to be good, which means that [I] have
not reached excellence. Zhangshi’s [Zhou Fang] painting is of course excellent,
but [it] seems without excellence. This is really hard to achieve.”13
蓮嘗模周長史畫，至再三，猶不欲已。人指所模畫，謂之曰：此事已過周，
而猶嗛嗛，何也？曰：此所以不及者也。吾畫易見好，則能事未盡也。長
史本至能，而若無能，此難能也。

Besides, Chen’s features of women, perhaps including both appearance and style,
specifically deriving from Zhou’s are also suggested in another area of Mao’s same
essay, which writes as follows:

[Lao]lian’s (Old lotus) paintings are excellent due to his talent, otherwise each
part of [his paintings] has its own method [based on traditions]:…On ladies he
learnt from Zhou Zhangshi Fang; On babies he learnt from Gou Longshuang;
On [the type of bun] called woduo jie he learnt from Zhangshi [Zhou Fang]; On
women’s ends of hair and hair on the temples he learnt from Zhangshi [Zhou
Fang]…14
蓮畫以天勝，然各有法… 士女法周長史昉；嬰法勾龍爽；倭墮結法長史；
髾鬋法長史…

13
14

Mao, “Chen Laolian biezhuan,” repr. in Zhang, Yuchu xinzhi, 202-203.
Ibid, 203.
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Here, Mao points out a series of derivations of Chen’s paintings, revealing the artist’s
collective sense and profound knowledge of the wide-ranging painting traditions, in
which his general images of women, especially their bun and hair style, are mainly
considered based on Zhou’s. Some visual evidence, to a certain extent, may support
Mao’s statement. In Chen’s Playing Zither (fig. 24), women pile up their hairs in
high bun which is a kind of hair style similar to those in Zhou’s well-researched
painting Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair (Zanhua shinü tu 簪花仕女圖)
(fig. 30), now kept in the Liaoning Provincial Museum.15 However, with regards to
other types of bun shown in Chen’s female figure, they appear to have their own
painting style. It should be noted that while Chen learned from the previous masters,
he partially reinvented some traits based on his familiarity with the past model, and
more on this aspect will be discussed further in the part of his innovations.

Although there are coherent visual evidence between Chen and Zhou’s works,
whether Chen has seen any of the original works made by Zhou especially mentioned
above or not is uncertain. It may be able to find some clues in the circulation of
Zhou’s paintings. According to Li Xingming’s 李星明 article (2006) written on
Zhou’s Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair, noted above, the painting was
15

Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair was traditionally attributed to Zhou Fang. However,
there are four main different opinions on its dates of production, including the period of middle Tang,
middle and late Tang, Northern Tang and Song era. See, for instance, Xie Zhiliu 謝稚柳, “Dui Tang
Zhou Fang ‘Zanhua shinü tu’ de shangjue” 唐周昉《簪花仕女圖》的商榷 (Discussion of Tang Zhou
Fang’s ‘Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair’), Wenwu cankao ziliao 文物參考資料
(Cultural Relics), no. 6 (1958): 25-26; Yang Renkai 楊仁愷, Zanhua shinü tu 簪花仕女圖 (Court
Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair) (Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1981); Xu Shucheng 徐
書城, “Cong ‘Wanshan shinü tu’, ‘Zanhua shinü tu’ luetan Tangren shinü hua” 從《紈扇仕女圖》
、
《簪
花仕女圖》略談唐人仕女畫 (Brief Discussion of Lay Paintings by Tang Painters through “Court
Ladies with Fans” and “Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair”), Wenwu cankao ziliao 文物參
考資料 (Cultural Relics), no. 7 (1980): 71-75; Ellen Johnston Laing, “Notes on Ladies Wearing
Flowers in their Hair,” Orientations, vol. 21, no. 2, (Feb., 1990): 32-39. Li Xingming 李星明,
“‘Zanhua shinü tu’ niandai lijian”《簪花仕女圖》年代蠡見 (Shallow Opinions on the Era of ‘Court
Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair’), Hubei meishu xueyuan xuebao 湖北美術學院學報 (Hubei
Institute of Fine Arts Journal), no. 1 (2006): 65-71.
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once collected by the government of Southern Song dynasty and then attributed to
Gu Sidao 賈似道 (1213-1275), an official of the said period. Subsequently, the
collection of the painting in Yuan and Ming era was unrecorded while it was
considered to be kept by Liang Qingbiao 梁清標 (1620-1691), a calligraphy and
painting connoisseur and official in the early Qing time.16 As there seems no any
record of the friendship or connection between Chen and those collectors, it infers
that Chen might make reference to the printed albums of painting that reproduced
original works of art of past dynasties, such as Gushi huapu 顧氏畫譜 (Master Ku’s
Pictorial Album) (1603) edited by Gu Bing 顧炳 (fl. 1594-1603) and Tang Jieyuan
fang gujin huapu 唐解元仿古今畫譜 (Tang Jieyuan’s Emulation of Painting
Albums of Past and Present) (16th century) produced by Tang Yin 唐 寅
(1470-1524).17 As Craig Clunas said, the existence of these pictorial albums “can be
seen on one level as part of the broader ‘commodification of knowledge’ observable
for the first time in a number of areas of sixteenth-seventeenth-century culture”.18
This assumption seems appropriate for Chen’s reference to the works done by past
masters when there is no a certain record. Besides, there is another possibility for
Chen to approach the painting style of past court painters. According to the records,
in 1642, Chen was appointed as sheren 舍人 (official title) responsible to imitate
the image of emperors of the past dynasties.19 This working experience provided
Chen with opportunity to view the collected paintings of the court and probably
influenced on his figure paintings, including female imagery.

16

Li, “‘Zanhua shinü tu’ niandai lijian,” 66.
Gu Bing 顧炳, ed., Gushi huapu 顧氏畫譜 (Master Ku’s Pictorial Album), 1603 (Beijing:
Wenwu chubanshe, 1983); Tang Jieyuan 唐解元, Tang Jieyuan fang gujin huapu 唐解元仿古今畫譜
(Tang Jieyuan’s Emulation of Painting Albums of Past and Present), edited by Huang Fengchi 黃鳳池
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1981).
18
Craig Clunas, Pictures and Visuality in Early Modern China (London: Reaktion Books, 1997), 138.
19
Wang, Chen Hongshou, 31.
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In the aspect of the female body shown in Chen’s works, majority of women are
depicted with a slender figure without clear shoulders, very frequently in a sideway
instead of a frontal posture, such as Yang Sheng’an Wearing Flowers in His Hair
(Yang Sheng’an zanhua tu 楊升庵簪花圖) (1636) (fig. 31) in the Palace Museum of
Beijing, A Lady Standing with a Feather Fan (Shinü tu 仕女圖) (c. 1639) (fig. 32)
and Ladies Playing Musical Instruments (Nongyue shinü tu 弄樂仕女圖) (c. 1649)
(fig. 33). There seems only one exception which is the work titled A Lady Looking at
the Mirror (1636) (fig. 14), cited earlier. The woman in the painting is portrayed with
a fuller body, quite different from his usual works. This finding challenges scholars’
common views that Chen follows Zhou Fang to depict women in a fat and full
manner in many cases.20

In fact, the image of women with iconographic features of slender figures and
unclear shoulders has long been established since the Six Dynasties and persistently
developed in the subsequent periods. It can be seen in Admonitions of the Court
Instructress (Nüshi zhen tu 女史箴圖) (done between 380 and 400) (fig. 34),
originally attributed to Eastern Jin dynasty (317-420) Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (act. mid
4th- early 5th century) and now collected in the British Museum.21 In Five Dynasties,
Gu Hongzhong’s Night Revels of Han Xizai (fig. 29) portrayed several groups of
slender ladies enjoying the night revel, while Lady at Her Dressing Table on a
Garden Terrace (Zhuangjing shinü tu 妝靚仕女圖) (fig. 35) claimed to be executed
by Song era Su Hanchen 蘇漢臣 (act. 1101-1163) in the Museum of Fine Arts,

20

Chen, Mingmo guaijie, 60-61; Wang, Chen Hongshou, 67-68; Ge, et al., Chen Hongshou, 103-104.
All paintings done by Gu do not exist nowadays. His Admonitions of the Court Instructress
collected in the British Museum is believed to be imitated by Tang painter. See, Pan Tianshou 潘天壽,
Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (Gu Kaizhi) (Shanghai: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1979), 1-2, 19-23; Wang,
Zhongguo shinü hua yishu shi, 9-10.
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Boston, represented a slim lady sitting in front of a dressing table. All of them
demonstrated the artist’s inclination in depicting slender female figures in different
periods. Chen’s majority of women, with no exception, are also portrayed with slim
body, which show a clear adherence to the past convention.

However, the development of female figure by the Tang dynasty appeared in a new
phenomenon as the contemporaries “advocated plump body as beauty” (Tang ren
suoshang yi fengji weimei 唐人所尚以豐肌為美), recorded in Guangchuan huaba
廣川畫跋 (Painting Inscriptions of Guangchuan) written by Song dynasty scholar
Dong You 董逌 (12th century).22 As one of the most representative painters in Tang
era, Zhou Fang’s female images were largely painted in a “rich and generous
manner” (fenghou taidu 豐厚態度), said in Song dynasty Xuanhe huapu.23 Yuan
dynasty Tang Hou 湯垕 (c. 1262-1332) also suggested in Gujin huajian 古今畫鑒
(Criticisms of Past and Present Painting) (c. 1330) that Zhou’s beautiful women
mostly appeared as “plump” (fengfei 豐肥).24 Indeed, Zhou’s majority of portrayals
of ladies, like Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair (fig. 30) and Court
Ladies with Fans (fig. 26), are represented with a well-rounded body which become
one of the most obvious iconographic features of his images of women and even the
criteria of beautiful women of the period since this characteristic is not only
attributed to Zhou’s female figures, but also commonly observable in other
contemporary painters’ supposed works, like Zhang Xuan’s Court Ladies Preparing
Newly Woven Silk (fig. 25) and Madame of Country Guo Touring in Spring (Guoguo
22

Dong You 董逌, Guangchuan huaba 廣川畫跋 (Painting Inscription of Guangchuan), vol. 6, c.
1120, repr. in Siku quanshu 四庫全書 (Complete Library in Four Branches of Literature) (Shanghai:
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1987), 499-500.
23
Xuanhe huapu, vol. 6, repr. in Huashi congshu, ed. Yu, vol. 2, 60.
24
Tang Hou 湯垕, Gujin huajian 古今畫鑒 (Criticisms of Past and Present Painting) (c. 1330),
reprinted in Meishu congshu, ed. Huang and Deng, three episodes, vol. 2, 15.
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furen youchun tu 虢國夫人遊春圖) (fig. 36) in the Liaoning Provincial Museum,
claimed to be imitated by Song dynasty painter.25

The depictions of women in the subsequent paintings continued to adhere to the trend
of Tang dynasty. This is obviously revealed in Five Dynasties Zhou Wenju’s Court
Ladies (fig. 28), cited above, and Portrait of Du Qiuniang (Du Qiuninag tu 杜秋娘
圖) (fig. 37) attributed to Yuan dynasty Zhou Lang 周朗 (14th century) in the Palace
Museum, Beijing. Both of their images of women follow the feature of plump figure
established by Tang dynasty masters. As scholars’ suggestions said before, Chen’s
examples of ladies in a relatively full manner are also probably influenced from the
works of Tang dynasty predecessors, especially Zhou Fang, but there are very limited
cases throughout.

In addition, the majority of Chen’s depictions of women are with plain dress up. For
their make-up in the paintings, they are usually light as only a small and light red
pigment is put on their lips. Such light color has even been invisible due to the color
fading after a long historical time, seen, for examples, in A Lady Looking at the
Mirror (1636) (fig. 14), He Tianzhang Amid Pleasures (1649) (fig. 2) and A Lady
Holding Flower (1650) (fig. 16). Even Chen had made reference to the three-white
skill (sanbai fa 三白法) for emphasizing women’s make-up in a few exceptions,
they were not as thick as the original look produced in Tang dynasty.26 Three-white
25

As same as Court Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk mentioned before, Zhang Xuan’s original
work Madame of Country Guo Touring in Spring does not exist nowadays. The one collected in the
Liaoning Provincial Museum was claimed to be imitated by Song dynasty painter. See, Chen Yudong
陳聿東, Minghua jianshang 名畫鑒賞 (Appreciation of Famous Paintings) (Zhengzhou: Henan
renmin chubanshe, 2003), 31-32; Liu, Tangdai renwu hua, 31-32.
26
Three-white skill means to dye the figure’s forehead, nose and chin with dense white powder,
originated from Tang dynasty, in order to highlight the three prominent areas by the light irradiation
and represent the strong effect of the figure’s rich make-up. See, Wang, Zhongguo shinü hua yishu shi,
124, 127.
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skill was especially obvious to see in the female images of funerary screens in Tang
era. In several anonymous works, A Noble Lady Playing Chess (Yiqi shinü tu 弈棋仕
女圖) (fig. 38), Dancers and Musicians (Wuyue tu 舞樂圖) (c. 702) (fig. 39) and A
Beautiful Woman Dressing in Hu Attire (Hufu meiren tu 胡服美人圖) (c. 704) (fig.
40), a noble lady and portraits of court dancers are represented with a deep and broad
red pigment on their cheeks as well as an apparent white pigment on their forehead,
nose and chin. By comparison, Chen’s use of three-white skill in the paintings, such
as Ladies on the Way to Birthday Celebration (c. 1649 ) (fig. 23), Ladies Catching
the Butterfly (Pudie shinü tu 撲蝶仕女圖) (c. 1650) (fig. 41) in the Shanghai
Museum and A Lady (Shinü tu 仕女圖) from Paintings After Ancient Masters (Mogu
shuangce 橅古雙冊) (c. 1651) (fig. 21) in the Cleveland Museum of Art, is much
more modest and plain.

For women’s ornaments and attire in Chen’s paintings, they are usually plain and
simple. For instance, in Leaning on Rock to Listen to Ruan (Yishi tingruan tu 倚石聽
阮圖) (1647) (fig. 42) kept in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
Competition of Plants (Doucao tu 鬥草圖) (1650) (fig. 43) and Ladies with Curved
Plum (Zhemei shinü tu 折 梅 仕 女 圖 ) (1650) (fig. 44), both in the Liaoning
Provincial Museum, women in the paintings are dressed up in tight and closed
clothes. They are plain without bright colors and rich decorative patterns. The
adornments for their hair and body are also limited, just wearing few hairpins or
turbans on their hair, and tying a knot in their dresses. Such modest depictions of
women may signify their status of non-aristocracy.

Instead of adherence to the elegant portrayals of ladies in the Tang court style, most
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of Chen’s female figures seem to have propensity for the modest women rendered by
Song dynasty masters. Su Hanchen’s Lady at Her Dressing Table on a Garden
Terrace, mentioned before, depicts a lady dressing up herself in front of a dressing
table. However, she does not look very gorgeous, just wearing modest hairpins and
adornments, as is her unornamented plain dress. Her face seemingly without
make-up is reflected on the mirror. Similarly, Lady Watching a Maid with a Parrot
(Tiaoying tu 調鸚圖) (fig. 45) done by unknown painter of Song era in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, represents a lady in a correspondent manner, unclear make-up,
wearing a white attire without decorative patterns and only few hairpins on her hair.
As we can see, the examples of Chen’s female images shown above are coherent
with those paintings of women in a plain style of Song dynasty.

There are a few exceptions in Chen’s works, for instance, Ladies Holding Fan (1634)
(fig. 17) and Portrait of Cui Yingying (1630) (fig. 3). In terms of the iconographic
features, the former is a rare painting that depicts women in a thick make-up,
wearing exquisite adornments and gorgeous clothes ornamented with rich patterns
and brilliant colors, which is similar to the gorgeous manner of female images of
Tang era. The other printed work Portrait of Cui Yingying also reveals different from
the artist’s usual works, especially in the woman’s dressing. Her garment is not
depicted as closed as other images of women, but the inner dress is secured just
above the bust, that seems to make reference to the loose-fitting and open style of
female clothing of Tang dynasty, seen, for instance, in Zhou’s Court Ladies Wearing
Flowers in Their Hair (fig. 30).

The way of arrangement of figures is another established characteristic applied in
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Chen’s figure paintings. In many cases of his portrayals of women, Chen deliberately
enlarges the main figures, but narrows the subordinate character in the painting that
is supposed to attract audiences’ attention. For example, the hostess with loose robe
in A Lady Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner (1639) (fig. 11) is widely
situated in the centre of the painting while her maid is just painted at the right bottom
corner, in a relatively small proportion. A similar phenomenon is shown in Lingering
in Autumn (c. 1649) (fig. 22), a strong contrast between the hostess and maid in size.
It is not difficult to realize the illogical arrangement of the figures in these two
paintings as the maids are placed in the area where is more close to the viewers, but
their proportion is interestingly smaller than those who are in the farther place.
Another instance He Tianzhang Amid Pleasures (1649) (fig. 2) emphasizes the male
figure He Tianzhang by enlarging his proportion in the painting. By contrast, the
woman holding upright a fan in the centre, his wife or concubine, is portrayed in a
relatively small size while the entertainer playing a flute, in a smallest size, is
depicted on the edge of the framing. This arrangement of figure’s proportion heavily
depending on their identity, class and importance has long been observed in Emperor
Taizong Receiving the Tibetan Envoy (Bunian tu 步輦圖) (fig. 46) attributed to early
Tang dynasty Yan Liben 閻立本 (c. 600-673), kept in the Palace Museum of
Beijing, and followed by Five dynasties Gu Hongzhong in Night Revels of Han Xizai
(fig. 29).

On the whole, the resemblance between Chen’s female images and the pictorial
examples from the past dynasties, in women’s facial appearance, body, attire and
adornment as well as the arrangement of figure, indicates the artist’s adherence to the
traditional attributes in the history as well as his familiarity with established features
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of painting the subject. His images of women made reference to a wide-ranging
painting convention and took advantage of them for his own use that developed his
unique manner in depictions of female figures.

Appropriations of Themes

Chen’s reference to past sources is also reflected in the rich variety of themes of his
portrayals of women, including the capture of women’s idle and carefree life, the
representation of historical and literary figures, the portrayals of courtesans or
entertainers and the illustration to popular dramas. In many instances, Chen’s
depictions of women are in the idle state or engage in different amusements. In A
Lady Catching the Butterfly (1650) (fig. 20) and Ladies Catching the Butterfly (c.
1650) (fig. 41), women are chasing butterflies with fans. Women with musical
instruments, including lute, flute and zither, are also commonly seen in The Four
Pleasures of Nan Shenglu: Third section (1649) (fig. 18), Ladies Playing Musical
Instruments (c. 1649) (fig. 33), Listening to Zither (Tingqin tu 聽 琴 圖 ) (c.
1649/1650) (fig. 47) in the Palace Museum, Beijing. Besides, women carrying
flowers, such as lotus, chrysanthemum and plum blossom, in their hand or
surrounding is featured in a number of paintings, evident in Ladies (Shinü tu 仕女圖)
(c. 1638) (fig. 48), A Lady Writing Poem on a Red Leaf (1646) (fig. 15), Ladies with
Curved Plum (1650) (fig. 44) and A Lady Holding Flower (1650) (fig. 16). Women’s
other leisurely movements in Chen’s works include A Lady Looking at the Mirror
(1636) (fig. 14), Ladies Holding Fan (1634) (fig. 17) and Ladies Cooking Plum
(Diaomei tu 調梅圖) (c. 1650) (fig. 49).
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These subject matters of women enjoying leisure have long been established in the
history of paintings of women. Artists had begun to move away from the promotion
of womanly virtue, but turned to capture the idle and carefree life of the glamorous
court ladies especially since Tang dynasty.27 According to Xuanhe huapu, Zhang
Xuan is recorded to have painted Court Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk (fig. 25),
Madame of Country Guo Touring in Spring (fig. 36), noted before, Ladies Playing
Musical Instruments (An’yue shinü tu 按樂仕女圖), Ladies Playing Flute (Hengdi
shinü tu 橫笛仕女圖), Ladies Touring (Youxing shinü tu 遊行仕女圖) and Ladies
Cooking Tea (Pengcha shinü tu 烹茶仕女圖).28 The paintings of women done by
Zhou Fang include Ladies Playing Flute (Chuixiao shinü tu 吹簫仕女圖), Ladies
Playing Game (Youxi shinü tu 遊戲仕女圖), Ladies Holding Fan (Wanshan shinü tu
紈扇仕女圖), Ladies Looking at the Mirror (Lanzhao shinü tu 覽照仕女圖) and
Ladies Staying at the Summer Resort (Bishu shinü tu 避暑仕女圖).29 Among these
paintings, only a few mimic works of them can be seen today, but their titles
27
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definitely served as evidence for their existence and demonstrated contemporaries’ propensity to
promote womanly virtue through figure paintings. See Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛, Tuhua jianwen zhi 圖畫
見聞志 (Experiences in Painting), ed. Deng Bai 鄧白 (Chengdu: Sichuan meishu chubanshe, 1986),
21; Xuanhe huapu, vol. 1, 1120, repr. in Huashi congshu, ed. Yu, vol. 2, 2-3; Zhang Yanyuan 張彦遠,
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recorded in the literatures reflect the contemporary artist’s propensity to depict
women, especially court ladies’ amusements and activities in their leisure time. This
phenomenon had been continued to the painters of Five Dynasties. Du Xiao 杜霄,
for instance, was recorded to have depicted Ladies Catching the Butterfly (Pudie
shinü tu 撲蝶仕女圖) and Ladies Touring (Youxing shinü tu 遊行仕女圖). Ladies
Touring in Spring (Youchun shinü tu 遊春仕女圖) attributed to Ruan Gao 阮郜 is
supposed to depict ladies enjoying pleasure as well.30

The development of the theme of women’s amusement in Song dynasty not mainly
emphasized court ladies, but extended to depict those from ordinary families. This
trend is suggested in several rounded fan, including Su Hanchen’s Lady at Her
Dressing Table on a Garden Terrace (fig. 35), Embroidered Cage, Morning Mirror
(Xiulong xiaojing tu 繡櫳曉鏡圖) (fig. 50) considered to be done by Wang Shen 王
詵 (1036- after 1089) in the National Palace Museum of Taipei, and anonymous’
Playing Ball in the Shade of the Banana Tree (Jiaoyin jiqiu tu 蕉蔭擊球圖) (fig. 51)
in the Palace Museum, Beijing. It is not known that whether Chen has seen the works
mentioned above or not, however, his awareness of past portrayals of women can be
observed in the themes of his paintings. They demonstrate Chen’s preference for
capturing women’s idle and carefree life as the subject matter that adheres to the past
tradition.

The subject matter of Chen’s works also derives from history and literature. Lady
Xuanwen Jun Giving Instructions on the Classics (1638) (fig. 1) depicts the scene of
Lady Xuanwen, a famous female scholar of Six Dynasties, giving lecture on the

30

Ibid, 65.
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classic text Pronunciations and Interpretations of the Ritual of the Zhou Dynasty
(Zhouguan yinyi 周官音義) to a group of male scholars.31 This is a true historical
figure and event that is compiled in Jin Shu 晉書 (The Book of Jin) (648).32
Another work A Lady Writing Poem on a Red Leaf (1646) (fig. 15) shows a lady
sitting on a stone bench where places an ink stone, brush and red leave. With the
painting title, it probably makes reference to the legend of a love affair between a
court maid and poet originally recorded in Tang dynasty Fan Shu’s 范攄 (9th
century) Yunxi youyi 雲溪友議 (Cloud River Friends of the Meeting).33

The subject matter of paintings of women from the history and literatures was
commonly seen during the Song and Yuan dynasties. In literary records, Xuanhe
huapu mentions Li Gonglin’s 李公麟 (1049-1106) Zhaojun Departing the Frontier
(Zhaojun chusai tu 昭君出塞圖) where is believed to depict the true female figure
Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 in the Western Han dynasty (206 BCE-25 CE).34 Another
painting of women known in Song era is Scripture of Female Filial Piety
31
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(Nüxiaojing tu 女孝經圖) (fig. 52) done by an anonymous painter, in the Palace
Museum of Beijing today. It is a long handscroll painting displaying the literary
content of the Scripture of Female Filial Piety, an important classic for female
education written by Lady Zheng 鄭氏 of Tang dynasty.35 These works reveal the
emergence of a broader theme of the genre in Song period and cause influence on the
paintings of subsequent dynasties. In the Yuan period, there is Zhou Lang’s Portrait
of Du Qiuniang (fig. 37), noted before, and Qian Xuan’s 錢選 (1239-1299) Consort
Yang Mounting a Horse (Yang Guifei shangma tu 楊貴妃上馬圖) (fig. 53) in the
Freer Gallery of Art, two handscrolls with theme of historical female figures, Yang
Yuhuan 楊玉環 (719-756) and Du Qiuniang (act. 8th -9th century) of Tang dynasty.
Thus Chen’s awareness of the themes derived from history and literature is made
apparent in several instances of his works, noted before, that reveal his reference to
the historical and literary sources in terms of the subject matter.

The portrayals of courtesans or entertainers also appear to become the subject of
Chen’s works. The Four Pleasures of Nan Shenglu: Third section (1649) (fig. 18), for
example, draws a lady sitting with a pipa lute beside a male scholar. Weng Wange
(1997) suggests that this painting recalls a song Pipa xing 琵琶行 (Pipa Song) (816)
composed by Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846), a famous poet of Tang dynasty, which
talks about the association between the author and a renowned courtesan, both of
them having the same feeling of frustration.36 In fact, the content of this song is
demonstrated by middle Ming painter Guo Xu 郭 詡 (c. 1455-1526) through
pictorial illustration, Song of A Pipa Player (Pipa xing tu 琵琶行圖) (fig. 54) in the
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Palace Museum, Beijing. It precisely depicts a scholar and courtesan holding a pipa
lute that is closely similar to the content of Chen’s above work. In views of this,
Chen is probably rendering the association between scholar and courtesan based on
the song composed by Bai. Another work that may also portray courtesans by Chen
is Ladies Holding Fan (1634) (fig. 17). The lady on the left holds two hairpins while
the other on the right holds a folding fan. Apart from their rich decoration and
dressing, Ming dynasty Liu Yuanqing’s 劉元卿 (1544-1609) Xianyi bian 賢奕編
(Chapter of Virtue and Vitality) may provide clues to recognize their identities as
courtesans or entertainers. It records the origin and circulation of the folding fan:

It is said that the folding fan originated during the reign of Yongle (1403-1424)
since Joseon Korea presented it [to the emperor]. The emperor was pleased with
its convenience of roll-up and unfolding, so he ordered craftsmen to do
according to the formula. Southern women use round fans, while courtesans use
folding fans.37
聞撒扇始於永樂中，因朝鮮國進撒扇，上喜其卷舒之便，命工如公式
為之。南方女人皆用團扇，惟妓女用撒扇。

According to Liu, it is clear that courtesans are supposed to be the common group
using this type of fan, hence the female figure holding a folding fan in rich attire
shown in Chen’s painting is probably in the identity of courtesan. Other works
presumably demonstrate the artistic interaction between male and entertainers
include Leaning on Rock to Listen to Ruan (1647) (fig. 42), He Tianzhang Amid
Pleasures (1649) (fig. 2) and Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden (Xiyuan yaji
tu juan 西園雅集圖卷) (1652) (fig. 79). It should be noted that although women
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inside these paintings have potential to be regarded as courtesans, it is too arbitrary to
determine their role since ladies of gentry class and courtesan are rather difficult to
identify in paintings due to their similarities in several aspects that will be explained
further in next chapter.

The phenomenon of portrayals of courtesans or entertainers has emerged frequently
in the middle Ming dynasty besides the conventional themes, seen, for instance, in
Guo Xu’s With Courtesans in Dongshan (Dongshan xiji tu 東山攜妓圖) (fig. 55)
kept in the National Palace Museum of Taipei. It is a hanging scroll depicting the
celebrity Xie An 謝安 (320-385) of Eastern Jin period touring along with three
courtesans, based on the anecdote about Xie’s seclusion in Shandong.38 Another two
monochrome outline drawings attributed to Wu Wei 吳偉 (1459-1508) also make
use of courtesans as the painting theme. Portrait of Wu Lingchun (Wu Lingchun tu
武陵春圖) (fig. 56) in the Palace Museum of Beijing portrays the famous courtesan
Wu Lingchun (14th century) in the Jiangnan region. The hand-rolled in her hand, the
zither, books, brush and ink stone on her rear stone table reflect Wu’s talents in
literary and musical respects. Singing and Dancing (Gewu tu 歌舞圖) (1503) (fig.
57), collected in the Palace Museum of Beijing, depicts the courtesan Li Nunu 李奴
奴 (15th-16th century), only at the age of ten, in the middle dancing for the
surrounding clients according to the inscription on the painting. These paintings, on
the whole, broaden the classes of female images for the genre and demonstrate the
booming phenomenon of the brothel industry as well as the interaction between
literati and courtesans. Chen’s paintings mentioned above probably follow his
predecessors’ footsteps to make an allusion to the prevalence of courtesans or
38
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entertainers during the late Ming dynasty and more on this respect will be discussed
later.

In addition, the heroines from popular drama are also the themes of Chen’s works of
women, especially his prints. He had created two editions of illustrations to the
romantic drama Romance of the Western Chamber which had previously appeared in
many versions.39 One from Li Gaochen’s Edition of the Romance of the Western
Chamber (Li Gaochen ben Xixiang ji 李告辰本西廂記) (fig. 3) is dated to 1630,
kept in Shanghai Library, while the other one from Zhang Shenzhi’s Revised Edition
of the Romance of the Western Chamber (Zhang Shenzhi xiansheng zhengbei Xixiang
miben 張深之先生正北西廂秘本) (fig. 4) is dated to 1639, in Zhejiang Provincial
Museum. Chen’s two portraits of the heroines Cui Yingying have their own
characteristics as they reveal different facial expressions, dressing style and gestures
that show diverse to the past productions. As James Cahill said, “while they derive in
some features from the popular tradition, are like no others, and at once elevate the
genre to a new artistic level.”40 Besides, Chen also did the woodblock illustrations of
the female figures from another drama Jiao Hong ji in 1639, collected in the Faculty
of Letters, Kyoto University (fig. 7-10).

In fact, the themes of images of women derived from the romantic drama enjoyed
high popularity in the Ming dynasty. Regarding the Romance of the Western
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Chamber, for instance, there were numerous editions of illustrations to this drama of
the time. The earliest one dated to 1498, published by Yue 岳 family of Jintai 金台,
Beijing (fig. 58), while the other editions included the one published by Xu Shifan
徐士范 in 1580, the one by Zhongzhengtang 忠正堂 publishing house of Fujian
福建 in 1592 (fig. 59) collected in the Cabinet Library of Japan and the one
annotated by Chen Jiru 陳繼儒 (1558-1639), edited by Xiao Tenghong 蕭騰鴻 in
1618 (fig. 60), kept in the National Library of China, Beijing.41 It is clear that the
popularity of the romance drama provided a subject matter for contemporary artists’
works and the heroines in the play occupy an important position among the female
images of Ming period. As a late Ming painter, Chen was aware of the popular plays
of the time and made use of them as his own painting materials.

Judging from the above mentioned, while Chen is unknown to have seen any of the
works by predecessors noted above, there are visual evidences to support the artist’s
consciousness of past portrayals of women in subject matter as his works appear the
sources traditionally established in long history.

Innovations of Iconographic Features

While Chen inherits to the iconological features from conventional sources noted
above, exaggeration and distortion are approaches to show his own interest and
41
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invention. It has been used in the facial traits, body and clothing of his portrayals of
women. This is notably revealed in the female images with an unnatural shape of
knitted brow, extreme phoenix eyes and enlarging nose, seen, for example, in A Lady
Looking at the Mirror (1636) (fig. 14), Lady Writing Poem on a Red Leaf (1646) (fig.
15), Ladies on the Way to Birthday Celebration (c. 1649) (fig. 23) and A Lady (c.
1651) (fig. 21). In these works, women’s facial appearance is depicted in a stylized,
cartoon-like mode instead of the naturalistic manner of previous masters. The works
attributed to Zhang Xuan, for instance, render precisely the facial features of female
image in a relatively appropriate size and position (fig. 25). Artists’ ability in
capturing figures’ reality has further strengthened during the subsequent periods,
evident in Five Dynasties Gu Hongzhong’s Night Revels of Han Xizai (fig. 29) and
Scripture of Female Filial Piety (fig. 52) of Song period, noted earlier. As Gu Kaizhi
upheld in Hualun 畫論 (Theory on Painting), eyes are the most important part for
expressing the spirit of figures in paintings, and the spirit is transmitted through the
form (yixing xieshen 以形寫神). 42 In this regard, Chen’s transformation of the
ordinary facial traits of women into an exaggerated manner appear to intensify
emotional expression and individual feelings.

Sad facial expression of female images have long been established in the broad
history of the genre. According to the paintings of women in the past, it is fairly
common to observe that the female figures carry either a mechanical expression or an
unhappy face. By comparison, women with smile or happy face are seldom to see.
This phenomenon continued to Ming dynasty and became even more obvious. Guo
Xu’s With Courtesans in Dongshan (fig. 55) and Wu Wei’s Singing and Dancing
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(1503) (fig. 57) serve as examples for the expressionless or sad facial appearance of
female image of the time. Even though Wu depict an enjoyable scene, the women do
not show happiness. Moreover, Tang Yin’s 唐寅 (1470-1524) A Lady Holding Fan in
Autumn (Qiufeng wanshan tu 秋風紈扇圖) (fig. 61), collected in the Shanghai
Museum, has a strong sense of melancholy as the theme of “holding fan in autumn”
is usually considered to be a signification of abandoned wives. 43 Although Chen
followed in their footsteps to produce a large number of female figures with gloomy
facial expression, he exaggerated their facial features, leading their seemingly
sadness to a more intense extent that reveal emotional expression and strong
personality, the way different from other painters.

Apart from facial traits, Chen’s technique of exaggeration and distortion are also
used in manipulating the body of female figures that has received much attention in
current publications, such as Wang Huangsheng 王璜生 (1996) and Weng Wange
(1997). They show an agreement on the application of these techniques especially
revealed in Chen’s late portrayals of figures, leading to an exaggerated and
inappropriate proportion of body.44 In particular, these feature are obvious to see in
A Lady (Shinü tu 仕女圖) (1645) (fig. 62) collected in the National Palace Museum
of Taipei, and Gown with Dragon Pattern (Kuilong buai tu 夔龍補衮圖) (1647) (fig.
63) in the Palace Museum, Beijing. The ladies in these two paintings generally have
a large head, but match with a relatively short body.45 In addition, there are some
portrayals of women with a distorted and elongated posture in Chen’s paintings. In
Ladies Catching the Butterfly (c. 1650) (fig. 41), A Lady Holding Flower (1650) (fig.
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16) and A Lady (c. 1651) (fig. 21), for instance, women are chasing butterflies,
holding flower or other objects, and standing quietly respectively. But no matter what
women are doing, their elongated bodies reveal a dramatically twist which is rarely
observed in the female images of other artists of the past or contemporary. Chen’s
deliberate representations of women in such a disproportionate, exaggerated and
distorted figure, generating an antic visual effect, contain strong emotional
expressions and powerful personality.

Wang (1996) provides a supposition on Chen’s distinctive style of exaggeration and
distortion manipulated in his female images and other male figures that is probably
influenced by woodblock prints, but without clear evidence for the artist’s particular
reference to these popular arts.46 Visual evidence demonstrated in printed works may
be useful to find some hints of their connection with Chen’s depictions. Four
Beauties (Si meiren tu 四美人圖) (fig. 64) produced in Song-Jin 宋金 dynasty
(1115-1234), unearthed in Gansu 甘肅 in 1909, and now collected in the State
Museum of Oriental Art, Russia, is recorded as the most earliest woodcut New Year
picture of women in Chinese history. This picture depicts four well-known beauties
of the past, namely Wang Zhaojun, Ban Zhao 班昭 (c. 45-120), Zhao Feiyan 趙飛
燕 (c. 32-1 BCE) and Lü Zhu 綠珠 (?-300).47 The development of woodblock
prints reached to a golden period during the late Ming dynasty due to the economic
growth along with the prosperous print market and audience. There has been a rather
high level of printing technology at that time and they have been widely used in
various printing fields, including text and illustrations.48
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The woodcuts of female figures produced in distant dynasties are rarely to see today,
only a few examples, such as Four Beauties (fig. 64) mentioned above. Their overall
face and proportion of body are heavily based on a true figure, no any use of
exaggeration that can be observed. Chen’s portrayals of women seems to show more
coherence with the popular prints in his own time. There are more numbers of works
derived from the Ming-Qing periods available to see that provides important
evidence to illustrate Chen’s reference. For instance, Ten Busy Jobs for Women
(Nüshi mang 女十忙) (fig. 65) printed by the printing house in Yangjiabu 楊家埠,
town of Weixian 濰縣, is a reflection of women’s daily work in the agricultural
times. They are busy at domestic and weaving, such as taking care of children,
fluffing cotton and spinning. Fish Joy (Yule tu 魚樂圖) (fig. 66) by the printing
house in Fengxiang 鳳翔, Shanxi 陝西, depicts women enjoying the results of
catching fishes. Another woodcut Cowherd and Weaving Maiden (Niulang zhinü 牛
郎織女) (fig. 67) produced by the printing house in Linfen 臨汾 of Shanxi 山西
renders the love legend of Chinese tradition and Returning to Jingzhou (Hui
Jingzhou 回荊州) (fig. 68), a drama plot from the Romance of the Three Kingdoms
(Sanguo yanyi 三國演義), printed by the printing house in Yangliuqing 楊柳青,
town of Tianjin 天津. As we can see from these examples of works, the facial
appearance of women is cartoon-like as their eyes are especially emphasized with
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exaggerated upturned corner. Also, their heads are enlarged while their proportion of
body is shortened and compressed.

The representations of the head and facial features of the figures in woodcuts,
particularly their eyes, are important parts to show their spirits and attract audiences’
attention, hence the method of exaggeration is commonly employed to emphasize
and highlight their facial expression and personality, while their body is usually
compressed and shortened that transform them into a certain degree of distortion and
twist.49 These make it clear that the printed works executed in Ming-Qing dynasty
share coherent iconographic traits and aesthetic taste with Chen’s distinctive style of
figures in paintings. It should be noted that Chen also took part in print making
throughout his middle and late life, his existing prints known today including Li
Gaochen’s Edition of the Romance of the Western Chamber (Li Gaochen ben Xixiang
ji 李告辰本西廂記) (1630) collected in the Shanghai Library, Zhang Shenzhi’s
Revised Edition of the Romance of the Western Chamber (Zhang Shenzhi xiansheng
zhengbei Xixiang miben 張 深 之 先 生 正 北 西 廂 秘 本 ) (1639) in the Zhejiang
Provincial Museum, Leaves of Water Margin (Shuihu yezi 水滸葉子) (1641) carved
by Huang Yizhong 黃一中 (1611-?) and Leaves of Venerating Antiquity (Bogu yezi
博 古 葉子 ) (1653) carved by Huang Jianzhong 黃建中 (17th century) in the
National Library of China, Beijing.50 It is found that Chen’s distinctive features of
exaggeration and distortion reveal as early as in his Portrait of Cui Yingying
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Bo, Zhongguo nianhua shi; 126; Wang, Chen Hongshou, 90.
There were different records and opinions on the concept of leaves (yezi 葉子) through the ages.
According to Andrew Lo’s research, “from at least the fifteenth century onwards, the term yezi does
mean playing cards, as can be ascertained by the description of a 38-card deck by Lu Rong (1436-94),
and from the manuals of Pan Zhiheng (1556-1622) which describe many card games. This, however,
is not solid evidence that Tang and Northern Song Dynasty yezi are cards”. See Andrew Lo, “The
Game of Leaves: An Inquiry into the Origin of Chinese Playing Cards,” Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, vol. 63, no. 3 (2000): 402.
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(Yingying xiang 鶯鶯像) (fig. 4) from Zhang Shenzhi’s Revised Edition of the
Romance of the Western Chamber and in later become much more obvious in the
figures of Leaves of Venerating Antiquity (fig. 69-72). Thus a stylistic interaction
between Chen’s figure paintings and prints is clearly demonstrated. While it is
reasonable to propose that Chen held an open mind attitude to appropriate sources
from popular art, there is, in turn, a possibility for the artist’s influences on print
making at that time. It no doubt requires further exploration.

Apart from the above innovations, there are another new iconographic feature
attributed to Chen himself. Similar with the artist’s paintings of male figures, some of
Chen’s female images reveal a sense of stability and solidity as a result of the
exaggerated form of clothing. According to Wang’s (1996) comments on Chen’s
male figures, they often wear an extremely loose and large robe, showing a sense of
weighty, even as heavy as a stone, in the paintings, that helps to stabilize their
physical appearance.51 This characteristic can be manifested in Tasting Tea (Pincha
tu 品茶圖) (c. 1645) (fig. 73) collected in the Duoyun xuan 朵雲軒, The Four
Pleasures of Nan Shenglu: Four section (Nan Shenglu sile tu zhi san 南生魯四樂圖
卷之四) (1649) (fig. 74) in the Rietberg Museum of Zurich and A Scholar Sitting
with Wine and Musical Instrument (Shuju 漱句) (fig. 75) from the painting album of
Sixteen Views of Hermit Life: An Album of Sixteen Paintings with Four Leaves of
Calligraphy (Yinju shiliuguan tuce 隱居十六觀圖冊) (c. 1651) in the National
Palace Museum, Taipei. In these works, scholars are sitting with exaggerated sleeves
and the lower hem of the gown painted by Chen’s usual use of wiggly and angular
lines for figures’ garments.52 The appearance of figures looks like a triangular shape
51
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Wang, Chen Hongshou, 92, 124.
Chen’s use of wiggly and angular lines is recorded in both past and present materials, see Zhang
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stably situated in the paintings.

Similarly, this feeling of stability and solidity is also found in Chen’s portrayals of
women, especially obvious in A Lady Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner
(1639) (fig. 11). The woman who leans on the basket has a very loose and extended
robe which makes her appearance as a steadily triangular form. The woman sitting
on a banana leaf in another work Drinking Wine in a Plantain Grove (Jiaolin zhuojiu
tu 蕉林酌酒圖) (c. 1649) (fig. 76), in the Tianjin Art Museum, is also depicted with
long and wide sleeves, repeated curves, showing the same feeling. Besides, in A Lady
Looking at the Mirror (1636) (fig. 14) and Lady Xuanwen Jun Giving Instructions on
the Classics (1638) (fig. 1), the lower hem of the women’s gowns is intentionally
extended in order to achieve the consistent sense of stability. This innovative
iconographic feature, leading to a strong feeling of stability and solidity, can be
regarded as a metaphor of the artist’s insistence and loyalty to his own dynasty
beyond its simple interpretation as a personal characteristic.

Chen’s iconographic inventions in depictions of women, on the whole, show his
awareness of antique taste and popular arts in Ming-Qing dynasty as well as his
strong personality and own concerns, which distinguish them from the usual imagery
of women in figure paintings. The iconographic features of Chen’s portrayals of
women, at the same time, are one of the important ways to understand the artist’s
style of “qihai” 奇駭 (original and bizarre), a prevalent appraisal placed on Chen’s
Gen 張庚, Guochao hua zhenglu 國朝畫徵錄 (Record of Painting in the Qing Dynasty), vol. 1, repr.
in Huashi congshu, ed. Yu, vol. 3, 3; Zhou Lianggong 周亮工, Duhua lu 讀畫錄 (The Record of
Reading Painting), vol. 1, repr. in Huashi congshu, ed. Yu, vol. 5, 10-12; Wang, Chen Hongshou,
129-131; Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 14, 158; Wu, “Shishu Chen
Hongshou renwu hua de yanbian,” in Chen Hongshou yanjiu, ed. Lu and Shu, 9-10; Chen, “Qingyuan
xijing, runjie gaokuang,” in Chen Hongshou yanjiu, ed. Lu and Shu, 16-22; Cahill, Zhongguo huihua
shi, trans. Li, 135.
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artistic practice.53 It should be noted that the idea of originality or strangeness did
not appear only in Chen’s works, but shared between contemporary artists. For
example, strangeness could be seen in Wu Bin 吳彬 (c. 1543- c. 1626) and Ding
Yunpeng’s 丁雲鵬 (1547- c. 1628) religious figure paintings.54 Dong Qichang’s 董
其昌 (1555-1636) landscape paintings in particular broke with the conventional way
of depiction, achieving a strong feeling of individuality, due to his intention to play
with brush and ink rather than the capture of reality. Besides painters, the late Ming
calligrapher Fu Shan 傅山 (1607-1684) deliberately changed the form of Chinese
characters that revealed his originality.55 Therefore, strangeness seemed to become a
prevalent pursuit sought by contemporary artists in various artistic practices. Under
the huge influence of the Philosophy of Mind (Xinxue 心學), mainly advocated by
two influential thinkers Wang Yangming 王陽明 (1472-1529) and Li Zhi 李贄
(1527-1602), the aesthetic shift of strangeness was treated as a spontaneous way to
express one’s individual personality and true feelings. 56 In this regard, Tamara
Bentley’s (2012) discussion on Chen’s distinctive style of exaggeration and distortion,
in terms of the brushwork, composition and other elements, in relation to the ideal of
authenticity (zhen 真) by examples of eremitic figure paintings is exactly based on
the social atmosphere of the philosophical and aesthetic shift of the time.57
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According to Li-tsui Flora Fu, the term qi “has a wide and flexible semantic range, bearing
variously the connotations of eccentric, unbalanced, strange, different, extraordinary, marvelous, and
original.” See Li-tsui Flora Fu, Framing Famous Mountains: Grand Tour and Mingshan Paintings in
Sixteenth-Century China (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 2009), 57.
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Bai Qianshen 白謙慎, Fu Shan de shijie: shiqi shiji Zhongguo shufa de shanbian 傅山的世界：十
七世紀中國書法的嬗變 (Fu Shan’s World: The Transformation of Chinese Calligraphy in the
Seventeenth Century) (Beijing: Shenghuo, dushu, xinzhi sanlian shudian, 2006), 141-152.
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Advocators of the philosophy of Mind insists the importance of subjectivity and suggests that one
should being true to oneself. For more details of the relation between the Philosophy of Mind and the
aesthetic shift in the late Ming time, see Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou
(1599-1652),9-11; Bai, Fu Shan de shijie, 14-18.
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Innovations of Themes

Chen’s inventiveness is also prominent in his new treatment and creation of the
subject matters of portrayals of women. While Chen, on one hand, follows in the
footsteps of old-masters’ painting themes, they differ in the way of treatment. A Lady
Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner (1639) (fig. 11), for instance, has
attracted scholars’ attention due to its innovative representation.58 It is a particular
work to demonstrate how Chen plays with the traditional content of women with
children to make his innovation. This theme has been familiar in the long history of
figure paintings. In Five Dynasties, part of Zhou Wenju’s supposed work Court
Ladies (fig. 28) depict some women, wives or concubines, playing with the little boy
and combing the little girl’s hair. Another work (fig. 77) originally attributed to Song
dynasty Su Hanchen, collected in Gu Bing’s Gushi huapu (1603), portrays a wife
giving her kid a bath in the garden, while her maid standing aside as assistance.59 An
anonymous painting of the same period, Playing Ball in the Shade of the Banana
Tree (fig. 51), shows two boys playing a ball game. A little girl and a woman,
probably their mother, are watching with attention behind a table. In Ming era, Guo
Xu’s Lady with Infant Beside Banana Tree and Rock (Jiaoshi fuying 蕉石婦嬰) (fig.
78) depicts a wife sitting on a bench and watching carefully an infant to play. All
these paintings represent the close relationship between mother and children through
their interaction and eye contact. Although it is not absolutely sure the parent-child
relationship in the paintings, the women certainly perform a mother’s responsibility
for taking care of children.
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Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 19-25; Feng, “Chen Hongshou de shinü hua,” 89-91;
Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 55-56.
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Based on a popular subject matter in history, Chen did not follow past masters’
propensity to depict the care and love relationship between mother and child, but he
invented a new phenomenon in A Lady Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner.
The presence of the little boy in the foreground possibly signifies that the identity of
the lady reclining on the basket is a mother, and the girl behind the child is a servant.
Wang Chenghua (2002) finds that, interestingly, no any interaction or eye contact
between the mother and child is shown in the painting. Instead, they have their own
concerns as the woman is attentively looking up at a parakeet on a perch while the
kid is naively trying to catch a butterfly painted on a fan.60 The lady’s strong desire
and the artist’s attitude reflected will be discussed further in next chapter. As we can
see, Chen’s painting with the theme of women with children makes challenges to the
traditional representations and reveal a new treatment to the subject.

Chen’s another work Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden (1652) (fig. 79) also
provides an innovative treatment to the traditional subject. The first edition of
“Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden” was produced by the famous artist Li
Gonglin 李公麟 (1049-1106) in Song dynasty and it later became one of the most
frequently depicted subjects of subsequent figure paintings.61 To understand how
Chen makes inventiveness on this conventional theme, it is necessary to firstly look
at other editions developed in history. This painting depicts a meeting of sixteen
gentlemen from the eleventh century, including notable politicians, literati and artists,
60

Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 19-25.
Regarding the original work Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden attributed to Li Gonglin, it
is incongruously recorded as being in hanging scroll, handscroll and fan format in different
publications. It is also considered as a color painting and monochrome outline painting respectively.
See Ellen Johnston Laing, “Real or Ideal: The Problem of the ‘Elegant Gathering in the Western
Garden’ in Chinese Historical and Art Historical Records,” Journal of the American Oriental Society,
vol. 88, no. 3 (Jul. – Sep., 1968): 423.
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in the Western Garden ascribed to Wang Shen. Li, as one of the member of this
gathering, captured the scene while the other participator Mi Fei 米芾 (1051-1107)
made records on it.62 Regarding the figures in the painting, Li’s supposed work in
monochrome outline (fig. 80) represents the gentlemen taking part in different
groups and activities, such as appreciating writing and painting, enjoying music,
inscribing stone and discoursing on Buddhist concepts. There seem only two ladies,
wives or concubines, entertainers or servants, standing inconspicuously aside in the
painting. Subsequent painters add much more male figures in their works. The main
part of the edition attributed to Southern Song dynasty Ma Yuan 馬遠 (c. 1160-1225)
(fig. 81) in the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, for instance, shows more than ten
gentlemen gathering around a table, but only few women holding a fan alongside.
The other supposed versions by later painters, including Yuan dynasty Zhao
Mengfu’s 趙孟頫 (1254-1322) hanging scroll (fig. 82) in the National Palace
Museum of Taipei, Ming era Tang Yin’s handscroll (fig. 83) in the Nanjing Museum
and Qiu Ying’s 仇英 (c. 1494-c. 1552) hanging scroll (fig. 84), follow largely the
original scene by Li, but differ in style from each other. It should be noted that the
proportion of female figures in these works still remains few comparing with male
figures and they do not appear to pay attention to literati’s activities, but just serve as
a female companion during the meeting.

Obviously, Chen produced a quite different edition from his predecessors, especially
in terms of the presence of women. Based on the incomplete version found, we can
only find out its features from the main part of the work. As usual, a group of figures
cluster around a table to watch someone painting or writing on a paper. However, the
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For more details of the painting, see Laing, “Real or Ideal: The Problem of the ‘Elegant Gathering
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proportion of male and female in the scene is the same, four each. Besides, the ladies
are not only companioning as their partners, but also likely to involve in the literary
and artistic fields that is suggested in the objects in their hands. The lady on the
leftmost holds a number of scrolls while the one on her right side carries a pile of
books. Three of them gathering together are probably discussing the issues related to
literature or art instead of the superficial gossip. In view of this, Chen’s elegant
gathering emphasizes more the representations of female figures than the past
editions and provides evidence for the phenomenon of women’s participation in
literary activities in his own time.

In fact, female figures taking part in literary activities are prominent to see in Chen’s
depictions of scholar and beauty, which highlights women’s literacy and reveal
differences to the past representations. 63 Night Revels of Han Xizai (fig. 29)
attributed to Gu Hongzhong is a wide scene of the interaction between numerous
scholar-officials and ladies during the night revel. They are enjoying the leisurely
activities, such as drinking, playing musical instruments and dancing. Ming dynasty
Wu Wei’s Singing and Dancing (fig. 57) is a similar scene that represents women’s
dancing and musical talents for entertaining the surrounding men. Moreover, With
Courtesans in Dongshan (fig. 55) ascribed to Guo Xu renders a celebrity touring
with three courtesans. As we can see, the association between scholar and beauty in
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Although there were depictions of women’s wisdom and literacy prior to the Ming dynasty, they,
unlike the paintings of literate women in Ming dynasty, were regarded as the genre of didactic
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the past depictions is usually related to the recreational activities. However, this
phenomenon has been changed in a number of Chen’s works in the late Ming and
early Qing period. For example, in Chanting the Plum (1649) (fig. 12) and A Scholar
Instructing Girl Pupils in the Arts (1649) (fig. 13), two paintings in a similar content,
male scholars, supposed to be the instructor according to the title of the work, are
giving instructions to the ladies in literary and artistic fields. The lady in Chanting
the Plum looks attentively at the plum in vase held by the maid with serious thinking,
while the other ladies in another work pay much attention to their learning,
appreciation of painting and flower arrangement respectively. Such obvious
relationship of master and apprentice between scholar and beauty has not usually
appeared in the figure paintings of the past that reflects Chen’s innovation on the
subject.

Instructions on the Classics (Shoujng tu 授經圖) (fig. 86) and Gossip in Palace
(Xianhua gongshi tu 閑話宮事圖) (fig. 87) serve as other examples for Chen’s
depictions of women’s participation in literature with scholar of the time. Since no
any particular records on these two paintings can be found, it is not known that
whether they show a historical figure or event.64 From the content, both paintings
depict scholar and lady taking part in literary activities in an unrecognized space, a
garden or indoor place. From the title, it is clear that the relationship between the
man and woman in Instructions on the Classics should be instructor and pupil,
whereas those in Gossip in Palace are uncertain, maybe the same, marital
relationship or courtesan-client relationship. No matter which relationship they are,
64

There are some information suggesting that Gossip in Palace was depicting the historical figures
Ling Yuan 伶元 (fl. 1 BCE) and his concubine Fan Tongde 樊通德 chatting something related to
Zhao Feiyan 趙飛燕 (c. 45-1 BCE), the empress of the emperor Liu Ao 劉驁 (51-7 BCE). However,
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the positive thing is that the ladies are interested in gaining literary knowledge. The
male scholars alongside are being as their instructor or companion that undoubtedly
renegotiated the usual portrayals of the association between literati and ladies,
engaging in recreational events, in figure paintings.

In addition, Chen’s rendering of women as instructors seem to be a new and
appealing subject in portrayals of women in history. In particular, Lady Xuanwen Jun
Giving Instructions on the Classics (1638) (fig. 1), which has received scholarly
attention, is the most noteworthy painting to highlight woman’s literacy. Although it
depicts a true event derived from history, it is different from other historical themes
of women in the past, like Zhaojun Departing the Frontier, mentioned earlier, since
Lady Xuanwen emphasizes the scholarly talent of the figure beyond its simple
representation of a historical event. In the painting, Lady Xuanwen is sitting on the
high stage accompanying with a number of female servants, while the male scholars
are situated below with reverent gestures that undoubtedly highlights the great
wisdoms of Lady Xuanwen.

Another album leaf A Lady Reading in the Garden (Piaoxiang 縹香) (c. 1651) (fig.
85) is also attractive. It portrays a lady quietly sitting on a stone chair and looking at
the book in her hand with strong attention. Literate woman separating from man
becomes the main focus in the painting that not only enriches the established theme
of women amusing themselves in the garden, but also probably demonstrates the
independency of cultivated women in the seventeenth century China, and more will
be explained in greater detail in next chapter.65
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Someone suggests the portrayal of lady in A Lady Reading in Garden is Chen Hongshou’s
concubine Hu Jingman 胡淨鬘 who learned paintings from Chen. Chen’s existing work
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On the whole, Chen’s innovations in subject matter of portrayals of women reveal
generally in two approaches. The first way is to give a new treatment to the
established themes where Chen emphasizes more women’s own concerns and
proportion than old masters. Chen’s another way for innovation is to create inventive
subject matters which have hardly seen in the past. His female images show an
unprecedented frequently participation in literary and artistic activities, alone or
along with male literati. These innovative themes undoubtedly enrich the imagery of
women and their relationship to scholars that have long developed in history of
figure paintings.

It becomes much more clearly that Chen’s depictions of women highlight the artist’s
ability to appropriate sources from past masters and make his own innovations,
specifically in iconographic and thematic dimensions that reveal his great
contribution to the genre’s development in the late Ming and early Qing time. For
Chen’s traditional adherence, he makes reference to the conventional attributes of the
female imagery, like the facial types, costume and hairstyles, as well as the themes
that indicate his considerable familiarity with the subject established in history. For
Chen’s innovative elements, he shapes his own characteristics by reinventing those
past sources on one hand, and making originality based on his personal interest and
concern on the other hand that probably demonstrate the artist’s awareness of popular
phenomenon in his own time. Chen’s portrayals of women, on the whole, present the
artist’s adherence to wide-ranging painting conventions and contribute to the genre of
Collaborative Album of Landscape and Plum Blossom (Shanshui meihua hece 山水梅花合冊) kept
in Suzhou Museum is cooperated by Chen and Hu. See Weng, ed., Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬 (Chen
Hongshou: His Life and Art), vol. 1, 66; Chen Hongshou, Chen Hongshou ji 陳洪綬集 (Collected
Writings of Chen Hongshou), ed. Wu Gan (Hangzhou: Zhejiang guji chubanshe, 1994), 219.
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women with certain degree of innovative traits attributed to Chen himself that appear
to tie to the theory of archaism especially in the context of late Ming.

The pursuit of archaism has long been established in Chinese art history, which is
recorded as early as in Tang dynasty Zhang Yanyuan’s 張彥遠 (9th century) Lidai
minghua ji 歷代名畫記 (Record of Famous Paintings of Succeeding Dynasties) (c.
847), the first literature about the origin and development of Chinese painting:

Ancient paintings were painted with simple brushes, light meaning, and sense
of elegant and pure, shown in the school of Gu [Kaizhi] and Lu [Tanwei];
Medieval paintings were painted with refined and delicate brushes and sense of
beautiful, shown in the school of Zhan [Ziqian] and Zheng [Boren]; Recent
paintings were brilliant and pursued the completeness of the Six Principles;
Paintings of modern people are disorder and without purpose, in examples of
the works of many limners.66
上古之畫，蹟簡意澹而雅正，顧陸之流是也；中古之畫，細密精致而臻麗，
展鄭之流是也；近代之畫，煥爛而求備；今人之畫，錯亂而無旨，眾工之
蹟是也。

Zhang puts a high value on the past paintings done by old masters and praises their
use of brush, implication and feeling of works. By contrast, he criticizes modern
paintings, especially those done by limners, for their confused painting method and
aimless. In another chapter, he describes the inheritable relationship between artists
from Wei, Jin, Sui and Tang era in detail and advocates the practice of learning from
past masters. 67 Thus Zhang’s strong reverence to earlier tradition is clearly
manifested.
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Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, ed. Yu, 23.
Ibid, 28-33.
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The pursuit of archaistic tradition had continued in Yuan dynasty. Zhao Mengfu 趙
孟頫 (1254-1322), a great painter and calligrapher of the time, had provided an
influential and significant commentary on paintings in around 1303 which exerted
noticeable effect on later generations:

The value of painting is containing antique taste, without antique taste, skilful
but not beneficial. People nowadays who only know the slender use of brush,
thick and colourful coloration claim themselves as experts. They hardly realize
that the defective antique taste cause the occurrence of shortcoming, so how
can their works be worth to view? The paintings done by myself are seemingly
simple and straight, but someone who knows their resemblance to archaism
will consider [them] as excellence.68
作畫貴有古意，若無古意，雖工無益。今人但知用筆纖細，傅色濃豔，便
自謂能手，殊不知古意既虧，百病橫生，豈可觀也？吾所作畫，似乎簡率，
然識者知其近古，故以為佳。

In this commentary, Zhao’s emphasis and promotion of guyi 古意 (antique taste)
strongly reveals. As a literati painter of Yuan era, Zhao was the important advocator
of guyi manipulated in paintings. But what does he mean by guyi? There are
generally two different points of view on this question: one suggests it refers to the
approach of totally returning back to the antique models; the other argues that it
means learning from the painting techniques, intentions and taste of ancient
masters.69 No doubt the latter seems more appropriate and comprehensive enough to
68

Zhao’s commentary on painting was firstly recorded in Ming dynasty Zhang Chou’s 張丑 Qinghe
shuhua fang 清河書畫舫 (Calligraphy and Painting Boat on the Qinghe River), a literary record of
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understand Zhao’s claim.

He pursues simple and free brushstrokes instead of

slender and delicate brushstrokes, light coloration instead of rich dyeing,
self-expression instead of utilitarian purposes.70 All these artistic pursuits reflect his
personal interest and taste of art of old masters, especially those from Tang era,
which establishes a solid theoretical foundation for literati paintings.

By the late Ming dynasty, the approach of archaism was further developed mainly by
Dong Qichang, a prominent scholar, literati artist and art theorist. Dong’s theory of
fang 仿 (imitation), namely imitating the old masters, represents a culmination of
this traditional practice. He stresses, to an even greater degree, the necessity of
adhering to past masters in his article “Huajue” 畫訣 (Formula of Paintings)
compiled in Huashanshi suibi 畫禪室隨筆 (Notes from the Painting-Mediation
Studio) (1768):

Although [artistic methods] get constantly transformed, they never depart from
the original sources. How can anyone put aside the ancient methods and start
[anew] on his own?......The painter who takes the ancients as [their] teachers,
already belong to the upper vehicle. Advancing one more step, he adopts nature
as his teacher.71
雖復變之，不離本源，豈有舍古法而獨創者乎？… 畫家以古人為師，已
自上乘，進此當以天地為師。

Dong said that no one can make innovations without referring to antique methods,
thus the artists should first “take the ancients as their teachers”. It shows Dong’s
207-208.
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strong insistence on the sources of predecessors. However, while he advocates the
practice of imitation of old masters, he gives a clear explanation of the difference
between the idea of fang and linmo 臨摹 (straight copying) in his another article
“Huayuan” 畫源 (Origin of Paintings) collected in the same literature:

Since straight copying is easiest, so the spirit is difficult to express. Ju Ran
imitated [Dong] Beiyuan [Yuan], Huang Zijiu [Gongwang] imitated Beiyuan,
Ni Zan and [Mi] Yuanzhang [Fu] both imitated Beiyuan. It was all the same
Beiyuan, but their several [versions of his style] did not resemble each other. If
another kind of painter had done it, it would have been just like a copy. How
could anything done that way be transmitted down through the ages?72
蓋臨摹最易，神會難傳故也。巨然學北苑，黃子久學北苑，倪迂學北苑，
元章學北苑，一北苑耳，而各各不相似。使俗人為之，與臨本同，若之何
能傳世也。

Here, Dong’s advocacy of fang, of course, is not as same as the practice of straight
copying. James Cahill has concluded Dong’s idea that straight copying was “a more
or less mechanical process of reproducing some earlier painting” while fang was “a
free imitation of the style of some old master or sometimes of some particular works
of his”.73 This exactly reveals in the paintings of earlier painters, like Ju Ran 巨然
(10th century), Mi Fu (1051-1107), Huang Gongwang 黃公望 (1269-1354) and Ni
Zan 倪瓚 (1301-1374). Their different versions of works derive from the same
masters Dong Yuan’s 董源 (c. 943- c. 962), but they express different feelings as
they do not only imitate the motifs and stylistic elements, such as the composition
and brushstrokes, but represent the essential idea of the master, a free expression of
their creative mind. Another important idea related to the practice of fang noted by
72

Dong, “Huayuan” 畫源 (Origin of Paintings), in Huashanshi suibi (Beijing: Beijing shi zhongguo
shudian, 1983), 44. The translation is partially based on Cahill, The Distant Mountains, 123.
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Dong is “transformation”, which is clearly shown in the inscription made on one of
his paintings:

If one follows the old masters without being able to transform them, it is like
things between one’s fence and wall [being unobtainable]; putting them far
away will bring about the closest resemblance.74
學古人不能變，便是籬堵間物，去之轉遠，乃由絕似耳。

Obviously, Dong asserted that transformation is a significant factor when imitating
the old masters as it can make the originality of the artists’ art. Summarized by James
Cahill, “the ability to recognize such structural features in the old paintings and adopt
them into one’s own was a basic requirement in the fang mode of creative imitation
and was a mean of enrichment, and augmenting of one’s own powers of invention.”75
In brief, Dong’s theory of imitation is firstly, to a greater degree, based on the
knowledge of earlier works, and then based on the artist’s own apprehension and
transformation that could generate the originality and innovation in his art.76

The conventional theories of archaism that had begun since the Tang dynasty or even
earlier, and developed until the late Ming era, had large similarities with Chen
Hongshou’s artistic pursuit and practice, including his portrayals of women and other
subjects analyzed in this chapter. Although those theories noted above seem targeting
mainly at the scholar-amateur artists, especially at the painting subject of landscape,
74
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they appear appropriate to be applied to Chen’s case in view of his identity and
artistic pursuit. Chen’s identity reveals certain ambivalence as he seems to situate
between the position of scholar-amateur and professional artist from the 1630s to
1650s.77 Chen at an early age had always determined to develop official career.
Although he twice failed to pass the provincial examination, he remained the elite
class in the community and had stable financial sources that resulted from his relative
and in-laws.78 However, in later he was forced to be a professional painter and sole
his works in Shaoxing 紹興 and Hangzhou due to the financial trouble.79 More
concerning the artist’s dual role and his artistic execution will be discussed further in
the final chapter.

In addition, Chen had a close association with those with scholarly background.
According to his biography, he was born into a family of scholarly accomplishments.
His ancestors, such as Chen Shi 陳寔 (104-187) and Chen Shou 陳壽, were almost
eminent governmental officials. 80 Chen’s grandfather Chen Xingxue 陳 性 學
(1546-1613) also attained the rank of jinshi 進士 (presented scholar) in 1577 and
the official appointment. Although his father Chen Yuchao 陳于朝 (1573-1606) was
unable to attain a governmental office and then turned into an eremite life, he
connected with famous literati, such as Xu Wei 徐渭 (1521-1593) and Chen Jiru
who was a close friend of Dong Qichang, they together as the leading painters and
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According to the Northern Song scholar and artist Su Shi’s 蘇軾 (1037-1101) definition,
scholar-amateur artists “should paint playfully, without undue concern for likeness, mostly to express
their feelings. They certainly should not be in the menial position of painting according to a patron’s
specifications.” That means their income should come from official appointment instead of artistic
creation. See Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 12-13.
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art theorists in the late Ming era. Even though Chen Yuchao was dead, Chen Jiru still
kept in touch with his son.81 As a result, Chen Hongshou’s artistic approach was
probably under the influence of his ancestors or father’s social circle.

Regarding Chen’s artistic pursuit, his adherence to past painting traditions and his
general ideal of archaism long established in history can be revealed in his stylistic
features, like the quality of lines and brushworks, which has been widely discussed
by current scholars.82 It can also be demonstrated in his portrayals of women in
iconographic and thematic aspects as they have certain visual evidences referring to
the earlier models, such as the facial traits, hairstyle, costumes and the subject
matters, analyzed in this chapter. In particular, Dong Qichang’s assertion, to a great
extent, is consistent with Chen’s artistic practice since while he continues with
conventional features, he also reinvents those past sources based on his own
understanding and makes originality that undoubtedly reflect what Dong means by
the fang mode in the context of late Ming.

Besides the visual evidences, Chen’s artistic insistence is also clearly suggested in his
well-researched essay on painting “Hualun” 畫論 (Essay on Painting) (c. 1651):

Why is it that the professional artists of today, when they imitate Song painting,
fail through [excess of] artisan skill? It is because they do not encompass Tang
styles [along with the Song]. Those who imitate Yuan styles [by contrast] fail
81

Kang Wen-mei, “Individualism and Tradition in the Landscape Art of Ch’en Hung-shou” (M.A.
diss., Michigan State University, 1995), 5.
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Chen Hongshou renwu hua de yanbian,” in Chen Hongshou yanjiu, ed. Lu and Shu, 7-13; Chen,
“Qingyuan xijing, runjie gaokuang,” in Chen Hongshou yanjiu, ed. Lu and Shu, 16-22; Cahill,
Fantastics and Eccentrics in Chinese Painting, 26-41; The Compelling Image: Nature and Style in
Seventeenth-Century Chinese Painting, 106-145; Weng, ed., Chen Hongshou, vol. 1, 99-115; Wang,
Chen Hongshou, 58-71.
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through [exceed of] rusticity; they do not trace these styles back to their Song
sources. If you can temper the stiffness of Sung with the harmoniousness of
Tang and realize the qualities of Yuan through the order [or rightness] of Song,
then you will have achieved the Great Synthesis……I, Old Lotus, therefore
exhort the ‘illustrious gentlemen’ to study old masters and to examine Song
painting exhaustively so as to arrive in the end at Yuan. I exhort the
professional artists to model themselves on the Song masters but entreat them
also to include Tang styles [in their studies].83
然今人作家，學宋者失之匠，何也？不帶唐流也。學元者失之野，不溯宋
源也。如以唐之韻，運宋之板；宋之理，行元之格，則大成矣。… 老蓮
愿名流學古人，博覽宋畫，僅至於元，愿作家法宋人乞帶唐人。

Here, Chen’s strong pursuit of archaism is explicitly manifested. He suggests that
contemporary artists should not only pursue one type of painting method, but try to
trace back to a broader source in painting history, especially the Tang and Song, that
is why certain attributes of paintings of women from these periods are observable in
Chen’s works.

It is inspiring to note that Chen’s archaistic manner in figure paintings appear not
simply an artistic pursuit, but is considered as a metaphor of his mind proposed by
James Cahill (1982).84 According to Cahill, Chen’s arrangement of the sages in a
setting of antique elegance, but rendering figures in an ironic facial appearance,
exaggerated and distorted manner in terms of the line qualities and composition,
83

Chen Hongshou, “Hualun” 畫論 (Essay on Painting), c. 1651, reprinted in Chen, Chen Hongshou
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forming a great contrast and inconsistence that is regarded as the metaphorical
expression of the artist’s inner ambivalence and discontent.85 He also notes that “no
artists have been more adept than the Chinese, no Chinese artist more than Chen
Hongshou, at employing style as metaphor; in his conscious exaggeration and
distortion of an established system of conventions, we can read Chen’s ambivalent
feelings about his status as a professional artist, his bitter sense of the degeneration of
an artist mode that had once been used for fresh images of a comprehensive world,
his awareness that the past could no longer function as a repository of truth on which
he and his contemporaries could draw in the old way”.86 Although the discussion
targets mainly at the male portraits in figure paintings, Cahill’s views concerning the
artist’s archaistic style in relation to his emotional expression have a close connection
with the philosophical and aesthetic trend, mentioned before, in the late Ming and
early Qing time. In this regard, it is possible to assume that Chen’s expressive
exaggeration and innovation of female images based on the conventional attributes,
as previous analysis, may be associated with his inner ambiguous and insecure
feelings about his position. More on the metaphorical implications of Chen’s
portrayals of women and his ambivalent roles will be considered further in the final
chapter under the issue of audience and function.

To summarize this chapter, Chen’s depictions of women highlight the artist’s
awareness of earlier sources and his ability of reinvention and innovations
specifically in iconographic and thematic dimensions beyond the style that creates
the originality of his female images and distinguishes them from others. Those visual
observations attributed to the traditions and inventions in Chen’s rendering of women
85
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reveal his artistic pursuit of archaism, which shows consistency with the theories by
scholar-amateurs established in history. In particular, they tied closely to Dong
Qichang’s claim in the context of late Ming era that undoubtedly blurred the social
identity of scholar-amateurs and professional painters of the time.87 It should be
born in mind that the innovative subjects in Chen’s female imagery will be an
important clue to understand the artist’s attitude toward women in the late Ming and
early Qing period discussed in the subsequent chapter.
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It is common to see the cases of other artists who were in the similar position with Chen Hongshou
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Chapter Two

Chen’s Attitude towards Women and the Status of Women
in 17th Century China

Up to now, a clear understanding of Chen’s appropriations and innovations in
portrayals of women has been achieved. It is then leading to the issue that Chen as a
male painter in the late Ming and early Qing period, what is his attitude towards
women revealed in his representation? How does it correspond to women’s status in
the contemporary society? As noted earlier, Wang Chenghua (2002), Feng Youheng
(2009) and Tamara Bentley’s (2012) scholarship provide new research perspective on
the study of Chen’s female images that attract our attention to the crucial features of
the works, such as the emotional emphasis and objectification of women.1 These
characteristics are no doubt significant for the understanding of Chen’s stance
towards women and the possible demonstration of women’s existence in the
seventeenth century. However, as pointed out previously, a strong contradiction
between Wang and Feng’s articles concerning the female images constructed in
Chen’s works is observed that needs further examination to coordinate the existing
argument. Building on their groundwork, this chapter proceeds to examine the
reflection of Chen’s attitude towards women in his representations of female images
ranging between the 1630s and 1650s by linking up with the artist’s personal
experience and the contemporary social context, supported by a large number of
ancient and current literature.2 Portrayals of women done by Chen’s contemporaries
1

Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang”; Feng, “Chen Hongshou de shinü hua”; Bentley, The
Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652).
2
It should be noted that by the seventeenth century, sources on the issue of women and gender
produced by female writers are also available. However, in consideration of Chen as a male painter,
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will also be included as part of the examples to illustrate the cultural stance towards
women. They, on the whole, served as a valuable platform to understand the status of
women in the seventeenth century China.

Confirmation of Women’s Talents

The representation of women’s literary talents, as noted in the previous chapter, is
one of the prominent features frequently shown in Chen’s paintings that have rarely
observed in past dynasties. In fact, the phenomenon of learned women during the
seventeenth century has been a concerned issue discussed in various modern
scholarship.

3

Dorothy Ko suggests that “literate women were enjoying

unprecedented visibility” and “a considerable number of women managed to have
their works published.”4 Paul Ropp notes that “women in a large numbers began
writing poetry” that “became a popular pastime for upper-class women.”5 Kang-i
Sun Chang also points out the emergency of a great deal of talented women during
the Ming-Qing period, evident in more than three thousand female poets’ works
published.6 It is noteworthy that women were not only transmitting knowledge to
the ancient literature mainly from a male’s perspective will be exemplified.
3
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other gentry women by writing and publishing, but also developing their vocation as
teachers of the inner chambers (guishushi 閨塾師), which refers to a class of
itinerant female teachers who “made a living by teaching girls of elite households the
classics, the art of poetry, and painting.”7 Several cases of talented women noted in
Dorothy Ko’s book, like Huang Yuanjie 黃媛介 (c. 1620-1669), Shen Yixiu 沈宜
修 (1590-1635), Wang Duanshu 王端淑 (17th century) and Shang Jinglan 商景蘭
(1605- c. 1676), engaged in literature and artistic field at an early age and became a
renowned female artist and teacher.8 These examples are by no means the condition
of all women in the seventeenth century society, but they reveal the widespread
education and upward visibility of literate women of the time.

The appearance of women’s uncommon role as instructor and learner is obviously
demonstrated in Chen’s paintings. In particular, woman’s great wisdom, intelligence
on classics and the role of transmitting classical knowledge in Lady Xuanwen Jun
Giving Instructions on the Classics (1638) (fig. 1) arises scholarly attention.9 Lady
Xuanwen’s high status and literary talent are noticeably highlighted through the story
inscribed and the delicate configuration of the painting. As we can see, she is placed
at the top area of the painting accompanying with a number of female servants,
whereas the male scholars are situated below with a reverent gesture, showing a
strong sense of feminine superiority. She enjoys a high position and reverence in the
painting due to her outstanding literary achievement with the honorary tile Lady
Xuanwen (Lady of Literary Propagation) and her dominant role in transmitting

Lianhe wenxue chubanshe, 1998), 72.
7
Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, 125-126.
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The detailed biographical information of these talented women refers to Ko, Teachers of the Inner
Chambers, 117-118, 129-134, 203-207, 226-232.
9
Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 19; Feng, “Chen Hongshou de shinü hua,” 102.
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knowledge.10 Other works rendering women’s association with scholars in literary
and artistic activities include A Scholar Instructing Girl Pupils in the Arts (1649) (fig.
13), Chanting the Plum (1649) (fig. 12), Instructions on the Classics (fig. 86) and
Gossip in Palace (fig. 87), already noted in the first chapter. In these paintings,
women take part directly in different elegant activities, such as chanting, appreciating
artwork and reading literature, which are the common affairs conventionally
attributed to male elites in history. It is noteworthy that in many cases, women and
men are occupying a balanced corner without obvious class and gender distinction,
together enjoying the literary activity. The scholars in the paintings are playing the
role as women’s instructor and sometimes as their companion that seem to encourage
women’s direct participation in the literary world. In another painting A Lady
Reading in the Garden (c. 1651) (fig. 85), the literate lady is placed in the middle and
individually becomes the main focus of the work that is rarely seen.

Chen by no means was the only one who depicted women with literary talent in
Ming dynasty. They, in fact, have also been found in paintings since the middle Ming
period. Beautiful Women in Long History (Qianqiu jueyan tu 千秋絕豔圖) (fig. 89),
attributed to unknown painter and kept in the National Museum of China, is a
colored edition based on Qiu Ying’s originally monochrome outline work Examples
of Excellent Women (Jia furen litu 佳婦人例圖) (fig. 90), in the Waseda University
Library. This long handscroll painting portrays nearly seventy famous beauties of the
past dynasties, ranging between Qin-Han (221 BCE - 220) and the middle Ming
dynasties. Among those female images, a number of ladies are best known for their
literary achievement besides physical beauty. The image of Ban Zhao (c. 49-120), the
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foremost female Confucian of the age of Han, for instance, is depicted with a
supposed literary handscroll to highlight her profound knowledge on the classics. Li
Qingzhao 李清照 (1084-1155), a poet of the Song dynasty, is shown sitting and
writing literature due to her great ability to compose poetry. Although these women
were also famous in their own time, no their portraitures done in their particular
period could be found nowadays that might indicate Ming contemporaries’ high
attention to literate women than ever before.

Other examples showing women’s participation in literary affair of the time are Fu
Sheng Giving Instructions on the Classics (Fu Sheng shoujing tu 伏生授經圖),
ascribed to the editions of Du Jin 杜堇 (act. late 15th-early 16th century) (fig. 91)
and Cui Zizhong (fig. 92), collected in the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
Shanghai Museum respectively.11 The subject matter of this painting is about a
historical figure and event. Fu Sheng who was a Confucian scholar from the early
Former Han period 前漢 (206 BCE – 25 CE) had a profound knowledge on
Shangshu 尚書 (Book of Documents) and began to teach the classic in his home
region of Qi 齊 and Lu 魯. Due to Fu’s proficiency at this classic, the imperial
court invited him as instructor. However, Fu was already older than ninety years and
was unable to travel to the capital. Therefore, the contemporary emperor asked Chao
Cuo 晁錯 (200-154 BCE) to visit and learn from him.12 Based on the historical
event, different versions of paintings emerged in art history. The earliest edition of
the subject matter existing today can be traced back to the painting (fig. 93)
attributed to Sui 隋 dynasty (581-619) Zhan Ziqian 展子虔 (c. 550-604) in the
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National Palace Museum, Taipei.13 It depicts Fu Sheng giving instruction to his three
pupils in the field. The subsequent version (fig. 94) now in the Osaka City Museum
of Fine Arts is supposedly attributed to the important poet and painter Wang Wei 王
維 (699-761) of Tang dynasty.14 Only Fu Sheng is depicted in the painting, whose
appearance is fairly emaciated with thin figure, clear ribs, wrinkles, white hair and
beard. In view of the editions ascribed to Zhan and Wang, the depiction of the subject
matter traditionally either focuses on both Fu Sheng and his male pupils or only Fu
himself, yet it has been obviously changed since the late Ming dynasty.

It is suggested in Du Jin and Cui Zizhong’s new treatment to the subject. Their works
have a lot in common, especially the presence of figures and the configuration in
painting. The old man sitting on a pad is Fu Sheng whereas the man writing
attentively is Chao Cuo who learns the classic Shangshu from Fu. It is noteworthy
that the presence of the lady beside Fu Sheng has rarely appeared in the works of
past masters. It was recorded that Fu Sheng had a daughter who was also proficient
in the classic. She worked as an assistance during the instruction due to Fu’s old age,
hence the classic could be handed on to later periods.15 From this, the lady sitting
between Fu and Chao in the painting was probably Fu’s daughter who helped
transmitting the classic clearly that played an important role in delivering literary
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knowledge in history.16 As we can see, Du and Cui’s new editions of the subject
showed that the significance of literate lady was being concerned in the late Ming
period.17

As noted above, the portrayals of female image engaging in literary activities seem to
be a prevalent practice among painters between the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, particularly frequent to see in Chen Hongshou’s works. Even though the
identifiable women of scholarly achievement, like Lady Xuanwen, Ban Zhao and Li
Qingzhao, were famous figures of the old ages, they were rarely depicted by the
artists in the past, let alone stressed their talent in paintings. By comparison, it is
clear that woman with literary talent, no matter definite or indefinite identities, as the
subject of paintings became more and more common during the late Ming and early
Qing time. Female images are represented as the role of both learner and instructor in
the painting. This phenomenon appearing in art field, on one hand, might
demonstrate contemporary women’s upward opportunities to participate in literary
affairs, and on the other hand reflect the increasing number of male painters or
scholars’ confirmation of female talents at that time.

Chen and the contemporary artists’ pictorial representations mentioned above allow
an access to the phenomenon of the rise of educated women. Apart from the pictorial
records, in fact, the growth and visibility of gifted women of the period can also be
16
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observed in numerous past and present literatures.18 Although a gradually rise of
talented women recorded from the long distant period to Yuan dynasty was clearly
shown, female artists’ visibility remained low in art history. By the late Ming and
early Qing time, the expansion of gifted women was getting more dramatic and
visible. Ma Shouzhen 馬守真 (1548-1604), Xue Susu 薛素素 (c. 1564-1637),
Wen Shu 文淑 (1595-1634), Huang Yuanjie and Li Yin 李因 (1610-1685), either
as courtesans or gentry women, were all famous for their artistic and literary talent.19
According to the calculation in He Junhong’s 赫俊紅 book (2008), it is not difficult
to find that the rate of growth of gifted women ranging between Ming-Qing periods
is unprecedented.20 Therefore, Chinese women, in a greater number than ever before,
were recognized by writers for their artistic and literary achievements. In
correspondence to the phenomenon appearing in pictorial world, mentioned before,
they together show women’s greater experience in literary and artistic activities,
especially during the sixteenth and seventeenth century. Also, the continuous records

18

Past literature recording the dramatic growth of gifted women in the late Ming and early Qing
period includes: Jiang Shaoshu 姜紹書, Wusheng shishi 無聲詩史 (History of Silent Poetry), repr.
in Huashi congshu 畫史叢書 (Series of Literature of Painting History), ed. Yu Anlan 于安瀾, vol. 3
(Shanghai: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1963); Xu, Ming hua lu, repr. in Meishu congshu, ed. Huang
and Deng; Feng Xian 馮仙, Tuhui baojian xuzuan 圖繪寶鑒續纂 (Supplement to the Precious
Mirror of Painting), repr. in Huashi congshu 畫史叢書 (Series of Literature of Painting History), ed.
Yu Anlan 于安瀾, vol. 5 (Shanghai: Renm Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1963); Tang Souyu 湯漱玉,
Yutai huashi 玉臺畫史 (History of Painting on Jade Terrace), repr. in Huashi congshu 畫史叢書
(Series of Literature of Painting History), ed. Yu Anlan 于安瀾, vol. 5 (Shanghai: Renm Renmin
meishu chubanshe, 1963).
Present publications showing the expansion of talented women of the time include Marsha Weidner,
Views from Jade Terrace: Chinese Women Artists, 1300-1912 (Indianapolis, Ind.: Indianapolis
Museum of Art; New York: Rizzoli, 1988), He Junhong 赫俊紅, Danqing qipa: Wan Ming Qing chu
de nüxing huihua 丹青奇葩：晚明清初的女性繪畫 (Wonderful Painting: Women Painting in the
Late Ming and Early Qing) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2008), Li Shi 李湜 and Tao Yongbai 陶咏
白, Shiluo de lishi: Zhongguo nüxing huihua shi 失落的歷史：中國女性繪畫史 (The History of the
Lost: A History of Chinese Women Painting) (Changsha: Hunan meishu chubanshe, 2000), etc.
19
Marsha Weidner, Views from Jade Terrace: Chinese Women Artists, 1300-1912, 65-173; He,
Danqing qipa, 13-15.
20
He Junhong contributed a detail calculation to the amount of female artists from different social
identities during the Ming-Qing periods. It is clear that talented women appearing in the said period
are more than 110 that occupy the largest rate of gifted women in entire Chinese history. See He,
Danqing qipa, 18-39.
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of gifted women in various literature might reflect male elite’s positive attitude
towards literate women of the time.

Both pictorial and textual materials above play the similar function to document
talented women’s unprecedented participation in literati activities in the late Ming
and early Qing time. Coming back to the case of Chen Hongshou, a number of his
works between the 1630s and 1650s highlighted the knowledgeable and educated
image of women by rendering them delivering classic or participating in various
artistic and literary affairs. Also, he represented the uncommon relationship between
men and ladies as instructor and pupil. They, in the painting, together enjoy the
interest of study that renegotiates the conventional connection between men and
women in history. These new phenomena constructed in Chen’s work probably
reflected his perception of women’s literacy, and his perception was undoubtedly in
correspondence to the social atmosphere in the seventeenth century. As we know, the
number of female artists increased sharply since they had more opportunities than
ever before to be educated and even made use of their ability as a means of economic
survival in difficult times.

The rise of talented women, in fact, was closely related to the support of the literati
and their positive attitude towards female literacy. Famous scholar like Feng
Menglong 馮夢龍 (1547- c. 1645) of the late Ming period, made challenge to the
conventional formulation of “a woman is virtuous only if she is untalented” (nüzi
wucai bianshi de 女子無才便是德 ). 21 In Zhilangbu 智囊補 (Supplement to
21

The formulation of “a woman is virtuous only if she is untalented” came from the late Ming scholar
Chen Jiru’s 陳繼儒 (1558-1639) literature Ande zhangzhe yan 安得長者言 (Attainment of Elders’
Aphorism). It is possible that Chen cites the idea originally from the elderly. See Chen Jiru 陳繼儒,
Ande zhangzhe yan 安得長者言 (Attainment of Elders’ Aphorism) (Shanghai: Shangmu yinshuguan,
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Brainpower) (1625), he asks that given women without talent are ignorant, that
means ignorant women all over the world are virtuous?22 Li Zhi in Fenshu 焚書
(Burning of Books) (1590) argues that women’s limited views are due to the
Confucian norms that restrict women’s physical mobility and learning opportunity. If
women have the right to be educated, they can exceed the ability of men. 23 Also, Ye
Shaoyuan 葉紹袁 (1589-1648) in Wumengtang quanji 午夢堂全集 (Complete
Literatures of Wumengtang) notes that women have “three immortalities”, namely
virtue, talent and beauty.24 In later Fuxue 婦學 (Women’s Learning) written by the
Qing official literati Zhang Xuecheng 章 學 誠 (1738-1801) became the most
influential essay on the issue of female literacy.25 As we can see, a new assessment
on women’s value has shown in literatures especially since the late Ming period.
They suggest that women should no longer belong only to the kitchen, do needle
works and practice wifehood, but have right to be intelligent. Their views published
1936), 31; Liu Yongchong 劉詠聰, “Zhongguo chuantong caideguan yu Qing chu sichao guanyu
nüxing cai yu de zhi bilun,” 中國傳統才德觀與清初四朝關於女性才與德之比論 (Comparison and
Discussion on Chinese Traditional Concept of Talent and Virtue and Those Regarding Women’s Talent
and Virtue in the Early Qing Four Dynasties), Dongfang wenhua 東方文化 (Journal of Oriental
Studies) (1988): 109.
However, it should be noted that this idea had long been rooted in Chinese people’s mind.
Traditionally, women’s talent was not being encouraged for fear that their talent hinder virtues, like
filial piety, loyalty, chastity and other desirable moral traits, that was especially suggested in the
canonical didactic book The Admonition for Women (Nüjie 女誡), written for women by Ban Zhao of
Han dynasty. It defined clearly that womanly virtues had always been expressed through women’s
excellence (fude 婦德), women’s work (fugong 婦功), women’s speech (fuyan 婦言) and women’s
deportment (furong 婦容), but without talent which broadly refers to different aspects of ability and
wisdom, while narrowly refers to literary talent. See Li-Hsiang Lisa Rosenlee, Confucian and Women:
A Philosophical Interpretation (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2006), 81-82.
22
Feng Menglong 馮夢龍, “Guizhibu zongxu” 閨智部總序 (General Preface of the Section of
Gentry Women’s Intelligence), in Zhilangbu 智囊補 (Supplement to Brainpower), vol. 25 (Shanghai:
Shanghai guji, 1993), 1511-1512.
23
Li Zhi 李贄, “Da yi nüzi xuedao wei jianduan shu” 答以女人學道為見短書 (In Response to
Women’s Education), in Fenshu 焚書 (Burning of Books), vol. 2 (Taipei: Heluo tushu chubanshe,
1974), 57.
24
Ye Shaoyuan 葉紹袁, “Preface,” in Wumengtang quanji shangce 午夢堂全集上冊 (Complete
Literatures of Wumengtang, first volume) (Shanghai: Beiye shanfang, 1936), 3.
25
Li-Hsiang Lisa Rosenlee, Confucianism and Women: A Philosophical Interpretation (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 2006), 110-117; Zhang Xuecheng 章學誠, Wenshi tongyi 文史
通義 (General Meaning of Literature and History) (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe, 1988),
66-73.
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probably helped to accelerate contemporaries’ positive attitude towards women’s
literacy.

A number of historical instances of women with the support of elites were well
documented in various contemporary scholarship. In particular, it can be seen in the
case of Chen Hongshou, his confirmation to the literacy of his wives, concubine and
daughters. Chen married his first wife who was the daughter of Lai Sixing 來斯行
(1567-1633) in around 1614.26 Lady Lai was skilled in literature, calligraphy and
poetry, but unfortunately she died at an early age. Chen’s second wife surnamed Han
韓 whose father served as the Zhihui tongzhi 指揮同知 (Deputy Chief) of the
military in Hangzhou 杭州. Lady Han, the mother of six sons and two daughters,
also had literary talent and she taught Chen Daoyun 陳道蘊 (17th-18th century), the
daughter of Chen and Lai, on literary aspect.27 Daoyun later followed in her mother
and stepmother’s footsteps to give instruction on literature, poetry and painting as
well as earn her reputation in the art circle. Chen Hongshou had asked Daoyun to
write classic, titled “Xie jingxuan” 寫經軒 (House of Writing Classic).28 When
Chen was forty-six years old, he took Hu Jingman 胡淨鬘 as his concubine on the
way to Hangzhou from Beijing.29 Hu learnt paintings from Chen and they often
gathered to paint, write and compose poetry. Chen’s existing work Collaborative
Album of Plum Blossom, Bamboo and Landscape (Meizu shanshui ce 梅竹山水冊)
26

Liu Shi-yee, “An Actor in Real Life: Chen Hongshou’s ‘Scenes from the Life of Tao Yuanming,’”
(PhD diss., Yale University, 2003), 11.
27
Chen Daoyun was well-known for her literary and artistic talent in art history. She was recorded in
the past literature of artists. See Tao Yuanzao 陶元藻, Yuehua jianwen 越畫見聞 (Experiences in
Paintings), repr. in Huashi congshu, ed. Yu, vol. 4, 63.
28
The information about Chen Hongshou’s wives, daughters and concubine refers to Chen, Mingmo
guaijie, 27-28.
29
Hu Jingman was talented and famous in history of painting. Her story was documented in various
literatures, like Li Dou’s 李斗 Yangzhou huafang lu 揚州畫舫錄 (The Records of Yangzhou Boat)
and Wang Shizhen’s 王士禎 Chibei outan 池北偶談 (Notes on the Conversation from the Northern
Lake). See Chen, Mingmo guaijie, 28.
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collected in the Suzhou Museum is exactly cooperated with Hu.30 As we can see,
Chen served as a good example to demonstrate males’ approval of women’s literacy
as all his wives, concubine and daughters were literate women. Besides, his offering
women access to the literary and artistic world was clearly revealed in his personal
experience that asking his daughter to compose classic and teaching his concubine on
painting. In addition to Chen’s case, the publication and circulation of female writers’
works at that time depended mainly on male elites’ contribution.31 For example, Liu
Rushi 柳如是 (1618-1664) and Wang Duanshu, both courtesan and gentry women,
engaged in poetries exactly under male patrons’ encouragement. 32 Li Yü 李漁
(1610- c. 1680) invited Huang Yuanjie to make comments on his drama Yizhongyuan
意中緣 (Ideal Love-matches).33 Also, Wu Ren 吳人 (17th century) helped his three
wives to publish their collaborative work Sanfu ping Mudanting 三婦評牡丹亭
(Three Women’s Commentary on “The Peony Pavilion”).34 These real examples in
history showed that women’s participation in literary and artistic affairs, to a certain
degree, relied on male elites’ support and acceptance. Although elites with open and
positive attitudes toward female talent and literacy were not the mainstream in the
society of the time throughout, they definitely enlightened the contemporaries and
even later generations on the issue of women education through their publishing.35
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Wu and Wang, Danqing youshen, 241.
Kang-i Sun Chang, “Zouxiang ‘nannü shuangxing’ de lixiang──Nüxing shiren zai Ming-Qing
wenren zhong de diwei,” 72-73.
32
Kang-i Sun Chang, “Yinxing fengge huo nüxing yishi?──Liu Rushi he Xu Can de bijiao” 陰性
風格或女性意識?──柳如是和徐燦的比較 (Soft Style or Female Consciousness?──Comparison
between Liu Rushi and Xu Can), trans. Xie Shukuan 謝樹寬, in Gudai yu xiandai de nüxing chanshi,
112.
33
Widmer, “The Epistolary World of Female Talent in Seventeenth-Century China,” 26.
34
Ko, “Pursuing Talent and Virtue: Education and Women’s Culture in Seventeenth- and EighteenthCentury China,” 20.
35
Liu Yongchong mentions that only a few scholars showed a positive and open mind towards female
education. By contrast, those stressing on women’s virtue were still the mainstream of the time. See
Liu, “Zhongguo chuantong caideguan yu Qing chu sichao guanyu nüxing cai yu de zhi bilun,” 107.
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An outline of the contemporary scholars’ confirmation to women’s literacy by
examples of their literature and real cases makes it clear that why literate women
appear so frequently in both pictorial and textual materials, mentioned above, in the
late Ming and early Qing time. As noted previously, under contemporary painters,
especially Chen Hongshou’s eyes and brush, female images were commonly depicted
in the roles of classic instructor, literary and artistic learner as well as often along
with male scholars that was closely associated with the social and cultural
atmosphere. As a late sixteenth and seventeenth century painter, Chen was probably
influenced by his contemporaries to hold an open mind towards women’s education,
so he appreciated those with gifts, took them as wives and concubines and managed
to train his daughter to be a talented lady. Chen’s confirmation to women’s talent is
fully demonstrated in his paintings from the 1630s to 1650s. They, on the whole,
record the rise of gifted women and their close connection with male elites at that
time, as well as reflect his personal encouragement to women’s intelligence.

Facilitation of Women’s Emotions

Besides showing women’s talent, Chen’s portrayals of women also put emphasis on
qing 情 (emotional feelings) that shows his positive attitude towards women’s
emotional desire and pursuit of love. The late Ming fascination with qing is
discussed in several scholars’ publications. As defined by Tamara Bentley (2012),
qing not only refers to one’s emotion, but can also be extended to dimensions of true
feeling (zhenqing 真情) and individual personality (xingqing 性情).36 Dorothy Ko
(1994) suggests that the meaning of qing to a seventeenth century readers includes

36

Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 5.
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“romantic and sexual love” as well as the “friendship between people of the same sex
and other human relationships”. Dorothy Ko, in particular, made use of The Penoy
Pavilion (Mudan ting 牡丹亭) (1598), a romantic fiction composed by the great late
Ming playwright Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖 (1550-1616), to illustrate the enchantment of
love in such fiction and how reading such fiction stimulates a cult of qing among the
readers. 37 Similarly, Kang-i Sun Chang (1998) also took the fictions from the
Ming-Qing periods as examples, like The Penoy Pavilion and The Dream of the Red
Chamber (Honglou meng 紅樓夢) (1784) made by the Qing playwright Cao Xueqin
曹雪芹 (1715-1763), to illuminate the new concept of qing by the late Ming
afterward. 38 She claims that the new notion of qing of the time was not only
regarded as a romantic love, but also a spiritual force of morality that facilitate one’s
aspiration and integrity.39

Chen’s female images in relation to the notion of qing have been discussed in Tamara
Bentley (2012) and Xu Wenmei’s (2008) publication, but their focus is mainly on
woodblock print illustrations, with limited examples of paintings.40 Building on their
groundwork, this section focuses principally on Chen’s painting, which reveals much
more emotional traits in terms of the female appearance, numerous forms of
symbolism and literary text on the paintings, no doubt useful to understand Chen’s
attitude towards women in emotional aspect.

A Lady Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner (1639) (fig. 11), which has
37

Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, 84, 111.
Kang-i Sun Chang, “Zhongguo wenhua li de ‘qing’ guan” 中國文化裡的「情」觀 (Concept of
“Love” in Chinese Culture), in Gudai yu xiandai de nüxing chanshi, 41-44.
39
Ibid, 41-42.
40
Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 39-65; Xu, “Shenqing yumen de
nüxing,” in Chen Hongshou yanjiu, ed. Lu and Shu, 116-126.
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received much attention from current scholars, is one of the representative works
showing Chen’s interest in female emotions.41 As noted in the first chapter, it depicts
that a languorous lady sprawling on a low platform bed, leaning on a gold-color
incense burner in the shape of a duck covered with a basket, looks upward at the
parrot on a perch. In the foreground, there is a servant along with a little boy who
tries to catch the butterfly painted on a fan. Scholars realize that the lady does not
show any concern about the child, but she has her own interest and desire that is
suggested in her appearance and the symbolic objects around, all these displaying the
figure’s feelings and state of mind.42 For the lady’s appearance, she has squinting
and half-closed eyes and moist red lips, wearing a loose robe and undone girdle
which is lying exposed outside that composes a sexual imagery and appears to reveal
her erotic desire and frustration due to her lover’s conventional absence.43 Some
concrete patterns and objects around act as a metaphor to reinforce the figure’s
emotional expression.44 The incense burner in the form of a duck, for example,
written in poetry was “a stock symbol of conjugal love, because these birds mate for
life”. 45 Also, it is suggested that the “elaborately decorated bronze censer for
perfuming clothes is pleasing to imagine with its flaring fire, coiling smoke, metallic
sheen, and heavy scent; but it also serves as an analogy for the wanton

41

Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 19-25; Feng, “Chen Hongshou de shinü hua,” 89-91;
Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 65-66.
42
Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 22-23; Feng, “Chen Hongshou de shinü hua,” 89-91;
Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 65-66.
43
Conventionally, the reasons for men having a long journey were nothing more than as a campaigner
on the march, an official on postings, a merchant on business trip, or literati on traveling. Sometimes,
their wives have the opportunity to accompany, but they often stay at boudoir most of the time. See
Birrell, trans., New Songs from a Jade Terrace: An Anthology of Early Chinese Love Poetry (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1982), 19-20.
44
Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 22; Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou
(1599-1652), 65-66.
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Ellen Johnston Laing, “Chinese Palace-Style Poetry and the Depiction of a Palace Beauty,” The Art
Bulletin, vol. 72, no. 2, (Jun., 1990): 288.
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destructiveness of passion’s consuming fire and the volatile nature of love.”46 Thus
with the sexual imagery of the lady, the incense burner depicted in the painting seems
to correspond to the lady’s desire of her absent lover. Similarly, the refined pattern of
circling white cranes decorated on the lady’s robe achieves the same purpose as the
white cranes often live in pairs or groups that highlight the lady’s deep sense of
pursuit of beloved. Besides, the presence of the parakeet, a kind of birds able to
speak, presumably serves as a make-do companion in the absence of the lady’s lover.
Some popular stories may provide clues to understand the roles that parakeets are
playing in association with lonely women. One of the tales from Liaozhai zhiyi 聊齋
志異 (Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio) (1680), done by the late Ming and early
Qing scholar Pu Songling 蒲松齡 (1640-1715), talks about a lovesick scholar
whose soul leaves his body and turns into that of a parakeet so that he can approach
his lover easily.47 This tale no doubt suggests the inter-changeability between men
and parakeets and their relation to women. In addition, the luxurious female boudoir,
“metaphorically imprisoned the lovelorn women, who spent her days and nights
there longing for her absent lover. 48 Under Chen’s brush, the few objects of
expensive materials and fine workmanship, such as the perch and platform, is enough
to show the luxury of the lady’s boudoir. What she can do there seem nothing, but
only waiting, and that kind of accumulative waiting day by day accelerates the
woman’s longing for love. Therefore, in view of the female imagery, symbolic
46

Anne Birrell, trans., New Songs from a Jade Terrace, 18; Anne Birrell is dealing with early love
poetry, but this paper suggests that they can be supported with Ming-Qing sources, like Chen
Hongshou’s paintings. As Ellen Laing’s article “Chinese Palace-Style Poetry and the Depiction of a
Palace Beauty” had also connected the early palace-style poetry with seventeenth-century paintings of
women that proved an inheritance of the symbolic meanings of object adopted in both poetries and
paintings of different ages. See Laing, “Chinese Palace-Style Poetry and the Depiction of a Palace
Beauty.”
47
Although Pu Songling’s tale postdates Chen’s paintings, the implication of parakeet still merits to
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See Pu Songling 蒲松齡, Liaozhai zhiyi: Re shi si juan chaoben 聊齋志異：二十四卷抄本 (Strange
Tales from a Chinese Studio: Transcript of 24 Volumes), vol. 4 (Jinan: Qilu shushe, 2006), 74-75.
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objects and surroundings depicted in the painting, the beautiful woman’s erotic
emotion and desire of her absent beloved is strongly revealed.

A Lady Looking at the Mirror (1636) (fig. 14) is another example to show Chen’s
representation of women’s pursuit of love. This painting portrays a lady looking at
the bronze mirror in the shape of eight-petal flower held in her hands. The old tree
beside indicates the painting season as autumn due to the red and sparse leaves. In
fact, this subject has long been observed in the art history, seen, for instance, in Su
Hanchen’s Lady at Her Dressing Table on a Garden Terrace (fig. 35) and
Embroidered Cage, Morning Mirror (fig. 50) attributed to Wang Shen. The presence
of a dusty mirror is conventionally treated as “a typical metaphor for a woman
neglected by her lover” in ancient Chinese love poetry.49 Also, the mirror in love
poetry “frequently echoes the emotional state of the woman in love”, and especially
“symbolizes the neglected woman, who, weak and sickly with love, has lost interest
in her appearance”.50 There is usually a reflection of the lady’s face in the mirror in
the past depictions, showing woman’s facial appearance after dressing up that
strongly expresses the ancient saying “ladies try to look good for those who love
them” (nü wei yuejizhe rong 女為悅己者容). However, it is interesting to note that
Chen’s treatment to the subject is different from the previous masters as he only
shows the back of the mirror that avoids the necessity for the rendering of the lady’s
face in the mirror. Also, the lady is not situated in front of the dressing table, but in

49

The metaphor of the mirror is derived from two legends: The first legend is about “two lovers who
kept half a mirror each as a love-token when they had to part. Later the woman fell in love with
another man. Her half of the mirror turned into a magpie and flew off to her former lover and told him
what had happened.” The other legend is about “a king of ancient Kashmir who found such a bird. It
refused to sing, so his wife told him to do something to stop it pining for its mate. They set a mirror up
in front of the bird, hoping it would sing to its reflection. The bird did sing, but its song was so sad
that it died of a broken heart. See Birrell, trans., New Songs from a Jade Terrace, 318-319, 322.
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the environment of landscape instead. It is presumably that the artist’s intention is no
longer to highlight the lady’s physical beauty and their appearance under the male
perception and criteria, but has propensity to reveal the lady’s own emotional desire.
What she looking at in the mirror is not only her external appearance, but her inner
expression, probably her active pursuit for love.

Besides, Chen’s demonstration of women’s feeling of love can also be seen in A Lady
Beating Clothes under the Moon (Yuexia daoyi tu 月下搗衣圖) (1621) (fig. 95) in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, an ink painting done in a relatively early period. It
shows a lady looking up at the moon while beating clothes underneath a tall bamboo
tree in a garden. There is a poem inscribed on the mid-left of the painting that
indicates the time, season and the lady’s emotion:

The nightfall tranquilizes the autumn mood, while the lady gathers knitted
brows on her face. Expedition soldiers are passing over the cross river, along
with a hundred vehicles of uniforms.
流黃壓秋韻，阿姊撮顰蛾，彈指交河士，征衣百輛過。

It is clear that the painting is a scene of nightfall in the autumn time. A few leaves
falling down and the tall and windblown bamboo tree suggest a cold and wintry
weather that intensifies the sadness of the lonely woman. She carries knitted brows
on her face that shows a sense of sorrow and uneasy mood. The presence of the
bamboo and moon also serve as important metaphors of the woman’s state of mind
and feelings. In Chinese poetry, bamboo was often suggested as “a popular motif
denoting frailty because of its slender leaves, constancy because it is evergreen”.51
51
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Thus the feminine qualities of bamboo may be associated with the woman’s nature of
weak and constancy to her lover. On the other hand, moon was a protean image in
Chinese literature as it could denote various things, like the legend of Chang’e 嫦娥,
a boudoir curtain hook and, most importantly, the idea of reunion based on its
circular shape especially on the fifteenth night of the eight lunar month.52 Its single
source of light at night “acts as a focal point of communication between parted
lovers”.53 In terms of these, in Lady Beating Clothes under the Moon, the lady
looking up at the full moon hanging on the sky with sorrow expression may try to
communicate with her absent lover, probably a soldier implied from the inscription,
through the moon that reveals her strong yearn for his return.

In addition, women’s feelings of love are also demonstrated in Chen’s portrayals of
ladies catching butterflies, especially seen in Ladies Catching the Butterfly (c. 1650)
(fig. 41). It is noteworthy that paintings with this scene should not be simply
interpreted as a kind of leisurely activities, but contains symbolic meanings behind as
the butterfly symbolizes conjugal happiness in Chinese popular tradition. 54
According to Five dynasty Wang Renyu’s 王仁裕 (880-956) Kaiyuan tianbao yishi
開元天寶遺事 (Forgotten Tales of the Kaiyuan and Tianbao Periods), the Tang
emperor Minghuang 明皇, sobriquet Xuanzong 玄宗 (r. 712-756), organized a
banquet every spring time and implemented a method for selecting a bed partner. The
palace ladies were asked to wear flowers in their hair, and the one could spend the
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night with the emperor as long as the butterfly released stayed in her flowers.55
Therefore, butterflies are associated with men and regarded as an analogy of conjugal
happiness in Chinese convention, which continues to later periods. In particular
under the late Ming fascination with emotions, Chen’s rendering of women’s act of
capturing butterflies contains implication as their twisting body represents a sense of
seductive movement and the butterfly inside is exaggeratedly enlarged that
presumably indicates ladies’ pursuit of love and desire for a happy marriage beyond
its simple interpretation as a kind of recreational activities.

Apart from paintings, Chen’s emphasis on women’s inner feelings is also obviously
seen in his printed works, especially his drama illustrations to the Romance of the
Western Chamber and Romance of Jiao and Hong, two romantic stories closely
related to female images. The emotional features in these two engravings have
already discussed in detail in Tamara Bentley (2012) and Xu Wenmei’s (2008)
works.56 As Bentley points out, the representation of women have a close connection
with the poems that accompany the images as they create important symbol of
women’s emotions. In particular, the poems along with the images of heroines in the
Romance of Jiao and Hong express their complex feelings literally.57 Regarding the
Romance of the Western Chamber, women’s feelings are transmitted through the
unique features in Chen’s illustrations. For example, his illustrations were designed
in a double-page style that established “a considerable sense of motion and tension
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between characters on facing pages” (fig. 5-6).58 Another feature reflecting women’s
emotions is the application of ironic interplays, especially shown in the scene entitled
Peeping Past the Screen (Kuijian 窺簡) (fig. 5) which depicts the heroine Cui
Yingying reading a love letter from her lover while the maid peering past the screen.
It is noted that the flower-and-bird motifs rendered on the screen present different
types of interplay as the birds and butterflies seem to mimic the movement of
Yingying and the maid.59 The motifs, in another way, are also interpreted as the
analogy of the process of Yingying and her lover’s love affair.60 The composition,
facial expression and gesture also help to highlight the inner feelings of the heroine.61
In sum, the character’s emotions in Chen’s printed illustrations are emphasized
through poems and unique features that distinguish his works from other editions of
the play.

The interest in emotions, of course, is not only demonstrated in Chen’s depictions of
women, but other contemporary artists’ as well. Similarly, the application of different
forms of symbolism was their common device to highlight ladies’ feelings of love.
You Qiu 尤求 (fl. late 16th century), for example, had composed a painting album of
totally twelve leaves entitled Figure and Landscape (Shanshui renwu tu 人物山水圖)
(fig. 96) kept in the Shanghai Museum. One painting among them depicts a lady
leaning on a willow tree beside the river. It is unclear to identify whether she is
looking at the pair of ducks located in the small piece of land on the river or the pair
of birds flying in the sky. No matter what, the presence of the pairs of species is
contrasted with the loneliness of the woman that expresses her deep longing for her
58
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lover. Besides, the willow tree gave rise to a pun in Chinese, liu 留, which was a
homophone for to detain or to “keep someone from going away on a journey”.62 The
entanglement of the silky and slender shape of willows was often compared with
one’s sentiments during the parting time. Thus a twig of willow has long been a
farewell present for accompanying a person to the journey since the Han Dynasty. 63
As we can see, the symbolic objects in the painting denote a parting theme and
intensify the woman’s desire for her absent lover.

Another example done by contemporary artist is Cui Zizhong’s fan painting A Lady
next to the Chinese Parasol Tree (Wutong shinü 梧桐仕女) (fig. 97). In this work, a
lady leaning on an angular rock beneath a parasol tree is depicted. It is noteworthy
that parasol tree was often linked to the symbol of desolate and sorrow emotions in
Chinese poetries and this metaphor, as usual, had also been applied to the paintings
of women in order to highlight the grief mood of the lady.

Moreover, the early Qing painter Yu Zhiding’s 禹之鼎 (1647-1716) Banana Tree
and Lady (Bajiao shinü tu 芭蕉仕女圖) (fig. 98), in the Palace Museum of Beijing,
simply shows a lady sitting with a musical instrument under a banana tree in an ink
and free brush style. According to the record, banana tree was regarded as a motif to
symbolize feminine frailty as its leaves are “easily torn in rough weather”. 64
Women’s frailty, in terms of both physical and mental aspects, was frequently
derived from the lost of her lover as she is being unprotected and lonely without her
partner’s escort.
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According to the pictorial examples above, women’s emotions and desires of love are
strongly revealed instead of the stereotypical representations. The presence of
symbolic objects, in particular, allows the figures’ feelings and thoughts to be greater
accessed and identified. By pointing to a series of paintings done by the late Ming
and early Qing artists, it does not mean that the use of metaphor only appeared in the
said period, but those symbolic objects and themes have long been established in the
history of painting and poetry. However, contemporary artists especially Chen’s
treatment to the subject reveal stronger emotional traits. Their engagement with the
discourse on qing and their interest in emphasis on women’s sentiment were
especially prominent in the seventeenth century that had a close connection with the
aesthetic shift and the love relationship between scholar and beauty of the time.

Since the formation of Confucian ideologies during the Spring and Autumn period,
people’s emotion of love had been repressed by a series of rules and regulations
under the feudal system.65 By the late Ming, the association between men and
women and their pursuit of love became increasingly common under the influence of
the philosophical shift that was seen in several contemporary thinkers’ literature. In
particular, Feng Menglong’s Anatomy of Love (Qingshi 情史), which compiled over
800 love stories, was a prominent example to demonstrate the advocacy of emotions
at that time. In the preface, Feng points out the significance of qing that manages the
lives and relationships of all living beings:
65
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If there were no qing under heaven and earth, no being could be born. [If] all
being were no qing, they could not be born cyclically. Lives are eternal because
qing is eternal. The four elements (earth, water, fire, and wind) are illusory, but
only qing is not illusory. Having qing distant relations are close, [while] not
having qing close relations are distant. Having qing and not having qing are
worlds apart. I wish to establish a religion of qing and teach all living beings:
the son faces his father with qing; the minister faces the emperor with qing; the
same holds true for all other relationships.66
天地若無情，不生一切物。一切物無情，不能環相生。生生而不滅，由情
不滅故。四大皆幻設，惟情不虛設。有情疏者親，無情親者疏。無情與有
情，相去不可量。我欲立情教，教誨諸眾生。子有情於父，臣有情於君。
推之種種相，俱作如是觀。

As we can see, Feng played a high valuation on qing due to its important role on the
facilitation of human relationships, such as the father-son, emperor-minister and
other relationships. Regarding this, Dorothy Ko (1994) notes that “human emotions,
in other words, soften the edges of hierarchical obligations and sow the seeds for
more egalitarian, reciprocal relationships”.67 It may also be extended to the gender
relationship between men and women in the society as the cult of qing appears to act
as an equalizer between the sexs. Another early Qing writer Shi Chengjin 石成金
(1659-c. 1740) seems to further reinforce such idea by saying that “although man and
women are different, they are the same in love and desire” (nannü suiyi, aiyu zetong
男女雖異，愛欲則同).68 Shi upholds that in the level of searching for emotional and
sexual satisfaction, man and women share the same nature that undoubtedly
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challenges the conventional attitude towards the gender role.

The trend of the fascination with qing mentioned above led to the facilitation of
women’s own emotional feelings and lust for romantic love. It does not mean that the
rules traditionally placed on women were totally released, but the cult of qing
allowed women a greater disclosure of their true feelings and searching for love.
There were some cases of contemporary love affairs between courtesan and educated
elite from which women pursue their love bravely. Ma Shouzhen, for instance, was a
famous artist and one of the Eight Famous Courtesans (Qinhuai bayan 秦淮八艷)
situated on the bank of Qinhuai River in Nanjing.69 Her lifelong affair with Wang
Zhideng 王穉登 (1535-1612), a popular poet and calligrapher, impressed mostly the
future generations and revealed women’s emotional disclosure and pursuit of love.
Ma’s strong affection for Wang was often revealed in her paintings through lengthy
inscriptions. For example, the inscription on Bamboo, Rock and Orchid (Zushi
youlan tu 竹石幽蘭圖) (1563) not only states her authorship, the year and venue of
creation, but also implies her ideal character as the fragrance of orchids and
expresses her passion for Wang. According to the record, Ma who was already an old
age and in a weak condition launched a grand party for the celebration of Wang’s
seventieth birthday in 1605. Afterwards Ma became ill, exhausted and even died.
Wang wrote her obituary and composed a series of literary works to commemorate
her, such as Maji zhuan 馬姬傳 (Biography of Ma Shouzhen) and twelve poetic
eulogies.70 Although they never got married, they were concerned with each other
until the end of lives and their sincere relationship was a typical and touching
69
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example of the scholar-beauty (caizi jiaren 才子佳人) romance in the late Ming and
Qing fictions.71

In addition, due to the cult of qing, Dorothy Ko (1994) notes that “more men came to
value women as emotional companions, either inside or outside the bounds of
arranged marriage”, that caused “a rising incidence of companionate marriages and
an elevation of courtesans, brothel culture, and concubinage” and which “enabled
some women to lead fuller lives”. 72 In the case of Chen Hongshou’s personal
experience, Mao Qilin in “Chen Laolian biezhuan” recorded that Chen “loved
women in his life” (pingsheng hao furen 平生好婦人), revealing in his several love
relationships with gentry women and courtesans.73 As mentioned before, Chen had
two wives and one concubine successively, the first wife Lai Sixing, second wife
Lady Han and concubine Hu Jingman. They were regarded as Chen’s emotional and
artistic companions as they often gathered to paint and compose poems.74 Dong
Xiangxiao 董香綃, a famous courtesan with beautiful appearance and touching
voice in Hangzhou, serving as Chen’s soul mate was also documented. One day,
Chen asked Dong what does she want. Dong smiled and said “nothing else, but your
painting.” She picked a silk and cut it in an appropriate size, after that Chen started to
paint in the subject of lotus. This experience written in Chen’s poem “Younü qi
hualian shi” 有女乞畫蓮詩 (Poem about A Woman Begging Painting of Lotus)
proved their non-material, but spiritual affair. Chen’s yearning for Dong was
expressed in another poem “Meng guji Dong Xiangxiao” 夢故妓董香綃 (Dreaming
71
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of the Deceased Courtesan Dong Xiangxiao).75

As a late Ming and early Qing artist, Chen held a positive attitude towards women’s
emotional disclosure and pursuit of love under the cultural trend of the cult of qing
that undoubtedly influenced his life and portrayals of women. As the analysis above,
his paintings throughout the 1630s and 1650s show the sympathetic treatment to
women’s inner sentiment and passion for romantic love by their facial features,
inscription and a series of symbolic motifs that are also revealed in the lady paintings
of other contemporary artists like Cui Zizhong and Yu Zhiding. Although they kept
using the visual languages and themes of Chinese convention, the revelation of
women’s emotions was reinforced and became much more stronger. In this regard,
Chen’s paintings served as one of the evidences for the late Ming fascination with
qing beyond romantic fictions and literature that reflected the artist’s facilitation of
women’s emotional feelings and demonstrated the disclosure of women’s pursuit of
love in the seventeenth century.

Demonstration of Women’s Bonding

Apart from women’s talent and emotion, their bonding, particularly the gentry class
and courtesans, is also positively shown in Chen’s rendering of women. Ladies from
these two classes, however, are rather difficult to distinguish in paintings as they
have a lot in common, like the appearance, lifestyle and social networks.
Interestingly, there was even fluidity between their social roles as courtesans had
opportunities to become concubines that narrowed further the gap or boundary
75
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between two groups of women.76 Chen’s works reveal women’s bonding mainly in
two dimensions, including their association with male elites as well as the friendship
and connection between women themselves.

For women’s bonding with male elites, as analyzed earlier, their participation in
literary activities are prominent to see in Chen’s works, like A Scholar Instructing
Girl Pupils in the Arts (1649) (fig. 13), Chanting the Plum (1649) (fig. 12), Elegant
Gathering in the Western Garden (1652) (fig. 79), Instructions on the Classics (fig.
86) and Gossip in Palace (fig. 87), in many cases women and men occupying an
equal position. In addition, ladies were also frequently represented with men in
artistic activities. For instance, in The Four Pleasures of Nan Shenglu: Third section
(1649) (fig. 18), Listening to Zither (c. 1649/1650) (fig. 47) and Playing Zither (fig.
24), women sometimes entertain men by their musical talents and sometimes act as
their companions. There are also several examples showing the presence of men and
women in leisure time, seen in Historical Figure (Shishi renwu tu juan 史實人物圖)
(c. 1647) (fig. 88) and Drinking Wine in a Plantain Grove (c. 1649) (fig. 76). These
paintings definitely show the close connection between women and men. As noted
before, ladies’ talents in the late Ming and early Qing time required male elites’
instruction or support. Contemporary scholars in turn considered women as their
emotional and cultural companions, so it was essential for them to be proficient in
literary classic and arts of painting, dancing and playing musical instruments, so that
they can get into an emotional and cultural communication.
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Besides the association between women and male elites, there are also pictorial
evidence done by Chen demonstrating the friendship and bonding between women
themselves. In Ladies (c. 1649) (fig. 101), the one holding a fan with bamboo motifs
is likely a gentry woman or concubine following by her daughter behind. Other
ladies carrying objects, including zither, pipa lute, flower and pot, and wearing
simple attire seem to be entertainers or servants going to an elegant gathering
probably for a birthday celebration. Although the identities of women inside reveal
different, evident in their attire, order and proportion, it generally shows a sense of
harmony and unity due to their interaction and eye contact. Another work Ladies
Playing Musical Instruments (c. 1649) (fig. 33) renders two ladies sitting on banana
leaves in the garden. The lady painted in frontal is opening the wrapper of her zither
while the one in lateral view is blowing flute. They are depicted in an equal status
without any obvious class distinction, together enjoying and fulfilling the artistic
pursuit. Besides, Competition of Plants (1650) (fig. 43) portrays five ladies with
wrappers of plants sitting under a pine tree. They are picking plants from their
wrappers and taking turns to say the name of plants in an antithetic form. The origin
of the competition of plants, which is a popular amusement for women, can be traced
back at least to the Southern Dynasties (420-589 AD). 77 Ladies’ smiling facial
expression and their formation of the shape of circle demonstrates their harmonious
relationship and acquisition of pleasure. These three paintings provided a platform
for us to understand the association between women of different statuses, like gentry
class, courtesans and entertainers, in various conditions including the elegant
gatherings and daily time. It is probable for them to develop friendships through their
77
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meetings and common interests.

In fact, the depictions of women’s social bonding can also be observed in other
contemporaries’ works. Cui Zizhong’s Entertaining A Guest in the Apricot Garden
(Xingyuan yanji tu 杏園宴集圖) (1638) (fig. 100) is an example, where the male
host holding a cup of tea is discussing with his guest on a literary work. In the
meanwhile, his wife in green attire and daughter in red clothing are accompanying
aside. Also, the early Qing painter Hua Nie’s 華喦 (1682-1756) Garden of the
Golden Valley (Jinguyuan tu 金谷園圖) (fig. 102) kept in the Shanghai Museum is
generally considered to be the depiction of the bureaucracy Shi Chong 石 崇
(249-300) enjoying his beautiful concubine Lüzhu’s 綠珠 fluting in the garden.
Although this pictorial example has its own historical context, the artist’s selection of
the story scene probably reflect his awareness and attention to the interaction
between women and men in his own time.

On the other hand, artworks revealing women’s bonding and friendship include Jiang
Yin’s 姜隠 Banana Tree and Beauty (Bajiao meiren tu 芭蕉美人圖) (fig. 103) now
in a private collection. It is a garden scene where a lady is sitting and waiting for her
partner’s participation in the chess game board after her hand washing. Another work
titled Entertainments in Spring (Xichun tu 嬉春圖) (fig. 104) done by Huang Juan
黃卷 (fl. 1630-1656) in the Shanghai Museum is a lengthy handscroll recording
women’s outing in spring time, probably including gentry class or courtesans. They
cluster into different groups taking part in various leisurely activities, like boating,
playing musical instruments and picnicking that show the pleasant gathering
attributed to female circles. These paintings demonstrate that women have their own
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social networks beyond the connection with male elites and through their continuous
gatherings, women cultivate their unique cultures outside the inner chambers.

As we can see, the artworks depicted by Chen Hongshou and the contemporaries
highlight women’s bonding in which both male elites and female from different
backgrounds play an important role and contribute a lot. They, in the paintings, learn
from each other, share in emotional and artistic ways and together enjoy the pleasure
moment that enriches the meaning of their associations in the painting history. It is
noticeable that the artists’ perception of women’s bonding is probably connected with
women’s living condition in the late Ming and early Qing periods that was supported
by several scholarship concerning the issue.78

Women regardless of gentry class and courtesan were positioned to follow and serve
the elite men who provided them with social and moral status, financial and
emotional support. As mentioned by Dorothy Ko (1994), “the lives of gentry wives
and women from the pleasure quarters are viewed from the perspective of gender and
their training to serve the same group of men”.79 Gentry wives or daughters, apart
from performing their duty in household, were common to accompany the men who
were bureaucrats or literati to the distant official trips and gatherings especially since
the seventeenth century that allowed women a greater access to the social circles,
78
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physical mobility and enjoyment. A number of travel writings and poetries composed
by women cited in Grace S. Fong’s work (2008) served as evidences for women’s
travel experiences along with their male kin that showed women’s upward mobility
and pleasure acquired from their connection with men.80 For courtesans, another
group of women far outside the patriarchal familial system, were responsible to serve
and entertain the government officials and cultivated men. Courtesans were different
from prostitutes as their services did not necessarily contain sexual behaviors, but
focused on their skills and talents in arts.81 As Howard Levy said, “it is evident that
courtesans who enthralled members of high society did so primarily through artistic
attainment rather than physical appeal.”82 It was very frequent for them to be invited
to entertain at banquets or taken on excursions in which they showed their talents,
broaden their social circles and enjoyed the favor of patrons. For those fortunate
courtesans, they might be chosen as second wives, concubines or constant
companions of a particular scholar or official for various purposes, such as
entertainment, sexual and reproductive services in the patriarchal family system.83
For Chen Hongshou’s own personal experience, as mentioned earlier, he took Hu
Jingman as concubine on the way to Hangzhou from Beijing. Hu was originally a
famed courtesan in Yangzhou 楊州. After marrying Chen, she got along well with
his family and together took part frequently in artistic activities.84 Linking with
Chen’s representations of literati and ladies in various gatherings noted above, the
compatible relationship shown in the paintings corresponded to the association
between men and women in the late Ming and early Qing, from which women were
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valued as artistic and emotional companions, and had more opportunities to broaden
their social network and mobility.

Besides, there were also scholarship concerning women’s own friendship and
bonding separate from the male-centered formal kinship during the seventeenth
century. Ellen Widmer (1989), for example, was concerned with gentry women’s
bonding of the time. She notes that the development of women’s culture in inner
chambers based on the transmitting knowledge and education. Women with literacy
and artistic ability had a strong tendency to nurture female talent in the next
generation, like Wen Shu, Huang Yuanjie and Shang Jinglan 商景蘭 (1605- c. 1676)
who were famous for educating their daughters. 85 Also, Chen Daoyun, Chen
Hongshou’s daughter, learning painting and poetry mainly followed her mother,
step-mother and Hu Jingman in the boudoir.86 Besides gentry women’s culture,
Dorothy Ko (1994) suggests that literacy and artistic ability allowed women from
different social backgrounds to connect together, to keep contact despite physical
separation and to broaden their social circles beyond the inner chambers.87 In the
late Ming and early Qing period, women spontaneously developed different forms of
communities, such as the informal community presided by Shen Yixiu and the public
community Banana Garden Poetry Club (Jiaoyuan shishe 蕉園詩社) of Hangzhou.
These communities involved a group of women from different families and
backgrounds, where they gathered regularly in their place to drink, compose and
exchange poetry and paintings, no different from the common activities performed
by male literati.88 More importantly, the establishment of these communities in the
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seventeenth century demonstrated women’s claim to the independence, self-identity,
personal fulfillment and greater gender equality. There were also historical records
supporting the association between gentry wives and those from other classes. Xu
Yuan 徐媛 (17th century) who came from a respectable family and married into a
household of official accomplishment seemed to have connected with courtesans and
singing girls, like Xue Susu, by composing poems for them and having such works
published. Lu Qingzi 陸卿子 (17th century) was another example of gentry wife to
get in touch with a group of women from lower classes by giving or exchanging
poetry, including courtesans, singing girls, concubines and maids.89

After a review of contemporary women’s social lives by several cases, it is clear to
understand that Chen Hongshou and other contemporaries’ perception of women’s
bonding constructed in paintings, especially mentioned above, had a close
connection with the seventeenth century society. Women in their paintings sometimes
acted as companions of men taking part in banquets or leisure activities. It is
noteworthy that although gentry women and courtesans primarily depended on men’s
social, moral and financial supports, their relationships were maintained in a
respectful and compatible way as they valued each other as their emotional
companions rather than sexual partner especially in the late Ming and early Qing era.
More importantly, the male partners provided them with a greater access to the social
circles, mobility, knowledge and pleasure exactly due to various gathering, banquets
and journey that they accompanied alongside. On the other hand, women were
sometimes represented as self-sufficient people and occupied in their own affairs,
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like outing and playing musical instruments, in the paintings. Even the relationships
between groups of women, probably bearing different social classes, became more
equal and united due to their interaction, seen for instance in Ladies (c. 1649) (fig.
101) analyzed. As mentioned above, the bonding between women of different social
statuses in the late Ming and early Qing period was frequent. They related to each
other and developed their own social networks beyond the male-centered formal
kinship through various literary and artistic education or exchange, like paintings,
poetry and musical instruments, which allowed them a greater access to the sense of
freedom, enjoyment and fulfillment that challenged to the stereotypical concept of
women’s narrow social circle and idle life. Chen’s artworks, therefore, not only
reveal women’s association with men and the female bonding, but also reflect Chen’s
positive attitude towards the refined culture attributed to female bonding.

Objectification of Women90

Up to now, Chen’s positive attitude towards women reflected from his works had
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been discussed above. It is clear that the artist’s perception and depictions of women
connected closely with women’s living condition under the social and cultural trends
of late Ming and early Qing period. In terms of the types of works especially
mentioned before, women were portrayed as talented ladies, with emotional
disclosure and gaining the benefit and satisfaction from their social bonding that not
only revealed the upward positions of women, but also reflected the artist’s
encouraging viewpoint on them in the seventeenth century atmosphere. But on the
other hand, Chen, as a male painter, inevitably show interest in women’s external
beauty that might also associate with his great market concern as Chen was being a
professional painter in his latter part of life, and more on this aspect will be discussed
in next chapter. While the external beauty and attractiveness continued to be an
important attribute of female images, women were getting more and more obvious to
be exposed to the male gaze (ningshi 凝視) and objectification (wuhua 物化) under
the social culture of the seventeenth century.91 In this regard, Wang Chenghua (2002)
argues that the sensual interactions between women, objects and literati identified in
Chen’s figure paintings, with analogy to the contemporary discourse on women and
objects, corresponded to the culture of sensibility in late Ming. 92 Her notion
extended and broadly considered in this section will be important to understand
Chen’s another attitude towards women.

As analyzed in the first chapter, the majority of Chen’s ladies represent the
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conventional ideal of feminine beauty. They usually have an oval face, gracefully
curved and slender eyebrows, tiny mouth, slim body and plain style of dressing that
seem to be the projection of male’s general aesthetic taste and desire. These
characteristics are observable, for instance, in A Lady Reclining on Basket over an
Incense Burner (1639) (fig. 11), Competition of Plants (1650) (fig. 43) and He
Tianzhang Amid Pleasures (1649) (fig. 2). However, in other examples, Chen
exaggerated women’s facial traits and distorted the body of figures probably under
the inspiration of woodblock prints, leading to the style so-called “bizarre and
original”, seen especially in Gown with Dragon Pattern (1647) (fig. 63), A Lady
Holding Flower (1650) (fig. 16) and A Lady (c. 1651) (fig. 21). Since these types of
beauty were constructed by absorbing the sources of popular art, they were obviously
different from the conventional one and might suit the aesthetic taste of ordinary
people. There was another possibility. As noted previously, originality or strangeness
appeared to be a significant artistic pursuit sought by contemporary artists, hence
Chen’s distinctive type of beauty, which broke with conventional ideal of feminine
attractiveness, might have propensity to suit the aesthetic taste of specific group.

Chen associated women with erotic features in several artworks. In Portrait of Cui
Yingying (1630) (fig. 3), the lady shows a provocative facial appearance and forward
body. The area of her chest is exposed through the open style of garment, and her
slender fingers are seemingly playing with the ribbon on her chest, full with sexual
invitation. In comparison to Chen’s another version of Cui Yingying (1639) (fig. 4),
the image of this version is obviously more liberal, bold and provocative. The erotic
feature in A Lady Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner (1639) (fig. 11), as
analyzed before, is strongly revealed due to the lady’s facial expression, dressing and
104

symbolic objects around, all turning her imagery into a relatively blatant icon of
sexual longing.93 Ladies Catching the Butterfly (c. 1650) (fig. 41) also has the erotic
tendencies, in which ladies’ twisting and leaning forward body represent a strong
sense of seductive movement. The transparent fans used for batting butterflies is held
in front of the lady’s face that generate a sexual imagination of see-through.

Apart from the feminine beauty and eroticism mentioned, the issue of the male gaze
in Chen’s works is highlighted by Wang (2002) who recognizes the vivid depictions
of male’s erotic viewing toward women in A Scholar Instructing Girl Pupils in the
Arts (1649) (fig. 13) and Chanting the Plum (1649) (fig. 12), in which ladies seem to
be unaware of scholars’ observation, but just focus on their own affair. By contrast,
men appear to be the controller of the whole scene due to their active and direct eyes
toward women.94 This thesis, however, argues that the representation of female
talents is much more strongly revealed in these two paintings, as the previous
analysis, in relation to the visibility of female literacy and the artist’s life experience,
and suggests women’s availability to the male gaze more obviously shown in Chen’s
another group of works, including Portrait of Cui Yingying (1630) (fig. 3), Ladies (c.
1638) (fig. 48), Portrait of Cui Yingying (1639) (fig. 4), Portrait of Lady Jiao (1639)
(fig. 7-10), A Lady Releasing a Butterfly (c. 1639) (fig. 19), A Lady Standing with a
Feather Fan (c. 1639) (fig. 32), A Lady (1645) (fig. 62) and A Lady (c. 1651) (fig.
21). Ladies were often depicted in groups and in particular amusements or activities
in past paintings, seen in Court Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk (fig. 25)
attributed to Zhang Xuan, Court Ladies with Fans (fig. 26) attributed to Zhou Fang
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and Court Ladies (fig. 28) ascribed to Zhou Wenju. However, Chen’s rendering of
lady listed appear frequently in single or pairs, without any concrete activities, that
contains a strong implication of the male gaze. Since the numbers of women
diminish and the totally empty background is applied in the paintings, male viewers
can focus their attention on particular lady. Also, women were often represented in
the forms of hanging scroll and painting album, in which the proportion of ladies
were enlarged and got more close to the viewers, that seem to invite audiences to
appreciate every detail of the objects, their face, body, attire and decorations,
reinforcing further the meaning of gaze. Besides, women in the works show very
often a side instead of a front, with indirect eyes instead of direct gaze into the
viewers’ eyes, that provides a free and suitable view for men to voyeur with
abandon.95

Female figures tended to be objectified in a greater extent in other paintings, in
which they were rendered more like an attribution of men rather than an individual.
In He Tianzhang Amid Pleasures (1649) (fig. 2) and Drinking Wine in a Plantain
Grove (c. 1649) (fig. 76), male literati are no doubt the main focus according to the
title of the works, and also the size arrangement of the figures. Male literati are
enjoying a pleasure moment by listening to music and drinking wine, while their
wife, concubines or entertainer are serving or accompanying aside. There is a strong
feeling that women with elegant face and dressing are objectified as the
well-decorated garden, delicate vase and ware, becoming one of men’s treasures in
the painting.96 More importantly, ladies sitting on a banana leaf, which is generally
95
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treated as a motif to denote feminine frailty since the leaves are easily damaged,
seem to contrast to the authority and power of men.97 The sense of objectification of
women is more strongly revealed in Ladies (fig. 105), collected in the Shandong
Provincial Museum, that shows four women, three servants serving one mistress, in
an interior space instead of an exterior space. Objects including vases of flowers,
wine bottles and wineglass, bronze ware and blanket were separately depicted in a
long handscroll, constructing an inner setting for a literate man’s residence. The size
and representation of women was in a great resemblance to the objects around,
especially the vase of flowers, in terms of their elegant shape of body, decorated
features and aesthetic values. It is interesting to point out that the face of the maid in
white on the right hand side was totally covered with a large vase of flowers that
provided an illusion of their integration into an unit by a quick and distant glance.
Cahill’s idea that “the interior space functions as a boudoir setting for the beautiful
women presented as an object of desire” gave a precise description of the
objectification of women in this painting.98

It is noticeable that the phenomenon of objectification of women by no means exists
only in Chen’s artworks, but also appear in paintings done by contemporary artists.

documented in literatures of the late Ming and early Qing periods as all of them were the objects
enjoyed and pursued by contemporary male literati. Wen Zhenheng's 文震亨 (1585-1645)
Zhangwuzhi 長物志 (Superfluous Things) (1621) was one of the most representative literatures
recording those material objects and culture of the time. Based on Wen’s work, modern scholar Craig
Clunas created Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China (1991)
with an attempt to explore the material and consuming culture of the late Ming time. See Wen
Zhenheng 文震亨, Zhangwuzhi 長物志 (Superfluous Things), 1621, repr. in Meishu congshu, ed.,
Huang and Deng; Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Cultural and Social Status in Early Modern
China; Gao Lian’s 高濂 (16th century) Zunsheng bajian 遵生八牋 (Eight Treatises on the Nurturing
Life) (1591) was another late Ming publication concerning the material culture at that time. See Gao
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Portrait of Hongfu (Hongfu tu 紅拂圖) (fig. 99) done by You Qiu, in the Palace
Museum of Beijing, was based on a romance of Tang dynasty entitled Qiuranke
zhuan 虯髯客傳 (The Legend of the Bearded Man) attributed to Du Guangting 杜
光庭 (850-933). It represented numerous home prostitutes or servants accompanying
Yang Su 楊素 (544-606) who sat in the middle. Ladies generally have similar face,
attire and gesture, showing a great resemblance to each other, even the one holding a
whisk who supposedly the focus of the painting. Thus they do not aim to stand for
individual, but indicate types of beauty. They, in turn, act as an attribute of men and
signify male’s wealth and superiority. Cui Zizhong’s Cleaning Bronzes in the Forest
(Yunlin xitong tu 雲林洗桐圖) (fig. 106), in the National Palace Museum of Taipei,
also has the propensity to objectify the images of women. The elite with a long beard
is obviously the authority of the scene as he is monitoring the servants cleaning
bronzes and chopping woods. His wife and daughter are holding bronzes, probably
waiting for the elite’s instruction. An analogy between women and bronzes is
revealed in this painting as both of them have the aesthetic qualities and passively
being male’s belongings. Moreover, Garden of the Golden Valley attributed to Hua
Nie shows male’s direct gaze at woman vividly. The literati Shi Chong is leaning on
the armrest and inclining to the lady Lüzhu, presumably in order to shorten the
distance with her. Under his direct and sharp gaze, Lüzhu seems more like an object
to be viewed and observed rather than an individual.

Judging from the above mentions, Chen’s depictions of women and his
contemporaries’ works, particularly noted, show interest in women’s external beauty
and eroticism that probably revealed the artists’ ideal of aesthetic taste and desire. In
the meanwhile, female images with certain sensual features had a strong inclination
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to be viewed as objects or attributions of men that seem to provide male audiences
with an open door to appreciate their aesthetic qualities, no difference to vases of
flowers, bronzes and other treasures. Mary Fong (1996) in the study of Chinese
female images suggests that “from the very beginning of Chinese pictorial art, the
female was represented not as a real person but as a product of male construction,
depending on the gender ideology of the time, but rooted in the patriarchal ethos of
the Confucian age.” And through different ages, “the female image has remained a
signification of masculine power and superiority in Chinese society.”99 This quote
definitely gives a strong foundation for the root of the objectification of women, and
its increasingly development in the seventeenth century can be understood by the
social and cultural trends of the time.

In reaction against the moral turpitude, the Ming rulers adopted the Learning of
Principle (Lixue 理學), or Cheng-Zhu School (Cheng Zhu lixue 程朱理學), formed
by the Neo-Confucian thinkers Cheng Hao 程顥 (1032-1085), Cheng Yi 程頤
(1033-1107) and Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) in the Song dynasty, as the ruling
ideology, and the annotated versions of the Confucian classics done by Zhu were also
used as the textbooks for the civil service examination of the time.100 The theory of
Neo-Confucian masters was mainly based on the revival of the earlier Confucian
tradition, with the notions absorbed from the Daoism and Buddhism, which insisted
Confucian ideals as the dominant position of the state ideology. 101 Since the
prevalence of the Neo-Confucian ethics in the Ming period, a series of norms and
99
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regulations governed women’s behaviors and encouraged women to adjust
themselves into virtuous. In particular, there was a growing ideological significance
of female chastity, which was rooted in Cheng Yi’s famous claim, “a widow dying of
hunger was a matter of little account, but remarriage, which would desecrate her
chastity, was a serious matter” (E’si shi ji xiao, shijie shi jida 餓死事極小，失節事
極大).102 It was recorded that widow had to be executed for remarriage according to
the Ming and Qing law, which became much harsher than ever before on the same
problem of chastity.103 In this climate, women’s subordinate position appeared to be
strengthened.

In addition to the ideology, China, especially the Jiangnan 江南 region, experienced
a monetary reform, a growing commercialisation and consumption, an expansion of
international trade and a rising merchant class in the late Ming and early Qing time.
All of these not only attacked the Chinese agricultural economic base, but also
challenged contemporaries’ conventional lifestyles.104 Such prosperous economy led
to an extravagant material and consumption culture of the time that had been widely
investigated by scholars, like Craig Clunas, Wang Chenghua, Mao Wenfang, Bao
Hongchang 暴鴻昌 and Wu Renshu 巫仁恕.105 Based on their achievement, a
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clear picture of the atmosphere in the late sixteenth to early seventeenth century was
manifested. It is noteworthy that such fascination for luxurious material and
consumption was not only the privilege to upper class men, but also extended to
those from the ordinary classes.106 The categories of their consumption could be
generally divided into diet, costume, residence and daily objects. In terms of the diet,
contemporaries showed a great concern on the value and quantity of foods during
banquets that was evident in Siyouzhai congshuo 四友齋叢說 (Collected Remarks
from the Four Friends Studio) (1579?) done by He Liangjun 何良俊 (1506-1573).
He explained the extravagant phenomenon of food expenses by pointing out the
observable difference of people’s dietary habits between the days before and after
late Ming.107 In terms of the costume, there were also literary records documenting
contemporaries’ luxuriousness. Taiping xianzhi 太 平 縣 志 (Records of Taiping
County), for instance, showed the gorgeous and delicate style of clothing of men and
women of the time.108 Regarding the residence, contemporaries’ extreme pursue of
materiality could be fully reflected in their constructions of garden (yuanlin 園林),
which had a highly aesthetic and monetary values, ranging from a thousand silvers to
gold.109 Moreover, contemporaries had a strong lust to consume daily objects, such
as furniture, antiques, paintings and calligraphy, evident in several past literatures,
like Gao Lian’s 高濂 (16th century) Zunsheng bajian 遵生八牋 (Eight Treatises on
the Nurturing Life) (1591) and Wen Zhenheng’s 文震亨 (1585-1645) Zhangwuzhi
tu, chengshi guan yu wenhua xiaofei yanjiu”, in Zhongguo de chengshi shenghuo, ed. Li, 1-57; Wu,
Pinwei shehua.
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長物志 (Superfluous Things) (1621).110 On the whole, contemporaries’ extravagant
consumption of the categories above was based on their great desire to enjoy life and
pleasure as well as satisfied their possessive and flaunty mind.111

While contemporary men were fascinated with the types of object mentioned,
women were also treated as the object of desire and consumption that not only
demonstrated in pictures, but also in male’s literatures and practice. The importance
of feminine beauty was insisted by Xie Zhaozhe 謝 肇 淛 (1567-1624), a
scholar-official of the late Ming period.112 In Wu za zu 五雜俎 (Five Miscellaneous
Groups) (c. 17th century), Xie suggested that “women should be known by their
beauty, and then by their acumen” (furen yise yuzhe ye, er’wei cizhi 婦人以色舉者
也，而慧次之).113 It is clear that he regarded beauty as the most important attribute
of womanhood while other traits, like talents and literacy, are placed in a relatively
subordinate position. Besides, the ideal of feminine beauty and the objectification of
women were especially demonstrated in the literature Xianqing ouji 閒情偶寄
(Occasional Notes with Leisure Motions) (1671) done by Li Yü and Wei Yong’s 衛
泳 (17th century) Yue rong bian 悅容編 (On Appreciating Women). Regarding
these, Wang (2002) realizes that both of them systematically classified and evaluated
women in different aspects, like appearance, dressing and gesture. Such way of
writing was in a great resemblance to the writings of objects, seen for instance in
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Gao Lian’s Zunsheng bajian, containing a strong sense of objectification of
women.114

For example, in Li’s opinion, a light complexion was the most important components
of beauty as he cited “paleness makes for beauty” (su yi wei xuan xi 素以為絢兮)
from Shijing 詩經 (Book of Odes).115 Women were further symbolized as objects
by the use of tone and sentence, making an analogy between female skin and objects:

Women with delicate and tender skin, were like silk and tulle…while those with
rough skin were just as fabric and blanket.116
肌膚之細而嫩姐，如綾羅紗絹……粗則如布如毯。

In terms of ladies’ eyebrows, he claimed that:

Even though cannot be extremely like distant mountains, and as far as possible
to be crescent, should also be slightly with the shape of moon, and exist the
implication of mountains.117
即不能酷肖遠山，盡如新月，亦須稍帶月形，略存山意。

Similar manner of writing was also featured in another work Yue rong bian, in which
Wei Yong made a comparison between beauties and flowers by saying that:

Beauties cannot do without maids, like flowers cannot do without leaves.118
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美人不可無婢，猶花不可無葉。

When it comes to women’s adulthood, Wei suggests that they are just as:

A full moon, a peach blossom in over half of the spring, and a blooming peony
opened in noon.119
如月滿輪，如春半桃花，如午時盛開牡丹。

As we can see, Li and Wei establish a series of criteria for ideal beauty and turn
women into different kinds of objects concretely by their words that strongly
demonstrate male’s objectification of women and symbol the difficulty of women to
escape from the male gaze and desire in the seventeenth century. 120 In the
meanwhile, it is not hard to realize that Li and Wei’s viewpoints on feminine beauty
show a great resemblance to Chen Hongshou’s portrayals of women analyzed before.
They, on the whole, express an obvious agreement on the particular taste of feminine
qualities by both literary and pictorial materials, showing males’ crucial criteria for
the desirability in womanhood in the late Ming and early Qing time.

Apart from literatures, women as object of desire and consumption can also be
strongly revealed in men’s common practice of summoning prostitutes or courtesans
and taking concubines at that time. It should be noted that the visibility of courtesan
culture reached a peak due to the thriving economy, wider literacy and the
establishment of official entertainment districts and brothels in Jiangnan region.121
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Such quarters provided substantial opportunities for scholar-officials or ordinary
people to seek women who were able to serve as emotional or sexual companions
outside the boundaries of male’s arranged marriages. Besides, the consumption of
courtesans and entertainers was very common during different kinds of festivals and
banquets as their presence and talents enriched the whole scene and activity. 122 On
the other hand, the habit of taking concubines was also thriving in the late Ming and
early Qing time. In addition to the reason of continuing offspring of the clan, taking
concubines seemed to become a kind of symbol of wealth and identity, just as
building gardens and owning a variety of treasures.123 In the case of Chen Hongshou,
as previously mentioned, he took Hu Jingman, originally a courtesan, as his
concubine and had a love affair with Dong Xiangxiao. He was known to be a regular
in the entertainment districts.124 Although he treated courtesans with a great respect,
the idea of objectification of women inevitably existed in their relationship. It is not
difficult to understand that Chen as a member of a scholarly family, under such a
booming culture of materiality and consumption, had a tendency to follow his
contemporaries to take concubine as soul mate on one hand, and as the signification
of his identity on the other hand.

The profound social transformation in the late Ming and early Qing period endowed
women with new roles and cultures. As noted before, their activities and social
122

Bao, “Lun wan Ming shehui de shemi zhi feng,” in Ming shi yanjiu, episode 3, 89-90.
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networks were no longer confined to their boudoirs, but allowed to expand. Their
talents and emotions were getting increased appreciation in the seventeenth century.
Nevertheless, one thing seem to have remained unchanged even contemporary male
elites who showed support to female education and freedom gradually that was the
fundamental belief that physical beauty was women’s primary attribute which has
been using to please men. In fact, the emphasis on women’s external attractiveness
has a long history while the male standard for beauty underwent great
transformations through different eras.125 One thing should be borne in mind is that
even there was diversity of standards of beauty throughout the ages, people’s
tendency to pursuit of feminine beauty was absolutely the same. The constructions of
beauties, in general, seem under the male criteria and satisfied their aesthetic and
erotic pleasure. As the above examples, literati Li Yü and Wei Yong expressed their
own preference and standard for ideal beauty by words, while Chen and other
contemporary painters emphasized women’s particular feminine qualities by
paintings. With a strengthening patriarchal ideology and extravagant material and
consumption culture, women, as gardens, antiques and furniture, seemed to be
regarded as one of the objects of desire in the late Ming and early Qing era. In this
climate, it is found that female images were inseparable from the issue of the male
gaze and objectification as they were depicted more like an object to be viewed and
observed rather than an individual. On another level, they appear to function as a
sign to signify the wealth and superiority of men.
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To conclude this chapter, Chen’s attitude towards women in correspondence to the
status of contemporary women has been achieved. Chen’s depictions of female
images, on the whole, demonstrated the subject in several dimensions, including
talents, emotions, social bonding and objectification. With both ancient and current
scholarly achievements on the history of women, gender and material cultures in the
seventeenth century China, there is no doubt that Chen’s perception of women is
closely related to the social context. With the ambivalent phenomenon of women’s
independent accomplishments being increasingly recognized but also constrained in
the late Ming and early Qing era, Chen as a male artist of the period also took an
ambivalent and conflicting stance towards women that was clearly demonstrated in
his rendering of women between 1630s and 1650s as well as his recorded behaviors.
Chen, on one hand, showed an encouragement and respectful attitude towards
women’s literacy, artistic talents, emotions and bonding. However, on the other hand,
he as many other male contemporaries emphasized women’s physical attractiveness
and treated them as objects with his gaze and desire. Chen’s conflicting stance
towards women, in fact, demonstrated exactly the complexity of women’s living
condition at that time. Women were no longer confined to the inner chambers, having
more opportunities to develop their knowledge, to express their emotional feelings
and to gain satisfaction from their social circles. But in the meantime, their bodies
and even their gender as women were still hard to be concealed from male’s vision
and judgment. In this regard, Chen’s portrayals of women, together with the visual
and textual evidences from other male contemporaries discussed, served undoubtedly
as a valuable platform for understanding women’s existence and the cultural attitude
towards women in the late Ming and early Qing time.
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Chapter Three

Audience and Function of Chen’s Portrayals of Women and His Dual Identities

After examining Chen Hongshou’s attitude towards women and the possible
reflection of women’s condition in the late Ming and early Qing time, now it is time
to devote to the existence of their intended audience and functions, one significant
issue that has not yet been well discussed. Only several examples of Chen’s
portrayals of women were mentioned in Anne Burkus-Chasson’s article (1994) as
part of the discussion of the artist’s works for birthday purpose.1 As one of the
categories of figure painting, ancient literatures have provided evidences to
understand the purpose and viewer of female images in different periods of past
dynasties. For example, Guhua pinlu 古畫品錄 (The Record of the Classification of
Old Painters), the earliest theory on painting done by Nanqi 南齊 (479-502) Xie He
謝赫 (c. 479-501), pointed out that figure paintings had functions of “admonition
and recording the ups and downs of the history” (ming quanjie, zhuo shengchen 明
勸戒，著升沉).2 Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠 (9th century) in Lidai minghua ji 歷代名
畫記 (Record of Famous Paintings of Succeeding Dynasties) stated clearly that early
figure paintings, like Confucian classics, was a thing which “perfected civilized
teaching and helped social relationship” (cheng jiaohua, zhu renlun 成教化，助人
倫).3 The female images in remote periods, as concluded by 11th century painting
historian Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛 (fl. 1070-1075) in Tuhua jianwen zhi 圖畫見聞志

1

Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His
Professional Status,” 315-333.
2
Xie He 謝赫, Gujin pinlu 古畫品錄 (The Record of the Classification of Old Painters) (Beijing:
Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1959), 1.
3
Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, ed. Yu, 1.
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(Experiences in Painting) (1070s), had “the look of severe correctness” (mao sui
duanyan 貌雖端嚴) in their forms and faces, revealing “the spirit of antique
elegance” (shen bi qinggu 神必清古) and “a stately and dignified beauty” (weizhong
yanran zhi se 威重儼然之色), which inspired the spectators to admire them with
respect.4 In the golden period of Tang dynasty, “the painters of today lay store only
on pretty faces, to captivate the eyes of the crowd”, said by Guo Ruoxu in Tuhua
jianwen zhi.5

Over time, some of these viewership and functions of depictions of women remained
unchanged, but some of them underwent a considerable modification and expansion
in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. In particular, Chen’s dual
identities as a cultivated man and professional painter arose greater ambivalence in
his later artistic practice. This chapter, based on the previous visual analysis of
Chen’s female figures, is devoted to the relation between the female imagery, artist’s
identity as well as the recipient and purpose of the works. Certain questions are
raised here: What kinds of potential audience and function are Chen’s works painted
for? How do they reveal the artist’s dual identities? Is there a specific type of ladies
for a particular kind of target audience? Certain types of ladies will be matched up
specific groups of viewers if any possible tracks are revealed. The analysis and
discussion of the above issues, in the meantime, allow a deeper access to the artist’s
life, social affiliation and expression.

4

Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, ed. Deng, 59-60; The translation is quoted from Alexander Coburn Soper,
Experiences in Painting (T’u-hua chien-wen chih): An Eleventh Century History of Chinese Painting,
Together with the Chinese Text in Facsimile (Washington, D.C.: American Council of Learned
Societies, 1951), 18.
5
Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, ed. Deng, 59-60; The translation is quoted from Soper, Experiences in
Painting (T’u-hua chien-wen chih), 18.
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With a relatively complete record and study of Chen’s personal life experience and
social alliance, it is, therefore, not difficult to identify the common recipients and
collectors of Chen’s artworks. They, in generally, could be divided into different
social levels and for various purposes, including the clientele, relatives, educated
friends and possible female companions. However, it should be noted that the way of
classification in the following exists the problem of overlapping since each
sub-category may involve more than one group of audience, like birthday pictures
can also be painted for commercial purpose, paintings for commercial function do
not mean the entire preclusion of artistic expression and quality, and women may
also be part of a commercial audience. This thesis will only address the most
identifiable and provable recipients and purposes of Chen’s works, yet the problem
of overlapping should be always born in mind.

Customers and Commercial Purpose

With regard to Chen’s works for the customers, it is necessary to tie to his financial
difficulty during his latter part of life. According to Wang Huangsheng 王璜生
(1996), Chen had turned to become a professional painter after moving to Hangzhou
since 1649 that led to a large number of great works produced at that time.6 Tamara
Bentley (2012) also pointed out that Chen did not pay attention to commercial
aspiration before the fall of the Ming in 1644 but become more explicit about it
afterward.7 Chen’s exposure of his works to the commercial market was generally
acknowledged in the period after 1644, but, in fact, there were records clearly
showing Chen in financial trouble with the resolution of selling paintings as early as
6
7

Wang, Chen Hongshou, 49.
Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 195-196.
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1630s.8 As marked by Huang Yongquan 黃涌泉 in Chen Hongshou nianpu 陳洪綬
年譜 (Chronology of Chen Hongshou) (1960), Chen had a period living by the
bridge in Hangzhou 杭州 in 1634. During this time, Pan Wusheng 潘無聲 (17th
century) invited him to join a tour in mountains, but Chen refused due to the urgency
to earn a living.9 In 1640, Chen went to the capital once again for his official career.
Instead of taking the provincial examination, he was planning to enter Guozijian 國
子監 (Imperial College) which was the highest institution in the ancient Chinese
education system.10 Students who were graduated here enjoyed privilege to take part
in the metropolitan examination directly without passing the provincial level. 11
However, the admission to the college required a large amount of money that was the
reason why Chen did not enter immediately until the year of 1642.12 It was assumed
that Chen sold his artworks within these two years in order to earn enough money for
the admission.13 After the fall of Ming, the commercial aspiration revealed much
stronger in Chen’s life. As noted by Wu Gan 吳敢 and Wang Shuangyang 王雙陽
(2008), Chen’s artistic practice during 1645 was mostly for maintaining the living of
his family. 14 For the convenience of vending paintings, Chen later moved to
Shaoxing 紹興 with his family in 1647 and made use of artworks as a means to earn
a living afterward.15 Overtly, Chen lived in poverty during his latter part of life that
was frequently demonstrated in his poems or inscriptions on paintings. For instance,
8

Scholars commonly regarded Chen as a professional painter after 1644 that was due to Chen’s
experience of a series of setbacks in developing his official career along with the collapse of Ming
dynasty. All these factors let Chen down, so he disclaimed the idea of serving the government and
devolved the rest of his life to artistic creation. However, it should be noted that the problems had
already emerged from Chen’s financial status since 1630s. See Wu and Wang, Danqing youshen,
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Huang, Chen Hongshou nianpu, 68.
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Chen inscribed on the work titled Chunfeng jiadie tujuan 春 風 蛺 蝶 圖 卷
(Butterflies in Spring Breeze):16

The son of Ding Qiuping fell sick of a serious illness, so [Chen] Laolian (Old
lotus) borrowed a piece of gold from [Dai] Maoqi, and then helped in
purchasing decoction for Ding’s son. In the first month of winter, Laolian
presented Bogu yezi (Venerating Antiquity Playing Cards) to Maoqi. There was
a lack of rice and money in [Laolian’s] residence at that time, so [Laolian]
begged rice from Maoqi, and Maoqi gave me a piece of gold.17
丁秋平之子病篤，老蓮借茂齊一金，贈以資湯藥。孟冬，老蓮以博古頁子
餉茂齊，時邸中缺米，實無一文錢，便向茂齊乞米，茂齊遺我一金。

Both Dai Maoqi 戴茂齊 (act. mid 17th century) and Ding Qiuping 丁秋平 (act.
mid 17th century) were friends of Chen Hongshou. From the literary record above,
Chen had no money to assist Ding and even no rice stored in his residence that fully
revealed Chen’s financial difficulty in his later life.

Judging from the above mentioned, Chen’s artworks of different subjects created
between 1630s and 1650s might carry a strong commercial purpose. In particular, his
portrayals of women, as noted earlier, dated mostly to this range of time that could
not be separated from the increasing demand of female imagery of the period. James
Cahill (2010) wrote that “a great increase in the number of families sufficiently well
off to aspire to elegant living created a demand for paintings to hang and present on
various occasions” or “simply to enjoy” in the late Ming and early Qing time.18 A
large number of paintings of women exemplified in Cahill’s book showed exactly the
16

Chunfeng jiadie tujuan 春風蛺蝶圖卷 (Butterflies in Spring Breeze) was a painting done for Dai
Maoqi 戴茂齊 (17th century) for the sake of repaying his generosity.
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Huang, Chen Hongshou nianpu, 124.
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Cahill, Pictures for Use and Pleasure, 19.
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contemporaries’ fascination and requirement of the genre. 19 In the meanwhile,
contemporaries’ great desire to enjoy life and pleasure facilitated the extravagant
material and consumption culture of the time, which had been discussed in the
previous chapter. Under such a social atmosphere, pictures of women with certain
aesthetic qualities, especially, became one of the popular genres of consumption in
fulfillment of male’s enjoyment and erotic longing. On the other hand, with the rapid
development of the publishing industry and the fascination for qing and romantic
love mentioned before, female figures were frequently the protagonist in a large
number of printed illustrations for various novels and drama, such as The Romance
of the Western Chamber, The Romance of Jiao and Hong and The Peony Pavilion.20
The editions of the illustrations for The Romance of the Western Chamber, for
instance, even achieved dozens according to the general count.21 As we can see,
images of heroines published were very welcome to the audience.

Chen’s financial trouble and the social atmosphere in the seventeenth century led to a
number of paintings of women done by the artists probably for commercial purpose
and targeted at the clientele, including Ladies (c. 1638) (fig. 48), A Lady Releasing a
Butterfly (c. 1639) (fig. 19), A Lady Standing with a Feather Fan (1639) (fig. 32),
Ladies Cooking Plum (c. 1650) (fig. 49), A Lady Catching the Butterfly (1650) (fig.
20) and Ladies Catching the Butterfly (c. 1650) (fig. 41), testified in several
features.22 Firstly, all the female images in these works fulfill the conventional ideal
19

Although Cahill’s book focuses mainly on the high Qing period, namely the eighteenth century, he
acknowledged that the late Ming and early Qing was an age of great social and economic
transformation that caused huge influence on the social culture and living behaviors. See Cahill,
Pictures for Use and Pleasure, 19.
20
For the booming publishing industry in the late Ming and early Qing time, see Ko, Teachers of the
inner chambers, 30-67; Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 111-139; Mao,
Wu, xingbie, guankan, 10-24.
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Clientele’s different ways of obtaining paintings from the artist, such as by go-betweens, agents,
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of feminine beauty, such as oval face, curved and slender eyebrows, tiny mouth and
slim body, mentioned earlier. All these features provide an important condition for
sale. Secondly, the subject matter of these works, basically, inherits the traditional
themes of beauty. “Ladies catching butterflies”, “Ladies holding flowers” and
“Ladies holding fan”, for instance, are the common content of the genre in Chinese
art history, hence they should be most acceptable and welcome by the consumers.
Thirdly, the way of their representation has a strong tendency towards the male
clientele. Most of them are shown in single or pairs, along with empty or almost
empty background, that, on one hand, allow a greater access to the images of women
and satisfy audience’s gaze and pleasure, and on the other hand shorten the time of
production. Last but not least, the paintings above have a brief statement instead of a
lengthy inscription, such as “[Chen] Hongshou sketched at Meihua (Plum blossom)
house” (Hongshou xieyu Meihua shuwu 洪綬寫於梅花書屋), “[Chen] Hongshou”,
“Chen Hongshou” and “Laolian (Old lotus) [Chen] Honshou painted at Meiwu house”
(Laolian Hongshou huayu Meiwuju 老 蓮 洪 綬 畫 於 眉 舞 居 ). Only the artist’s
authorship was guaranteed, sometimes with the venue of production, that indicates
no a particular recipient in Chen’s mind. Of course, it does not mean that Chen’s
paintings with the said features are absolutely done for the clientele, but they have
such probabilities for the sake of catering to the market demand that is closely related
to the discussion of women as commodity in the previous chapter, not repeat here.

Another two paintings, possibly for anonymous recipients, were worth more
attentions. They were A Lady Reclining on Basket over an Incense Burner (1639) (fig.
11) and A Scholar Instructing Girl Pupils in the Arts (1649) (fig. 13). While both of
outright dealers and street-vendors, are hard to trace in Chen’s case and will not be discussed here. For
more details of this aspect, see Cahill, The Painter's Practice, 32-67.
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them had common qualities for commercial purpose, such as adherence to the
general aesthetic taste of feminine beauty and with short inscription, they were
diverse in content. For the former, as previous analyzed, it challenged the traditional
representation of the subject of mother and child, and put a lot more concentrations
on women’s inner emotions. For the latter, it depicted women’s serious participation
in literary and artistic pursuit instead of recreational activities. It is noteworthy that if
these two works, and maybe other similar, are really painted for the customers, then
the artist’s intention absolutely cannot be overlooked since they appeared not only to
satisfy people’s enjoyment and pleasure, but in the meanwhile served as a means to
accelerate a new assessment on women’s talent and sentiment at that time through
the depiction of innovative themes, analyzed before, that challenged the conventional
attitude towards womanhood. In this regard, Chen as a professional painter
presumably intended to play an active role to dominate the art market rather than just
passively cater to what the viewers demanded in the seventeenth century. As noted
above, there was an increasing demand of female images with certain aesthetic and
sensual qualities because of the male enjoyment and requirement. Apart from
fulfilling clientele’s popular taste and desire of feminine beauty in the two paintings,
Chen also emphasized women’s inner expression and literary talents, unrecorded as
the welcome features for sale, that might demonstrate the artist’s inclination to
transmit the new female role and quality to the clienteles in the art market in
correspondence to the social atmosphere at that time.

While Chen’s depictions of women have certain potential for the customers and
commercial purpose, they show differences with the works done by other
professional painters, especially in terms of the use of color pigment. For example,
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mid-Ming artist Tang Yin’s Court Courtesans in Mengshu Palace (Mengshu gongji
tu 孟屬宮妓圖) (fig. 107), collected in the Palace Museum of Beijing, and Tao Gu
Presenting a Lyric to Qin Ruolan (Tao Gu zengci 陶穀贈詞) (fig. 108), in the
National Palace Museum of Taipei, represent ladies’ ornament and attire in a bright
and gorgeous manner. The details of the patterns decorated on their headdress and
dressing are skillfully painted. Similar style is also featured in Qiu Ying’s works of
women, such as the well-known painting Spring Morning in the Han Palace
(Hangong chunxiao tu 漢宮春曉圖) (fig. 109), kept in the National Palace Museum
of Taipei, and Lady Magnolia (Mulan 木蘭) (fig. 110), in the British Museum. Qiu’s
typical application of the meticulous brush and rich color is obviously shown in these
two paintings. As we can see, the use of bright pigment is the common device for
professional painters to suit customers’ interest and attract attention. However, the
examples of Chen’s works given above are principally depicted with simple and light
colors that appear to follow the tradition of portrayals of women in Song dynasty,
already noted in the first chapter. Besides, such plain representation, to a certain
extent, may also demonstrate Chen’s artistic pursuit of literati taste. Chen, as
mentioned earlier, had a strong ambition to be an official under the influence of
literati who dominated his social circle. After a series of setbacks, Chen was forced
to become a professional painter considering his financial trouble. Therefore, it is
possible to assume that the artist implicitly revealed his artistic pursuit of literati
interest and ideal through the plain depictions that distinguish himself from other
professional painters.

In addition to the executions of painting, Chen also engaged in printed works, which
served as a means for the artist to make a living. As said by Tamara Bentley (2012),
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“scholars were often paid for writing prefaces, commentaries, or other forms of text,
so that the print market provided them with a way to earn a living outside the
longstanding opportunities provided by government service, occasional writing, or
scholarly tutoring.” And for artists, “a new market for their wares also opened up
with the printed market.”23 Chen’s several printed works of women known today
included Portrait of Cui Yingying from Li Gaochen’s Edition of the Romance of the
Western Chamber (1630) (fig. 3), Portrait of Cui Yingying (Shuangwen xiaoxiang 雙
文小像) (fig. 4), Peeping Past the Screen (fig. 5) and Sending Presents (Baojie 報捷)
(fig. 6) from Zhang Shenzhi’s Revised Edition of the Romance of the Western
Chamber (1639), and Portrait of Lady Jiao (Jiaoniang xiang 嬌娘像) (fig. 7-10)
from The Romance of Jiao and Hong (1639). It was recorded that Chen composed
the dedication, preface and painted an illustration inscribed “[Chen] Hongshou wrote
at Lingjiu peak” (Hongshou xieyu lingjiufeng 洪綬寫於靈鷲峰) for Li Gaochen’s
李告辰 (17th century) work in 1630.24 In later, Chen wrote preface and painted
illustrations for Zhang Shenzhi’s 張深之 (17th century) edition in West Lake,
Hangzhou, in 1639.25 With regard to Chen’s two versions of Portrait of Cui Yingying,
they have totally different style. The one for Li’s shows a provocative, bold and
liberal image of the heroine while the one for Zhang’s renders in a more modest and
conservative manner that may intend to satisfy anonymous viewers’ diverse
preferences of feminine beauty. At almost the same time, Chen also put efforts in the
executions of illustrations, preface and commentaries for The Romance of Jiao and
Hong attributed to his best friend Meng Chengshun 孟稱舜 (17th century). 26
Although there was no evidence suggesting Chen receiving monetary or material
23
24
25
26
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rewards for the above practice, it was reasonable to have such assumption since this
was an usual means for both writers and artists to meet their daily needs in the
seventeenth century.27

Birthday Celebrations

Apart from the artistic practice probably for the clientele, Chen was recorded to paint
and compose poetries presented to his relatives and friends frequently during his life
time.28 Among Chen’s oeuvre, there are some female images obviously done for the
occasion of birthdays. Paintings executed for celebrating people’s birthday or
hanging at birthday occasions construct a large category within functional paintings
in Chinese art history. 29 The custom of presenting painted works for birthday
celebrations was well-established especially by the late Ming period. 30 Several
examples of Chen’s birthday painting production had been already examined in the
article written by Anne Burkus-Chasson (1994). Their recipient and function,
however, are worthwhile to be highlighted further.

With a clear dedication appearing in Chen’s Lady Xuanwen Jun Giving Instructions
on the Classics (1638) (fig. 1), Ladies on the Way to Birthday Celebration (c. 1649)
(fig. 23) and A Birthday Celebration with Wine (Yinjiu zhushou tu 飲酒祝壽圖)
(1649) (fig. 111) in the Indianapolis Museum of Art, it is possible to identify that he
produced them for a concrete collector, more specifically, his elder and friend.
27

Case studies, such as Chen Jiru and Li Yu, in Tamara Bentley’s book exemplifies the phenomenon
about contemporary writer and artist’s monetary gains from the print market. See Bentley, The
Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 19-24, 120-121.
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Regarding Lady Xuanwen Jun Giving Instructions on the Classics, the writing
inscribed above provides evidence for its recipient and purpose:31

The second day of the eighth lunar month of the year wuyin [1638] of
Chongzhen reign [1628-1644] is the time that marks the sixth decade in the life
of Shou’s paternal aunt. Since Shou’s younger brother has become aunt’s
son-in-law, he accompanied aunt’s younger daughter Luo Mi, grandsons Ying,
Nan, Pian, Qin, Leng, Ping, and granddaughter Wei graciously filtered wine and
presented it to her on her birthday. To praise and celebrate, they charged Shou
with picture-making and writing. Shou thought of the respected elder woman of
the Song family, a woman to whom a classic was entrusted at the time of the
Five Nomads [wu hu]. Today the world is peaceful and harmonious. And those
who are famous and humane come with their walking sticks to offer tribute to
Shou’s paternal aunt. I have respectfully drawn this picture with the sincere
hope that the younger men in my family will continue this. Your nephew
Hongshou, bowing his head nine times.32
崇禎戊寅八月二日為綬姑六旬之辰，綬弟自成為姑婿，偕姑季女駱密，外
孫楹、楠、楩、橒、楞、棅，孫女惠，漉酒上壽，屬綬圖寫所以頌祝者。
綬思宋母當五胡之時，經籍屬之婦人；今太平有象，而秉杖名義者，獨綬
姑爾。敬寫此圖，而厚望於弟紹焉。猶子洪綬九頓。

It demonstrates clearly that the work was painted for celebrating his paternal aunt’s
sixtieth birthday in 1638. When Chen wrote the inscription, the word “aunt” (gu 姑)
was irregularly elevated to the top of the lines in the text, which was a kind of written
style showing respect for an elder. Also, at the end of the dedication, Chen wrote
“bowing his head nine times”, revealing a strong intention to show great respect for
his aunt. Lady Xuanwen’s imagery, as earlier analysis, who was surrounded by a
number of female servants situated and enjoying a high status and reverence in the
31

For the depiction of Lady Xuanwen in relation to the history, see Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or
Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His Professional Status,” 287-295.
32
The translation is quoted, with my revision, from Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen
Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His Professional Status,” 289.
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painting that served as a metaphor of the status of Chen’s aunt in the family.
Similarly, the male scholars who were situated below with a reverent gesture in the
picture symbol Chen and other younger generation’s respect for their aunt. In order
to achieve the function of birthday celebration, this work includes some traditional
symbolic objects of longevity and blessing, such as the fungus held in the bronze jar
on the middle table, phoenix pattern on the tablecloth, pine trees and rocks in the
external boundary of the picture. In addition, Anne Burkus-Chasson (1994) observes
that the screen behind Lady Xuanwen shows a landscape from which a falling sun
and rising crescent moon appear. Although these motifs feature in temporal
transformation and disengagement, they, on the other hand, are the celestial orbs,
running eternally to witness the continual death and renewal of the day that may
stand for a wish for a long life.33

Another one Ladies on the Way to Birthday Celebration was also obviously done for
Chen’s kindred relation to fulfill the birthday function. It is a pity that the inscription
on the painting was partially blurred due to the ink fading. However, its receiver and
purpose can still be observed in the rest:

...stem of hibiscus surrounds the bluish green lampshade, several sounds of
jade……loquat; Taijun makes efforts to drink…wines [?], and uses it to comfort
the Taoist in Shanyin? Tong…son Chen Hongshou paints for…old aunt’s
birthday.34

33

Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His
Professional Status,” 291-292.
34
According to Weng Wange, this poem had been collected in Chen Hongshou’s literature
Baoluntang ji 寶綸堂集 (Collected Writings from the Hall for the Cherishment of Silken Cords), vol.
9. However, the version collected revealed differences to the original one inscribed on painting.
Therefore, this thesis will analyze the purpose and receiver of the work based on the original edition.
See Weng, ed., Chen Hongshou, vol. 1, 83.
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□柄芙蓉繞碧紗，數聲玉□□枇杷；太君勉爾觴□酒，用慰山陰道士耶？
通□子陳洪綬畫上□老伯母壽。

From the last sentence of this incomplete dedication, it is clear that Chen uses this
painting as a gift for his old aunt’s birthday. In addition to the textual evidence, the
portrayals of women also provides clues to this function. There are four ladies
appearing in the work. The one who walks in the front and looks back seems to be
the mistress. Her hand is holding a jade flute with dragon head pattern fastened a red
ribbon.35 The three ladies following her are holding a zither wrapped in a cover, a
luxurious clothing and a branch of plum blossom in a bronze vase respectively. It is
probable for them heading to a birthday ceremony since those objects in their hand
are commonly presented as gifts or festive instruments to provide enjoyment and
entertainment at the birthday occasion.

Apart from the elder, Chen’s birthday paintings also offered to friends, evident in the
inscription on A Birthday Celebration with Wine:

In the third lunar month of the summer of the year jichou [1649], my sworn
brother in the Way [Dai] Maocai had his fortieth birthday. His younger brother
[Dai] Maoqi requested a painting to send his wishes for a long life. The birthday
wine should be offered under favorable circumstances [?]. In peaceful times,
Ding [Liangmao] Quiping and I will play with yellow gold and white silver, and
seek out brimming cups of wine. Laochi (Old late) [Chen] Hongshou.36
茂才道盟兄於己丑季夏四旬初度，其弟茂齊索畫寄壽。壽酒當俟太平時，
與丁秋平為黃白之遊索飲耳。老遲洪綬。

35

Weng, ed., Chen Hongshou, vol. 1, 83.
The translation, with my revision, is quoted from Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen
Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His Professional Status,” 292.
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It is clear that the execution of the work was to fulfill Dai Maoqi’s request for his
brother Dai Maocai’s 戴 茂 才 (17th century) birthday. Burkus-Chasson (1994)
suggested that the inscription expressed Chen’s allusion to the difficult circumstance
to offer wine on the birthday occasion in the late 1640s. Thus the depiction of the
gathering in the painting was just Chen’s ideal imagination, but not a real scene.37
With regard to the content, it renders a host and two guests who are seated around the
table in preparation to taste wine. They, in Burkus-Chasson’s inference, are probably
the artist, Dai Maoqi and Ding Qiuping.38 Two well-dressed ladies standing beside
the host are holding a jar and zither respectively while a male attendant in the back
carries a staff with the carved pattern of a dragon head. Female imageries in this
work play the role as attendant to offer entertainment, and even being part of the
auspicious objects as some symbolic elements of blessing are placed on them. For
example, the chrysanthemums decorating the left lady’s headdress are known as the
flower of longevity.39 It is probable that the petals will be brewed for drinking to
prolong life due to the appearance of the jar held by the lady.40 Also, the special
green feathers along her sleeves are unusual which seem to be the feature of the cape
attributed to immortals.41

To judge from the three works analyzed above, their intended receivers and functions
are prompted from the dialogue between inscription and picture that highlights the
artist’s intimate relationship with the birthday celebrator. In order to achieve the
37

The period of the late 1640s was still in an unstable circumstance because of the wars of the
dynastic transition. See Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday
Presentation Pictures and His Professional Status,” 292-293.
38
Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His
Professional Status,” 293.
39
Nelson, “Revisiting the Eastern Fence: Tao Qian’s Chrysanthemums,” 444.
40
Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His
Professional Status,” 292-293.
41
Ibid, 292.
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birthday function, objects with auspicious metaphor of longevity and wishes, such as
fungus, pine trees and chrysanthemums, are commonly depicted. With regard to
female images, Lady Xuanwen who plays a significant role and is respected by male
scholars in the painting corresponds to the status of the female owner in the family.
Portrayals of ladies without a definite identity in other works are generally
represented as entertainer or attendant with auspicious symbols and festive items,
like wine and musical instruments, for the sake of adding enjoyment and pleasure
during the occasion of parties.

Chen’s other paintings of female imagery with a common subject matter, but without
an explicit inscription, may be targeted at a wide range of audience in the market that
are yet difficult to trace. Their birthday functions, however, are obviously revealed
through the depictions of several popular god and goddess who convey a wish for
blessing and longevity. In particular, the depiction of Magu in Female Portrait of
Magu (Magu xianshou tu 麻姑獻壽圖) (c. 1630s) (fig. 112), in the Yanhuang Art
Museum of Beijing, is one of the popular goddesses of Daoist paradises whose image
is often presented as gifts for women’s birthdays with a wish for both beauty and
longevity. 42 The relatively bright colors and rich decorative patterns skillfully
painted on the lady’s attire reinforce the possibility of commercial purpose. In
Immortal Companion (Xianlü tu 仙侶圖) (c. 1649) (fig. 113) in the Chongqing
Provincial Museum, an unrecognized deity who rises from a bronze utensil offers a
jade cup to the elder that seems to make blessing for the celebrator’s birthday. The

42

For details of the analysis of this painting, see Burkus-Chasson, “Elegant or Common? Chen
Hongshou’s Birthday Presentation Pictures and His Professional Status,” 294-295; Bentley, The
Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 178-180; For details of Magu, see Xu Che 徐砌,
Qutan Zhongguo shenxian 趣談中國神仙 (Interesting Discussion of Chinese Gods) (Tianjin: Baihua
wenyi chubanshe, 2006), 149-151.
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celebratory purpose is also seen in the content of Fungus for Birthday Celebration
(Zhixian zhushou tu 芝仙祝壽圖) (fig. 114).43 It probably depicts three guests along
with their servants carrying gifts on the way to a birthday celebration, including a
basket of vegetables, fruits and flowers, as well as a jade vase holding a stem of a red
fungus, which associates both with lengthening life and keeping youth. In sum, the
birthday function of these paintings can be easily recognized from their subject
matter.

In terms of their inscriptions, in contrast with the long dedications of the previous
works, Chen only wrote a brief statement on these paintings, highlighting his
authorship and the venue of production: “Laolian (Old lotus) [Chen] Hongshou from
Xishan sketched at Xihuatang (Studio for the Compassionate Regard of Flowers).
Yan Zhan added colors?” (Xishan Laolian Hongshou xieyu Xihuatang, Yan Zhan se
谿山老蓮洪綬寫於惜花堂，嚴湛□色) inscribed on Female Portrait of Magu (c.
1630s) (fig. 112), “Chen Hongshou from Fengxi sketched for birthday” (Fengxi
Chen Hongshou xieshou 楓谿陳洪綬寫壽) on Immortal Companion (c. 1649) and
“Chen Hongshou from Fengxi painted” (Fengxi Chen Hongshou hua 楓谿陳洪綬畫)
on Fungus for Birthday Celebration (fig. 114). Such a brief statement and the
omitting the name of the collector may suggest that the works were not directly
dedicated to a particular recipient, but for an anonymous client. There were
evidences, as mentioned before, to support that Chen had sold artworks to meet daily
needs in his later life. In particular, the work for family observances was commonly
43

The authenticity of Immortals on the Way to Birthday Celebration (Zhixian zhushou tu 芝仙祝壽
圖) (fig. 114) was uncertain because the work was released from the website of Chinese auction house.
Moreover, there were no historical records supporting that Chen had painted this work. However, in
terms of the facial appearance, body and clothing style of the figures, as well as the composition and
general manner of the painting, it matched Chen’s usual style, so it was taken into consideration in this
thesis.
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the production of urban professional artists due to its high demand in the art
market. 44 Therefore, Chen’s paintings of women for birthday celebration were
generally targeted at two types of audiences, those with an intimate relationship like
elders and friends, as well as the customers in the art market.

Reciprocity between Literate Friends

A variety of historical documents was evident that Chen had painted for his friends
for different reasons, such as celebrating retirement and special moment, exchanging
for both tangible and intangible things, like lodging, wine, food, entertainment, wits
and thought instead of money, untainted by commercialism according to the pattern
of reciprocal relationship.45 Chen’s portrayals of women, as one of his famous
painting categories, were frequently presented or exchanged among literate friends
that testified in the dedications of the works. Nevertheless, any concrete returns,
probably in the form of gifts or in exchange of favors and obligations, for these
artistic practices were unrecorded.

[Chen] Hongshou from Xishan sketched. [Chen Hongshou] accompanying
association brother Zhu Jifang, drunk joyfully at Shenliu dushutang [Studio
under Willow Trees] in the late spring of the year jiaxu [1634].
谿山洪綬寫，侶朱季方社弟時甲戌暮春痛飲深柳讀書堂。

The artist’s inscription in Ladies Holding Fan (1634) (fig. 17) makes it clear that the
work was produced in the particular location, season and year, probably with an
44

Cahill, Pictures for Use and Pleasure, 111.
Reciprocal relationship bases on the principle of human feeling and reciprocity, rather than the
considerations of monetary and material rewards. See Cahill, The Painter's Practice, 39.
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intention to commemorate the enjoyable moment with Zhu Jifang 朱季方 (mid
17-18th century) who was one of the members of Fu Society (Fushe 復社) (1629).46
Chen and Zhu’s friendship had not been well recorded. There was also no a definite
document indicating Chen’s participation in Fu Society, but Chen’s social affiliation
with the key supporters of the society, especially Liu Zhongzhou 劉 宗 周
(1578-1645) and Huang Daozhou 黃道周 (1585-1646), was evident. 47 It was
marked that Chen successively became the student of Liu and Huang after 1615 that
might cause his involvement in the society and also his alliance with Zhu Jifang
afterwards.48 This painting, as analyzed earlier, was an unusual work among Chen’s
paintings of ladies because of its application of three-white skill in women’s facial
appearance as well as the brilliant decorations in their dresses and hairs that
contained a strong sense of elegant Tang court style. Also, “Shenliu dushutang” in
the inscription actually was derived from a poem written by Tang poet Liu Shenxu
劉昚虛 (714-?). But how the depiction of female figures and its Tang manner
connect to the collector is unidentifiable. It may only depend on Zhu’s preference for
Tang figural style or Chen’s notion of archaism, which shows the artist’s
appropriation of traditional features in the development of female images.

46

Fu Society was a literati society founded in the region of Jiangsu 江蘇 in 1629, which consisted of
many individual associations. Zhang Pu 張溥 (1602-1641) and Zhang Cai 張采 (1596-1648), two
great literati in the late Ming era, were the leader of Fu Society, which in brief, on the one hand,
focused on the revival of the ancient literature, and, on the other hand, paid attention to the political
aspect. It should be noted that the phenomenon of constituting literati associations like this was
unprecedented flourishing in the late Ming and early Qing time. For more details of Fu Society, see
Zhongguo lishi yanjiushe 中國歷史研究社, Donglin shimo 東林始末 (The Whole History of
Donglin) (Shanghai: Shenzhou guoguangshe, 1947), 165-258; Bai, Fu Shan de shijie, 87;
For the contemporary trend of literati associations, see He Zhongmei 何宗美, Ming mo Qing chu
wenren jieshe yanjiu 明末清初文人結社研究 (Study of Constitution of the Late Ming and Early
Qing Literati Associations) (Tianjin shi: Nankai daxue chubanshe, 2003), 17-22.
47
Liu Zhongzhou and Huang Daozhou’s involvement in the activities of Fu Society was recorded.
See, Zhongguo lishi yanjiushe, Donglin shimo, 168-169.
48
Wang, Chen Hongshou, 13-14.
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A Lady Looking at the Mirror (1636) (fig. 14), a traditional theme of the genre, also
served as a painted gift for Chen’s friend, but without a clear purpose. Here, instead
of giving a detailed description of the background of production, Chen inscribed a
poem on the left top of the painting, saying that:

Planting three hundreds peach-trees, colors [of the peach blossom] are the same.
Do not tell the Han Palace [and the palace of other dynasties] that beauties are
fighting for autonomy[?]
種桃三百樹，顏色亦如之，莫向漢宮說，美人爭自為。

It is difficult to find out if there is any implications associated with the artist
expressed in the poem, but on the surface it seems to convey a kind of fixed
phenomenon of beautiful women from different dynasties by analogy with three
hundreds peach-trees. The painting, as analyzed before, appears to highlight the
lady’s active emotional desire through the innovative treatment to the old subject that
reveals coherence to the poem that “beauties are fighting” for something they want.
Women’s motivation is strongly demonstrated from both depiction and poem. The
recipient of the work was explicitly shown after the poem, “[Chen] Hongshou
presented to Tianer my brother in the society” (Hongshou si tian’reshe zhangxiong
洪綬似天耳社長兄). It indicated that the recipient Tianer was probably the member
of Fu Society, noted before, but the information of their friendship were hard to
know.

According to the statement of another work Chanting the Plum (1649) (fig. 12), the
concrete commissioner, season and year of creation were demonstrated:
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Chanting the plum, which was imitated for Xuanjian my sworn brother in the
Way based on the style of Tang masters. [Chen] Hongshou [painted] in late
autumn of the year jichou [1649].
吟梅圖，為玄鑒道盟兄仿唐人，洪綬，己丑秋暮。

Similar to the work Ladies Holding Fan (1634) mentioned, this painting was
rendered in a Tang figural style. It is possible that Xuanjian was fascinated with the
style of Tang masters, so he requested a painting in that particular manner from Chen.
In the meanwhile, Chen’s archaistic manner embodied in female figures was further
evidenced. Regarding the features attributed to Tang painters in the work, they
probably reveal in the facial traits of the ladies, such as the plump face, small and
cherry-like mouth, as well as the control of outer lines. However, Chen did not
follow the use of rich and bright colors for the ladies’ dressing that might show his
inheritance to the Song manner on one hand, and indicate his pursuit of literati taste
on the other hand.

Chen’s He Tianzhang Amid Pleasures (1649) (fig. 2) painted for celebrating his best
friend He Tianzhang’s (17th century) retirement in 1649 deserved more attention in
terms of its symbolic implications. From the brief statement, “Chen Hongshou added
the figures, his disciple Yan [Zhan] Shuizi added the setting” (Chen Hongshou bu
yiguan, menren Yan Shuizi bu tu 陳洪綬補衣冠，門人嚴水子補圖), we know that it
was a collaborative work done by Chen and Yan Zhan 嚴湛 (mid 17-18th century)
who became Chen’s apprentice before the fall of Ming. Also, there are several
lengthy inscriptions on the left of the scroll, one of the text among them alluding that
Li Wansheng 李宛生 was responsible for the figure’s face since he had learnt the
specific techniques of portraits. According to the title of the work, the gentleman
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depicted inside was He Tianzhang who was believed to have been one of the
members of Fu Society, that may provide channel for his encounter with Chen.49
Cultivated men who enjoyed being portrayed for self appreciation became a popular
trend in the late Ming period.50 This portrait was exactly produced under such
tendency in celebrating He’s turning into reclusive life. Besides the figure of He, the
lady holding upright a fan in the center should be his wife or concubine owing to her
dressing and position while the lady blowing flute on the left is an entertainer who
offers musical performance. The interaction between He and two ladies in the
painting suggests women’s prominent participation as cultural companion or
performer in male’s reclusive life. More importantly, this painting was executed in
the early Qing dynasty, but when we took a closer look at the work, the ladies and He
were still wearing Han dressing instead of Manchu clothing that might indicate Chen
and He’s identity as Ming adherents and their loyalty to the era was vividly shared
and transmitted through the painting.51 Therefore, this work cannot be simply treated
as a painted gift, but was an interchange of spirit between friends through the form of
art.

Another painting album The Four Pleasures of Nan Shenglu (1649), which is also a
collaborative portraiture between Chen, his son and apprentice, serves the similar
function. The subject of the whole works, totally four sections, derived from the
allusion of the Tang poet Bai Juyi, including “Old Woman’s Interpretation” (Jieyu
49

Liao Yuanyu 廖媛雨, “Chen Hongshou xingle tu yu yimin xintai” 陳洪綬行樂圖與遺民心態
(Chen Hongshou’s Paintings of Pleasure and the Attitude of Adherent), Meishu 美術 (Art), no. 10
(2012): 99.
50
For the study of the portraits of educated men at that time, see Mao Wenfang 毛文芳, Tucheng
xingle: Ming Qing wenren huaxiang tiyong xilun 圖成行樂：明清文人畫像題詠析論 (Pictures of
Pleasures: Analysis of the Inscriptions on Ming-Qing Literati Portraits) (Taipei: Taiwan xuesheng
shuju, 2008).
51
For more detailed analysis of this aspect, see Liao, “Chen Hongshou xingle tu yu yimin xintai,”
Meishu, no. 10 (2012): 101-103.
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解嫗), “Drunkenly chanting” (Zuiyin 醉吟), “Studying Music” (Jiangyin 講音) and
“Escape into Buddhism” (Taozen 逃禪). There is a dedication at the end of the work,
indicating the purpose, recipient and time of the execution:

Li Longmian [Gonglin] painted four sections of Bai Xiangshan [Juyi], which
were entitled as Bailao siyue (Four Pleasures of Bai Juyi) by the emperor
Daojun [Huizhong of Song]. [Chen] Hongshou thought Xiangshan [Juyi] was
once an official in Hangzhou. He lived a tranquil and graceful life in the spirit
of Daoism and Buddhism, interacting spiritually with people and ancient sages
across the times. Sketched for Shengweng jushi [Nan Shenglu], and coloured by
my disciple Yan Zhan, and son Chen Mingru [Zi], in the second month of winter
in the year jichou [1649]. Mountain resident [Chen] Hongshou.
李龍眠畫白香山四圖，道君題曰：白老四樂，洪綬以香山曾官杭州，風雅
恬淡，道氣佛心，與人合體，千古神交，為生翁居士取其意寫之，屬門人
嚴湛、兒子陳名儒設色。時己丑仲冬也。山民洪綬。

Clearly, the work was done for Chen’s friend Nan Shenglu 南生魯 (17th century) in
1649 based on Li Gonglin’s depictions of the four pleasures of Bai Juyi. The third
section of the work titled “Studying music” (Jiangyin 講音) (fig. 18) depicted a lady
with a pipa lute sitting beside the man, which was in fact a story about Bai Juyi who
encountered an entertainer when he was demoted to Jiangzhou 江州. The song Pipa
xing (816) was exactly composed to express their similar sentiments of frustration in
official career and life respectively.52 Since Chen also experienced several failures in
his official path, so the share values and emotions between the artist, Bai and the
52

The content of Pipa xing talks about the encounter between the poet Bai Juyi and the pipa lady who
was once a music prostitute with excellent talent in playing pipa lute. Owing to aging and beauty
fading, she was married to a merchant who often went to business trip and left her alone. She was
yearning for the joyful life experience in her young age and felt depressed about her current situation
since she was lonely and had no opportunity to show her talents. The poet Bai Juyi sympathized the
lady and, in the meanwhile, felt the similar frustration as he was demoted in his official career. See,
Sha Lingna 沙靈娜, Tangshi sanbai shou quanyi 唐詩三百首全譯 (Full Translation of Three
Hundred Tang Poems) (Guiyang: Guizhou renmin chubanshe, 2008), 120-126.
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pipa lady could be easily understood, but what was the connection with the portrait
and recipient Nan? Although Nan was recorded to serve as a prestigious officer for
the Qing court, his own insistence and loyalty as a Han elite was revealed in his
wearing of Han clothing under Chen’s brush.53 Thus there was a cross-interchange
of sentiments between late predecessor and successor, producer and recipient, male
and female in the painting.

Similarly, the function of Chen’s A Lady Reading in the Garden (fig. 85), one of the
leaves from the painting album Sixteen Views of Hermit Life (c. 1651), was also more
than a gift for a friend, but possibly an exchange of spiritual idea. Chen wrote an
inscription indicating the recipient, time, location and situation when he did the work
at the beginning of the album:

The night on fifteenth evening of the eighth month in the year xinmao [1651], [I
was] drunk at West Lake. At the time Wu Xiangfu grinded ink, and Bian
Yunshang sucked the brush and passed it to me, [so I was] willing to paint and
present it to Langweng [Chen Hao]. [Chen] Hongshou.
辛卯八月十五夜，爛醉西子湖。時吳香扶磨墨，卞雲裳吮管授余，樂為朗
翁書贈。洪綬。

It showed that Chen was drunk at a romantic moment and place, accompanying with
two courtesans Wu Xiangfu 吳香扶 (17th century), Bian Yunshang 卞雲裳 (c.
53

For more detailed analysis of the aspect of dressing, see Liao, “Chen Hongshou xingle tu yu yimin
xintai,” Meishu, no. 10 (2012): 102;
It should be noted that the relationship between Ming adherents and Han elites who served in the Qing
court mainly maintained in consideration of political and financial affairs. For Han literati serving in
the Qing court after the fall of the Ming dynasty, most of them generated a guilty feelings as they
violated the principles and values indicated in Confucian classics and became disloyal to their own
dynasty. In order to release their inner guiltiness, it was common for them to provide financial support
and political asylum to those Ming adherents, so that they can maintain their living and escape from
the capture of Qing soldiers. The relationship between Chen and Nan Shenglu was probably under
such reciprocity. See Bai, Fu Shan de shijie, 110, 116-117.
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1623-1665) and probably the recipient of the work Chen Hao 沈顥 (1586-1661), a
late Ming and early Qing painter. The inscription proved once again Chen’s
association with courtesan who served as cultural and emotional companion
discussed in the previous chapter. With the assistance of two ladies, Chen Hongshou
painted the album for Chen Hao, from which A Lady Reading in the Garden was the
only leaf of female image with Chen’s late signature “Laohui” 老悔 (Old regret).54
The meaning of the work A Lady Reading in the Garden could not be separated from
other pieces since they, as a whole, pictorially represented a central idea of reclusive
life, which was associated with the artist’s state of mind after the fall of the Ming
dynasty. Besides the inscription mentioned above, there was also a lengthy poem
written in the beginning of the album (fig. 85a), expressing Chen’s anxiety about the
future and his longing for turning into reclusive life.55 These notions, in fact, were
commonly holding by educated men of the Ming era after the replacement of the
regime of Manchurian in 1644. Although Chen Hao’s biography had not been
recorded in detail, he as one of the late Ming and early Qing painters possibly had
such feeling and thought at that time. Thus Chen Hongshou’s painting album
functioned as a tool to share the spiritual idea with his friend and comfort the
negative emotions between each other.

In sum, through the identification of the friends Chen painted for, his social
affiliation could be partially understood. It is noted that most of the receivers
54

The painting album Sixteen Views of Hermit Life contains sixteen pictures, from which fifteen are
male figures and only one is female image; Chen’s late soubriquets “Laohui” 老悔 (Old Regret) and
other similar, like “Huichi” 悔遲 (Regret Late) and “Laochi” 老遲 (Old Late), on paintings were
generated due to his state of mind as a adherent and monk after the collapse of the Ming dynasty. See,
Wang, Chen Hongshou, 38-41.
55
Wang Jingling 王靜靈, “Biechu xincai, shilun Chen Hongshou ‘Yinju shiliuguan’ tuce de xingzhi”
別出心裁－試論陳洪綬《隱居十六觀》圖冊的形制 (Discussion of the Form of Chen Hongshou’s
Sixteen Views of Hermit Life), Gugong wenwu yuekan 故宮文物月刊 (The National Palace
Museum Monthly of Chinese Art), no. 273 (Dec., 2005): 73-74.
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mentioned above were members of Fu Society, the association concerning about the
literary and political problems, such as Zhu Jifang, He Tianzhang and the elder
brother. Even though the collector like Nan Shenglu served as an official for Qing
court, and Chen Hao whose background was unrecorded, they shared similar notions
with the artist due to their common identity as an adherent of Ming era. Regarding
the functions of the works appearing women presented to them, they were generally
produced to commemorate an enjoyable moment, fulfill request, celebrate retirement,
and more importantly interchange thoughts and sentiments which was frequently
associated with the ambivalent position of Ming literate men situated in the early
Qing dynasty.

Self-Expression and Remembrance

While literary writings were the usual way for Chen to release his emotions and
thoughts, paintings also served as a powerful channel for the artist’s expression.56
Yang Sheng’an Wearing Flowers in His Hair (1636) (fig. 31), for example, depicted
the famous Ming literati Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559) whose behavior became
unusual after the demotion, seen in the inscription:

When Mr. Yang [Shen] Sheng’an was demoted to Diannan [Yunnan], wearing
flowers on his hairs, several ladies who held wine vessel and sang walked on the
street, that was the view marked in this painting[?]. [Chen] Hongshou.
楊升庵先生放滇南時，雙結簪花，數女子持尊踏歌行道中，偶為小景識之。
洪綬。
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Chen composed a large number of poems or writings that contained his abundant emotions and
ideas. They were compiled as a book titled Baoluntang ji.
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There was a rumor that once Yang was drunk in Yunnan 雲南, he covered his face
with white powder and wore flowers on his buns. Students carried him walking on
the street and invited entertainers to add fun, that in later became a drama.57 The
scene captured was probably influenced by the rumor or drama. In the painting,
Yang’s wooden facial expression, hands down, and fact body totally revealed his dull
mood after the demotion that caused a great contradiction with the two ladies in the
back who, according to the rumor, were entertainers to offer wine and other
entertainments in the occasion. It on the surface rendered the figure Yang Shen, but it
actually was Chen’s self-portrait since they shared some sort of similarities in terms
of their preference, behavior and state of mind. As Yang, Chen was given to drinking
and women in his life, especially after the fall of Ming, as both were helpful to
release pain and depression momentarily.58 In particular, wine can be treated as a
symbol of one’s spontaneously true feelings, and sometimes as a metaphor against
the established order.59 Regarding Chen’s behavior, he was regarded as a mad man
due to his insane behavior when he got the news about the ruin of Ming era. There
was a record saying that:

[Chen Hongshou] sometimes cried without sounds, sometimes drunk
excessively with screaming, and sometimes slaughtered cattle and buried dog
with generous youths. Those who saw it all referred him as a mad man.60
時而吞聲哭泣，時而縱酒狂呼，時而與游俠少年椎牛埋狗，見者咸指為狂
士。
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Chen, Mingmo guaijie, 64-65.
Chen’s fascination with wine and women can be observed in lots of his literary writings, see Chen,
Chen Gongshou ji 陳洪綬集 (Collection of Chen Hongshou’s Writings), ed., Wu Gan (Hangzhou:
Zhejiang guji chubanshe, 1994), 51, 62, 227, 248, 257, 359, 365, 368, etc.
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Bai, Fu Shan de shijie, 113.
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Meng Yuan, “Chen Hongshou zhuan”, repr. in Chen, Baoluntang ji: shijuan, 673.
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It is understandable that Chen’s crazy behaviors, as Yang’s, were caused by the deep
depression on the Ming reign. In view of their similarities, Yang Sheng’an Wearing
Flowers in His Hair could be treated as Chen’s self-portrait rather than just a
painting of historical figure. Chen intentionally rendered two ladies instead of a
crowd probably in order to highlight the feeling of loneliness and depression in the
work, also the important role as emotional companions played by women.

Similarly, the four section of Historical Figure (c. 1647) (fig. 88) apparently
represented the great poet of Eastern Jin dynasty Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365-427)
having fun with the three ladies, but it actually was Chen’s self-portrait. Although
there was no any inscriptions indicating the identification of the man, he was
generally recognized as Tao due to his fascination with chrysanthemum.61 The use of
chrysanthemum as a motif in Chinese paintings was very common since it had
various significations, such as the meaning of longevity and the noble morality
especially embodied in Tao’s experience. The work not only demonstrated Tao’s
personality, but also showed his infatuated with wine and women as he was
accompanied by three ladies along with the wine goblet and pot. It is clear that the
personality and interest of Tao are largely coherent with Chen, thus the sense of
self-expression is strongly revealed in this painting.

Another work A Lady Writing Poem on a Red Leaf (1646) (fig, 15) seemed to make
reference to the traditional story “Ti hong yuan” 題紅怨 (Red Leaf Poem) related to
a love affair between the court maid Han Cuiping 韓翠萍 and the poet Lu Wo 盧渥
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Weng, ed., Chen Hongshou, vol. 1, 80; Susan E. Nelson, “Revisiting the Eastern Fence: Tao Qian’s
Chrysanthemums,” The Art Bulletin, vol. 83, no. 3 (Sep., 2001): 437-460.
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according to its title.62 The inscription “Yunmen (Cloud gate) Laohui (Old regret)
[Chen] Hongshou” (Yunmen Laohui Hongshou 雲門老悔洪綬) evidenced that it was
produced in 1646, the year that Chen was being a monk in Yunmen temple. 63
Interestingly, it leaded to a question that how come Chen was concerned with a
painting subject of love when he was being a monk? Probably, the work embodied
another implication rather than simply a representation of a love story. In terms of the
visual elements, the red leaf, brush and ink was prepared on the wooden bench, but
the lady was looking at the branch of chrysanthemum in her hand with meditation. It
was likely to signify the ideas of contentment and solitude in coordination with the
artist’s personal situation at that time.64 By trickily using the image of women and
the traditional story as a background, Chen reposed his hope and emotion in the
painting to generate a different manner and implication. The poem which was going
to be written on the red leaf was no longer associated with a woman’s amatory
loneliness, but expressed a kind of unworldly and independent mood of an educated
man after the subjugation of his dynasty. In this regard, women in the painting served
as a metaphor for the artist’s self image and emotional expression.

The work Raise the Platter to Eyebrow Level (Ju’an qimei tu 舉案齊眉圖) (1651)
(fig. 115), which derived from a love story in Book of the Later Han (Hou Han shu
後 漢 書 ), might also reveal Chen’s notion, precisely his views on a couple
relationship and the ideals of female behavior. The authenticity of the painting is
62

For details of the story, see Fan Shu, Yunxi youyi, 69.
At the end of May in 1646, Chen escaped from the capture of Qing soldiers and sought shelter
between villages and mountains. Finally he decided to be a monk in Yunmen temple, with the
soubriquets like “Yunmen” 雲門 (Cloud Gate), “Huizeng” 悔僧 (Regret Monk) and “Huichi” 悔遲
(Regret Late). However, his life as a monk only lasted for about nine months, and then he was
secularized. See, Wang, Chen Hongshou, 41-45.
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Chrysanthemums can be used to signify the idea of contentment and solitude. See, Nelson,
“Revisiting the Eastern Fence: Tao Qian’s Chrysanthemums,” 437.
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indicated by Cheng Shifa’s 程十髮 (1921-2007) statement “Chen Laolian’s (Old
lotus) authentic work Raise the Platter to Eyebrow Level” (Chen Laolian ju’an qimei
zhenji 陳老蓮舉案齊眉真跡) and the source of the content is demonstrated on the
bottom left of the work:

This is a delicate work done at Chen Hongshou’s old age, sketching the story
about Liang Hong and Meng Guang, treasured by the collector. Cheng Shifa
inscribed in late autumn of the year jimao [1999?].65
此陳洪綬晚年精品，寫梁鴻、孟光舉案齊眉之事，藏者寶之，己卯暮秋程
十髮題。

Liang Hong 梁鴻 was a honest and moral person, hence many parents betrothed
their daughters to Liang but he all refused. There was a girl, later named Meng
Guang 孟光, who was determined to marry Liang due to his upright personality.
Liang finally married Meng because of her plain and hardworking personality rather
than her physical appearance.66 The painting Raise the Platter to Eyebrow Level
showed that every time Meng served her husband for a meal, she raised the platter of
food with both hands up to the eyebrow level that in fact was an action normally
practiced between the host and guest.67 The ideal of couple relationship was strongly
revealed from the depiction of the story as they treated each with the same courtesy
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as an honored guest (xiangjing rubin 相敬如賓). Chen’s production of this subject
matter might carry his high appreciation of such model wife and husband
relationship.

Some examples of Chen’s paintings appearing women, as pointed out by Wang
Chenghua (2002), functioned in expressing the artist’s remembrance of the tranquil
and elegant life before the collapse of the Ming dynasty.68 For example, Leaning on
Rock to Listen to Ruan (1647) (fig. 42) and Listening to Zither (c. 1649/1650) (fig.
47) depicted the scholars enjoying music performed by the ladies. Drinking Wine in a
Plantain Grove (c. 1649) (fig. 76) represented the literate man drinking
chrysanthemum wine, gathered and cooked by the two ladies, beneath the banana
tree. Ladies (c. 1649) (fig. 101) rendered a group of women, including hostess,
daughter and servants, on the way to a celebratory occasion. There was no a definite
identification of the figures that could be observed in these paintings as only simple
statements were written: “[Chen] Hongshou painted” (Hongshou hua 洪綬畫),
“Chifu old man Chen Hongshou from Fengxi sketched at lakeside of Dingxiangqiao
(Fragrant bridge)” (Fengxi Chifu laoren Chen Hongshou xieyu Dingxiang qiaoban
楓 谿遲弗老人陳洪綬寫於定香橋畔 ), “Laochi (Old late) [Chen] Hongshou”
(Laochi Hongshou 老遲洪綬), “Laochi (Old late) [Chen] Hongshou painted at
Liuqiao (Willow bridge)” (Laochi Hongshou huayu Liuqiao 老遲洪綬畫於柳橋)
and “[Chen] Hongshou sketched at Qingbi shutang (Blue-green studio)” (Hongshou
xieyu Qingbi shutang 洪綬寫於青碧書堂). Thus both scholars and beauties under
Chen’s brush generally stood for types rather than individuals. In view of this, they
could be generally considered as a metaphor for Chen’s nostalgia for fallen Ming. By
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Wang, “Nüren, wupin yu ganguan yuwang,” 53.
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rendering the common cultural activities of literate men and women, Chen recalled
the life style that he was most familiar during the peaceful time, from which women
undoubtedly occupied an important role as cultural and emotional companions in
Chen’s memory.

As we can see from the above examples, Chen treated artistic practice, particularly
the late works appearing female images, as a means for self-expression and
remembrance. The instances selected revealed the artist’s depression and yearning
associated with his position as a Ming adherent after the subjugation of his dynasty.
Chen’s self-emotions were frequently exposed by applying the story of historical
figures, such as Yang Sheng’an, Tao Yuanming and Han Cuiping. The portrayals of
their stories vividly illustrated the miserable experience and spiritual suffering shared
between the past predecessors and the artist himself, hence most of them could be
seen as Chen’s self-portraits. Although Chen’s expressions were much more directly
connecting with the male figures instead of the female images, women seemed to be
an indispensable element in the painting and sometimes acted as a metaphor for his
self image that enriched the function of female images in the past figure paintings.
Therefore, they on the whole serve as pictorial illustrations of Chen’s self-expression,
from which the artist’s social affiliation and great yearning for the previous time are
strongly demonstrated.

Women’s Acquisition and Enjoyment

Up to now, it is not surprisingly to realize that the major recipients of Chen’s works
that depict women mainly concentrate on male since this category of figure painting
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is supposedly believed to be done for an audience and clientele of men in history. In
recent years, James Cahill (2010) raised a challenge to this conventional supposition
and tried to identify particular themes of the genre probably acquired and enjoyed by
women in the eighteenth century.69 Although there were not much evidences to
prove that women had played the role as consumers or viewers for those paintings,
only in inference, Cahill stimulated our attention to women’s involvement in the
collections of the genre and provided clues to explore the possibility of this regard in
the late Ming and early Qing period.

Women’s involvement in the genre, in fact, was recorded in ancient literature.
Female artists, for example, Qiu Zhu 仇珠 (act. 16th century) who was the daughter
of Qiu Ying, Xu Can 徐燦 (1618-1698) and Wu Suwen 吳素聞 (act. 17th century)
were all famous for painting the subject of beautiful women. 70 Fang Mengshi 方孟
式 (1582-1639) and Zhou Shuxi 周淑禧 (1624- c. 1705) was recorded to have
depicted female figures.71 Although their works mostly failed to be handed down
nowadays, the literary records proved women’s production and collection of the
category in the sixteenth and seventeenth century.

In the case of Chen, he was documented to have presented a substantial body of
paintings to women, especially courtesans and entertainers. It is said that “people
who want to acquire Chen’s paintings seek competitively from courtesans” (Ren yu
de qi hua zhe, zhenxiang jijia qiu zhi 人欲得其畫者，爭向妓家求之).72 Since Chen
was a regular in the pleasure quarters, very often he had a good mood to agree
69
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Cahill, Pictures for Use and Pleasure, 124-129, 159-167.
Tang, Yutai huashi, repr. in Huashi congshu, ed. Yu, vol. 5, 110, 130-131
Ibid, 111, 113.
Wang, Chen Hongshou, 35.
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courtesans’ requests for his works while he was drinking. It is also possible for Chen
to pay the expense of entertainments provided by talented ladies, such as singing and
dancing, in parties or banquets by works of art.73 Thus a large amount of the artist’s
paintings were collected by courtesans and entertainers. Besides, Chen’s strong
preference to paint for those from lower status rather than aristocrats and officials
was documented in Duhua lu 讀畫錄 (Record of Reading Paintings) (1673?)
attributed to Zhou Lianggong 周亮工 (1612-1672) who said that:

[Chen Hongshou] particularly preferred to paint for those who were poor and
unsuccessful….those poor who sold Chen’s works for a living reached several
dozens and up to hundred families.74
尤喜為貧不得志人作畫…凡貧士藉其生者，數十百家。

Courtesan, as one of the lower classes in the society, becoming the common recipient
of Chen’s works was entirely understandable under this tendency. More importantly,
the reasons for Chen’s preference could be comprehended according to the similar
situation and emotions shared between the artist and the poor. Especially in the case
of courtesans, they were beautiful, intelligent and gifted, but they entered the place of
brothels, while Chen had talents and a great ambition to serve in the government yet
he had no opportunities throughout. As we can see, they shared a similar mood of
frustration and sense of identity. Chen’s paintings presented to courtesans, therefore,
on one hand conveyed the artist’s sympathy or appreciation towards them, and
functioned as an exchange of sentiments on the other hand.
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Bentley, The Figurative Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652), 190-191.
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Regarding the subject matter of Chen’s works collected by women, there were not
much evidences and only flower-and-bird has been mentioned.75 Chen’s several
female images depicting women’s bonding and inner emotions, which appear directly
toward a female audience, will be examined based on the extension and development
of James Cahill’s argument. Ladies Playing Musical Instruments (c. 1649) (fig. 33)
shows two ladies in equal status performing flute and preparing to play zither in
garden. Five ladies are enjoying the game of plants, a usual recreation belonging to
women, in the same location in Competition of Plants (1650) (fig. 43). Also, three
ladies holding fan, flowers and wine, presumably, heading to a party or gathering are
represented in Ladies with Curved Plum (1650) (fig. 44). These works demonstrate
women’s friendships and bonding through the interaction of music, game and
gathering outside their inner chambers. The venue of garden undoubtedly allows
women a greater mobility and freedom than domestic spaces. Thus the representation
of women’s enjoyment and fulfillment from a more self-sufficient position in their
own circle beyond the male-centered kinship is shown. Paintings of this type were
presumably for female viewers because they cohere with cultivated women’s
satisfaction acquired from their social association and their upward mobility in the
late Ming and early Qing time.

Besides women’s friendship, another group of works focuses more on women’s inner
emotions. As the analysis in the previous chapter, A Lady Beating Clothes under the
Moon (1621) (fig. 95) depicts the lady’s strong yearn for her absent husband or
lover’s return, as evidenced by her sad facial expression, the motif of moon which
signifies reunion, and the poem inscribed. A Lady Reclining on Basket over an
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Incense Burner (1639) (fig. 11) also strongly reveals the languorous lady’s sense of
pursuit of beloved through the symbolic motifs around, such as parakeet, incense
burner and white crane patterns. These pictures with theme of women waiting for
absent husband or lover, as assumed by Cahill, probably targeted at female owners,
especially gentry wives, since they “correspond to the real feelings and personal
situation of a female audience: women were left behind in the home for long periods,
sometimes years, when men traveled as officials, merchants, or sojourners seeking
employment outside their home regions”.76 But this type of works could also be
done for courtesans as they shared similar desire for a male companion who really
appreciated their talent and personality, and might take them as second wives or
concubines. On the other hand, A Lady Holding Flower (1650) (fig. 16) show an
implication of women’s fading beauty and youth with the passage of time. The
association of a beauty’s sentiments towards youth is one of the implications of the
zanhua 簪花 (wearing flowers) convention.77 The lady’s sorrow facial expression
and attentive concentration on a falling blossom suggest her sympathy with the
flower, which symbols her fleeting youth. Such subject of work might be appropriate
for women of different social classes since the fading of physical beauty was always
a daily concern and the feeling generated when facing the problem was
comprehensible among women.

In addition to the subject matter, Cahill suggests that “the absence of any overt
eroticisation of the women” gives rise to “the possibility that they were done for a
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clientele that included women”. 78 Regarding the style of the female images
examined above, they do not reveal any or too much erotic features. Most of them
are dressed in a conservative style of clothing, covering almost from neck to foot,
and a modest facial appearance in avoidance to arise any erotic invitations that may
suggest the production for female owners. However, although these pictures have
certain potential to be acquired and enjoyed by women in the late Ming and early
Qing period in terms of their theme and style, it is too arbitrary to determine that they
target at a particular gender since they can be suitable for either side.

The intended audience and function of Chen’s portrayals of women is more than
clearly now. They are generally executed for recipients who come from different
social levels and for multiple purposes. Some examples of Chen’s works from the
1630s to 1650s have a strong tendency for the male clientele and commercial
purpose, testified in the visual elements of the works as well as the record of the
artist’s financial background of the period. Besides, a number of Chen’s paintings are
explicitly produced for the sake of birthday celebration evidenced in the rendering of
auspicious motifs and the dedications, with the intended recipients of intimate
relatives, friends and anonymous in the art market. Moreover, Chen’s artworks
functioning as reciprocity among cultivated friends are manifested. In many cases,
they play significant role in the interchange of ideas and sentiments between the
artist and the collector. Furthermore, Chen’s depictions of women, especially after
1644, emphasizing more historical stories and memory of the tranquil time are
probably for his own emotional expression rather than a particular type of viewers. In
addition, those paintings presumably presenting to female companions according to
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the record are based on the artist’s sympathy and appreciation, as well as the
possibility of fulfilling the expenses of entertainment provided by women.

According to the different audience and function of Chen’s artistic practice
mentioned above, his dual identities as a professional painter and a cultivated man in
the late Ming and early Qing time is strongly revealed. It can be generally concluded
that Chen, on one hand, executed popular subjects, such as sensual ladies, birthday
pictures and prints of women to earn a living considering his financial problem since
the 1630s, but on the other hand, expressed his inner emotions and nostalgia of his
dynasty in the works for self or exchanging between cultivated friends and female
companions in correspondence to his position as a literate Ming adherent situated in
the early Qing dynasty.

Regarding the relation with the depictions of female imagery and the possible
audience, some of them have a clear track that can be observed, but some of them are
seemingly without a regular connection. The images of women in Chen’s works for
commercial purpose frequently contain sensual and erotic characteristics in order to
fulfill male’s pleasure and enjoyment. However, at the same time, several instances
suggest that it may be possible for the artist to dominate the art market by works of
art concerning women’s talent and sentiment. In this regard, the artist’s roles appear
both passive and active in the art market. The portrayals of women in another type of
works, birthday presentation pictures, often present as goddess or auspicious symbol,
demonstrating the blessing of longevity and wish to the owners. With regard to the
female figures for cultivated friends, there seems no a particular preference of
imagery since women sometimes take part in leisurely activities and sometimes serve
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as servants or companions of man in the painting. But one thing for sure is that
women play a significant role in literate male’s social affiliation and life, also evident
in the works for Chen’s own self-expression and remembrance, from which women
appear frequently and act as a metaphor for his self image. In addition, paintings
probably for female audience’s acquisition and enjoyment have an intention to depict
women’s bonding and emotions that correspond to their condition and sentiment in
real life.
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Conclusions

This dissertation focuses on Chen Hongshou’s portrayals of women among his figure
oeuvre and has investigated their representations, audience and function as seen in
relation to the artist. Returning to a series of questions posed at the beginning of this
study, certain characteristics and purposes observed in Chen’s female images are now
possible to tell the painter’s artistic pursuit, his specific attitude towards women and
his dual roles associated with his life experience and the social context in the late
Ming and early Qing dynasty.

The three chapters of this thesis consider Chen’s depictions of women from different
perspectives. Chapter one examines the appropriations and innovations revealed in
Chen’s portrayals of women, especially in iconographic and thematic respects, in
connection with the genre’s historical development. It is found that the artist
appropriated wide-ranging sources, including the conventional appearance and
themes of female imagery, from past masters like Zhou Fang and Zhang Xuan that
indicated his considerable familiarity with the subject established in the broad history
and his strong traditional inheritance. Based on the achievement of past masters,
Chen formed his own originality by reinvention and innovation. In particular, Chen’s
female figures were typified by manipulating the technique of exaggeration and
distortion that showed his strong personality and his inspiration from woodblock
prints. Chen also broke with conventional themes of women in many cases, depicting
women’s unprecedented behaviors or their participations in unusual activities that
demonstrated the artist’s awareness of popular trends in his own time. Chen’s
appropriations and inventions, on the whole, highlighted his contribution to the
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development of female figures in art history and revealed his artistic pursuit of
archaism in the context of late Ming.

In chapter two, Chen’s attitude towards women revealed from his representations is
investigated. As an artist in late Ming era, which underwent a great economic and
social transformation, Chen’s encouraging and positive attitudes toward women were
evident in some cases of his female images. Under Chen’s perception and brush,
women who were depicted in the roles of classic instructor, literary and artistic
learner participated frequently in various literati activities. Women’s inner sentiments
as well as their enjoyment and fulfillment gained from their social circles were also
observable in Chen’s paintings that had hardly seen in the past depictions. While
Chen held an open mind attitude towards women’s intelligence, emotions and
bonding, in some cases he portrayed women from a male gaze and desire that
emphasizing women’s external beauty and erotic features, from which women were
treated more like an object to be viewed and observed rather than an individual.
Chen’s conflicting viewpoint on women revealed in his works actually demonstrated
the complex and ambivalent status of women in the late Ming and early Qing period
that was supported by a body of current scholarship and ancient literatures
concerning the issues of women, gender and material cultures of the time. Based on
their achievements, we understood that the era endowed women with new roles and
upward position as their activities and social networks were no longer confined to
their boudoirs, but had unprecedented opportunities to develop knowledge, express
emotional feelings and gain satisfaction from their social circles. However, the
fundamental belief about the primary attribute of women’s physical beauty and
feminine quality had remained unchanged even though male scholars, to a certain
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extent, supported female education and independence. Women were still impossible
to separate from male’s vision and judgment. Consequently, Chen’s depictions of
women in the seventeenth century, together with examples by contemporary painters
like Cui Zizhong and You Qiu, overall represent the ambivalent existence of women
and the cultural attitude towards women in the late Ming and early Qing time.

The investigation of chapter three turned to the intended audience and functions of
Chen’s rendering of women, from which the artist’s dual identities as a literate man
and a professional painter are strongly demonstrated. Chen’s works were produced
for recipients from different social levels and in various purposes. Owing to Chen’s
financial difficulty since 1630s and his fully transition to a professional painter after
the fall of Ming dynasty, a number of female images within this period had a strong
propensity for commercial purpose and targeted at the clients, generally evident in
their feminine qualities, repeated and conventional subject matters, specific way of
representation and brief statement on the works. Some of Chen’s female images with
auspicious motifs and explicit inscriptions were obviously executed for birthday
celebration, a popular category welcome to the artist’s intimate relatives, friends and
clientele in the growing art market. Chen’s artworks serving as reciprocal purpose
among cultivated friends interestingly contained shared values concerning their
personal identity as an adherent of Ming era. Female images appearing in other
examples dated after 1644 expressing the artist’s personal and social awareness,
especially his frustration and yearning for the past time after the collapse of Ming era,
were probably executed for his own emotional releasing instead of a specific type of
viewer. While male seemed to be the domination of the audience of Chen’s
portrayals of women, it is possible to apply Cahill’s (2010) argument here that
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women have also played the role as collectors to acquire and enjoy the paintings,
testified in those with subject matter of women’s friendship and bonding, women’s
inner emotional disclosure, and the avoidance of any erotic invitations. According to
the different audience and purpose of Chen’s artistic production mentioned above,
his dual roles as a cultivated person and a professional painter in his latter life is
strongly revealed. In consideration of financial trouble, Chen’s executions of popular
subjects of women, like sensual ladies, birthday pictures and prints, were means to
earn a living. But on the other hand, as a literate person loyal to his own dynasty,
Chen’s emotional feelings associated with political and social concerns were
expressed in the works especially for self or exchanging between friends in a similar
position.

Based on the achievement of existing scholarship, this thesis contributes a better
understanding of Chen’s female imagery in question by adopting a variety of
approaches

ranging

from

iconographic

and

thematic

studies,

contextual

investigations to the examination of the audience and function of the genre. Its
detailed consideration of their iconographic and thematic aspects associated with the
genre’s historical development enriches the study of Chen’s artistic pursuit of
inheritance and innovation on one hand, and highlight the artist’s own contribution to
this genre on the other hand. Also, its thorough examination of the intended audience
and function of Chen’s works that depict women undoubtedly brings new insights to
the current study. In particular, the supposition of female images carrying shared
values between friends, sometimes as a metaphor of self image and a possibility of
the existence of female viewers of the genre widens our understanding of female
figure painting in Chinese art history. This thesis, in the meantime, studies the issue
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by crossing disciplinary boundaries and making dialogues with scholarship from
various fields beyond art history. Its argument of the close connection between
Chen’s representations, attitudes and the contemporary cultural context provides a
more in-depth understanding of Chen’s works and allows a confirmation of previous
findings on the feminine history and gender role in the late Ming and early Qing
time.

However, this thesis is limited in several respects. Firstly, owing to the lack of
concrete evidence, it can only be simplistic to classify the identity of female figures
into courtesan and gentry women depicted in the paintings. There might be other
possibilities of their social status as they were able to transform from one position to
another that influenced on their relationship with men. Also, this thesis mainly
proposes that the male figures accompanying the ladies are literate men in the
painting and considers their relationship in general, but the discussion in fact could
be developed further in different levels by classifying the identity of male figures,
such as literati-official and hermit. Secondly, although the possible purpose and
function of the paintings have been examined, the way of classification exists the
problem of overlapping and the discussion can be extended to explore how the client
commissioning and obtaining the artworks from the artist, such as by agents or letters.
Thirdly, the paintings of women discussed in this thesis are generally considered as
the authentic works under Chen’s brush according to the painting catalogues and
records. However, as argued by Bentley (2000), Chen’s paintings can be divided into
four categories, including works entirely by Chen’s hand, works by Chen’s studio
with partial involvement of Chen himself, works potentially by Chen’s studio, and
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copies after Chen.1 In this aspect, the issue of authorship of Chen’s female images
has not been clearly sorted out. Fourthly, this thesis dealt specifically with the case of
Chen Hongshou and touched on several artists’ works in the same or previous
periods. It would be also possible to include the representations of women after
Chen’s era to see the artist’s influences on his later generation and any possible
diversity in the depictions of the subject. Fifthly, after a clear understanding of the
features of Chen’s portrayals of women, the study can be developed further to
examine their place in the history of figure painting. The last but not least, this thesis
heavily depends on the visual analysis of the sources of Chen’s paintings, with very
few consideration of his own writings. Further study can be done by making
reference to a more wide range of his written materials like the compiled work
Baoluntang ji, which provides valuable evidence to comprehend his works in a
deeper level.

Further research needs to be made based on the issues remain unsolved above. It may
be undertaken in the following questions. What kinds of social statuses of women
and men can be identified in Chen’s figure paintings? What is the meaning of those
depictions? How do the clients commission and obtain the artworks from the artist?
Is it possible to identify the female images entirely or partially done by Chen himself
and Chen’s studio? What are their differences? What are Chen’s influences on the
representations of women from later generations? What is the place of Chen’s
portrayals of women in the history of figure paintings? All these questions would
require to be addressed in a greater detail in future studies on Chen Hongshou’s
figure paintings.

1

Bentley, “Authenticity in a New Key,” 43.
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Appendix
List of Chen’s Portrayals of Women
Dated Works
Date

Title

Format

Material Dimension (H x W) Collection

Inscriptions

No.

1621

A Lady Beating
Clothes under the
Moon

Hanging scroll

Silk

Metropolitan
Museum of Art

流黃壓秋韻阿姊撮顰蛾彈指交河
士征衣百輛過 洪綬時辛酉夏

Fig. 95

20 x 13 cm

Shanghai Library

洪綬寫於靈鷲峰

Fig. 3

173.2 x 97.1 cm

Yanhuang Art
Museum, Beijing

月下搗衣圖

1630

Portrait of Cui
Yingying

Woodblock print Paper

鶯鶯像

c. 1630s

Female Portrait of Hanging scroll
Magu

Silk

Fig. 108

麻姑獻壽圖

1634

Ladies Holding
Fan

Hanging scroll

Silk

A Lady Looking at Hanging scroll
the Mirror

Silk

谿山洪綬寫侶朱季方社弟時甲戌
暮春痛飲深柳讀書堂

Fig. 17

種桃三百樹顏色亦如之莫向漢宮
說美人爭自為 洪綬似天耳社長
兄

Fig. 14

紈扇仕女圖

1636

103.5 x 43.2 cm

對鏡仕女圖
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Academy of Arts
and Design,
Tsinghua
University

1636

Yang Sheng’an
Hanging scroll
Wearing Flowers in
His Hair

Silk

143.5 x 61.5 cm

Palace Museum,
Beijing

Silk

294 x 79.4 cm

Cleveland Museum 宣文君授經圖
Fig. 1
宣文君者韋逞母宋氏也父授以周
of Art

楊升庵先生放滇南時雙結簪花數
女子持尊踏歌行道中偶為小景識
之 洪綬

Fig. 31

楊升庵簪花圖

1638

Lady Xuanwen Jun Hanging scroll
Giving Instructions
on the Classics

官音義曰吾家世學傳周官傳業相
繼此又周公所製經紀典誥百官品
物備於此矣汝可受之君諷誦不輟
石帝徙山東君乃推鹿車背負父所
授書到冀州逞時年少晝則採樵夜
則教逞逞遂學成名立仕苻堅為太
常堅常幸其太學問博士經典乃憪
憫禮樂遺缺時博士盧壺對曰廢學
既久書傳零落比年綴撰正經粗集
惟周官禮經未有其師竊見太常韋
逞母宋氏世學家女傳其父業得周
官音義今年八十視聽無闕自非此
母無可以傳習授後生於是就宋氏
家立講堂置員百二十人隔絳紗幔
而授業賜宋氏爵號為宣文君賜侍
婢十人周官學復行於世

宣文君授經圖

崇禎戊寅八月二日為綬姑六旬之
辰綬弟自成為姑婿偕姑季女駱密
外孫楹楠楩橒楞棅孫女惠漉酒上
壽屬綬圖寫所以頌祝者綬思宋母
當五胡之時經籍屬之婦人今太平
有象而秉杖名義者獨綬姑爾敬寫
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此圖而厚望於弟紹焉
九頓。

c. 1638

Ladies

Hanging scroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

猶子洪綬

洪綬寫於梅花書屋

Fig. 48

仕女圖

1639

A Lady Reclining
on Basket over an
Incense Burner

129.6 x 47.3 cm

Shanghai Museum 洪綬

Fig. 11

Zhejiang Provincial 谿山老蓮洪綬寫於定香橋畔
Museum

Fig. 4

斜倚薰籠圖

1639

Portrait of Cui
Yingying

Woodblock print Paper

雙文小像

1639

Peeping Past the
Screen

Woodblock print Paper

20.2 x 26 cm

Zhejiang Provincial 己卯暮冬
Museum

Fig. 5

Woodblock print Paper

20.2 x 26 cm

Zhejiang Provincial
Museum

Fig. 6

Woodblock print Paper

20 x 10 cm

Faculty of Letters,
Kyoto University

Fig. 7

Woodblock print Paper

20 x 10 cm

Faculty of Letters,
Kyoto University

Fig. 8

窺簡

1639

Sending Presents
報捷

1639

Portrait of Lady
Jiao: Lady Jiao
with flute
嬌娘像

1639

Portrait of Lady
Jiao: Lady Jiao
with flywhisk
嬌娘像
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1639

Portrait of Lady
Jiao: Lady Jiao
with feather

Woodblock print Paper

20 x 10 cm

Faculty of Letters,
Kyoto University

Fig. 9

Woodblock print Paper

20 x 10 cm

Faculty of Letters,
Kyoto University

Fig. 10

嬌娘像

1639

Portrait of Lady
Jiao: Lady Jiao
with mirror
嬌娘像

c. 1639

A Lady Releasing a Painting album
Butterfly

Silk

25.2 x 21.2 cm

洪綬

Fig. 19

Silk

25.2 x 21.2 cm

陳洪綬

Fig. 32

天寒翠袖薄日暮倚修竹
乙酉仲春畫於龍山洪綬

Fig. 62

仕女圖

c. 1639

A Lady Standing
Painting album
with a Feather Fan
仕女圖

1645

A Lady

Painting album

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

National Palace
Museum, Taipei

仕女圖

1646

A Lady Writing
Poem on a Red
Leaf

96 x 40 cm

Wu Nansheng

Fig. 15

吳南生藏

紅葉題詩圖

1647

Gown with Dragon Painting album
Pattern

Silk

30.2 x 25 cm

夔龍補衮圖
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Palace Museum,
Beijing

夔龍補衮圖陳洪綬畫於靜香屋

Fig. 63

1647

Leaning on Rock to Folding fan
Listen to Ruan
painting
倚石聽阮圖

1647

Historical Figure

Painting album

Gold
22.3 x 50.8 cm
surfaced
paper

Metropolitan
Museum of Art,
New York

Silk

C.C. Wang

史實人物圖

1649

洪綬畫

Fig. 42

Fig. 88

王己千藏

He Tianzhang Amid Handscroll
Pleasures

Silk

25 x 163 cm

Suzhou Museum

陳洪綬補衣冠門人嚴水子補圖

Fig. 2

Silk

125.2 x 58 cm

Nanjing Museum

吟梅圖為玄鑒道盟兄仿唐人洪綬
己丑秋暮

Fig. 12

Silk

30.8 x 289.5 cm

Rietberg Museum, 講音翠濤酒一杯紅窗影一響知聲 Fig. 18
活入神秋老層臺上
Zurich; C.A.
Drenowatz

Silk

90.8 x 45.7 cm

University of
California,
Berkeley Art
Museum and
Pacific Film
Archive

何天章行樂圖

1649

Chanting the Plum Hanging scroll
吟梅圖

1649

The Four Pleasures Handscroll
of Nan Shenglu:
Third section
南生魯四樂圖卷之三

1649

A Scholar
Instructing Girl
Pupils in the Arts

Hanging scroll

授徒圖
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老遲洪綬畫於柳橋

Fig. 13

1649

A Birthday
Celebration with
Wine

Hanging scroll

Silk

169.5 x 67.9 cm

Lincoln, Mass.,
Henry and Lee
Harrison

茂才道盟兄於己丑季夏四旬初度
其弟茂齊索畫寄壽壽酒當俟太平
時與丁秋平為黃白之遊索飲耳老
遲洪綬

Fig. 107

Hanging scroll

Silk

137 x 51 cm

C.C. Wang

唐人有眷秋圖此本在董尚家水子
曾觀之極似洪綬老矣人物一道水
子用心

Fig. 22

老遲洪綬

Fig. 76

飲酒祝壽圖

c. 1649

Lingering in
Autumn

王己千藏

眷秋圖

c. 1649

Drinking Wine in a Hanging scroll
Plantain Grove

Silk

156.2 x 107 cm

Tianjin Art
Museum

Silk

124.7 x 61 cm

□柄芙蓉繞碧紗數聲玉□□枇杷 Fig. 23
Xiling Seal
Engraving Society, 太君勉爾觴□酒用慰山陰道士耶
通□子陳洪綬畫上□老伯母壽
Hangzhou

蕉林酌酒圖

c. 1649

Ladies on the Way Hanging scroll
to Birthday
Celebration
撫樂仕女圖

c. 1649

Ladies Playing
Musical
Instruments

Hanging scroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

Palace Museum,
Beijing

老蓮洪綬畫於定香橋

Fig. 33

洪綬寫於青碧書堂

Fig. 101

弄樂仕女圖

c. 1649

Ladies

103.1 x 60 cm

仕女圖

c. 1649

Immortal
Companion

楓溪陳洪綬寫壽
Chongqing
Provincial Museum

仙侶圖
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Fig. 109

c. 1649/
1650

Listening to Zither Hanging scroll

1650

Competition of
Plants

Silk

112.5 x 49.5 cm

Palace Museum,
Beijing

Hanging scroll

Silk

134.3 x 48 cm

Liaoning Provincial 庚寅秋老蓮洪綬畫於護蘭書堂
Museum

Fig. 43

Ladies with Curved Hanging scroll
Plum

Silk

110.5 x 44.8 cm

Liaoning Provincial 庚寅秋老蓮洪綬畫於眉舞軒
Museum

Fig. 44

Hanging scroll

Silk

90.8 x 33.9 cm

Shanghai Museum 老遲洪綬

Fig. 16

Folding fan
painting

Gold
surfaced
paper

Suzhou Museum

洪綬

Fig. 20

Hanging scroll

Silk

129.5 x 48 cm

洪綬
Guangdong
Provincial Museum

Fig. 49

Hanging scroll

Silk

93.7 x 45.7 cm

Shanghai Museum 老蓮洪綬畫於護蘭居

Fig. 41

聽琴圖

楓谿遲弗老人陳洪綬寫於定香橋
畔

Fig. 47

鬥草圖

1650

折梅仕女圖

1650

A Lady Holding
Flower
拈花仕女圖

1650

A Lady Catching
the Butterfly
撲碟圖扇

c. 1650

Ladies Cooking
Plum
調梅圖

c. 1650

Ladies Catching
the Butterfly
撲蝶仕女圖
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1651

Raise the Platter to Hanging scroll
Eyebrow Level

Silk

116 x 47 cm

Fig. 111

Paper

21.4 x 29.8 cm

National Palace
Museum, Taipei

老悔

Fig. 85

Silk

24.6 x 22.6 cm

Cleveland Museum 洪綬
of Art

Fig. 21

Palace Museum,
Beijing

Fig. 79

舉案齊眉圖

c. 1651

A Lady Reading in Painting album
the Garden
縹香

c. 1651

A Lady

Painting album

仕女圖

1652

Elegant Gathering Handscroll
in the Western
Garden

Silk

西園雅集圖卷

Undated Paintings
Date

Title

Format

Texture Dimension (H x W) Collection

Inscriptions

No.

Playing Zither

Hanging scroll

Silk

陳洪綬寫於深柳讀書堂

Fig. 24

Instructions on the Hanging scroll
Classics

Silk

107.7 x 52.3 cm

撫琴圖

National Palace
Museum, Taipei

Fig. 86

授經圖
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Gossip in Palace

Hanging scroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

Handscroll

Silk

Handscroll

Silk

Handscroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

Shenyang Palace
Museum

閑話宮事圖

A Birthday
Celebration

Fig. 87
老蓮洪綬寫

祝壽圖

A Lady
仕女圖

A Lady
仕女圖

A Lady

24.5 x 172 cm

仕女圖

Lady and Maids

Shandong
Provincial Museum

Fig. 105

British Museum

仕女圖

Paintings released by Auction Houses (Uncertain Authenticity)
Date

Title

Format

Texture Dimension (H x W) Collection

Inscriptions

1650?

A Lady

Hanging scroll

Silk

老蓮洪綬畫於眉舞居

仕女圖
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No.

Fungus for
Birthday
Celebration

Hanging scroll

Silk

Ladies
Hanging scroll
Appreciating Lotus

Silk

129 x 52 cm

楓谿陳洪綬畫

芝仙祝壽圖
戊寅暮秋洪綬寫於榕石居

賞荷圖

Ladies

Hanging scroll

Silk

109 x 44.5 cm

楓橋法盟弟悔遲洪綬為門人嚴湛
上松翁顧老居士壽

A Scholar Enjoying Hanging scroll
Music and Poetry

Silk

105 x 49 cm

老遲洪綬畫於溪亭

仕女圖

歌詩圖

Conversation

Hanging scroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

Hanging scroll

Silk

老遲洪綬畫於柳橋

對講圖

Gathering Under
the Moon

98 x 52 cm

洪綬寫於溪聲閣

月下相揖圖

Birthday
Celebration

老蓮洪綬寫

祝壽圖
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Fig. 110

Existing Records of Works without Images
Date

Title

Format

Texture Dimension (H x W) Collection

Inscriptions

1649

Playing Musical
Instrument and
Singing

Hanging scroll?

Silk

Palace Museum,
Beijing

陳洪綬寫壽

Hanging scroll?

Silk

Shanghai
Museum

老遲洪綬畫於綠玉軒

Hanging scroll?

Paper

Hou Shitai

蓮洪綬畫似漾秋老盟侄辭家教之

彈唱圖

c. 1649

A Lady
仕女圖

c. 1650

A Lady with Fan
紈扇仕女圖

A Beauty

侯士泰藏

Hanging scroll?

Paper?

Handscroll

Silk

National Palace
Museum, Beijing

Handscroll

Silk

Shanghai
Museum

Handscroll

Silk

Liaoning Province
Museum

洪綬寫於借居

美人圖

A Lady
仕女圖

Ladies with
Flowers in Their
Hair
簪花仕女圖

Ladies Catching
the Butterfly
撲蝶圖
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A Lady

Handscroll

Silk

University of
California,
Berkeley Art
Museum and
Pacific Film
Archive

人物仕女圖
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Glossary of Chinese Names and Terms

bazi mei 八字眉
Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846)
Ban Zhao 班昭 (c. 45-120)
Bao Hungchang 暴鴻昌
Baoluntang ji〈寶綸堂集〉
Bian Yunshang 卞雲裳 (c. 1623-1665)

Duhua lu《讀畫錄》
Du Jin 杜堇 (act. 15th-16th C.)
Du Xiao 杜霄
Duoyun xuan 朵雲軒
Fan Shu 范攄
fang 仿
Fang Mengshi 方孟式

caizi jiaren 才子佳人
Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹 (1715-1763)
Chang’e 嫦娥
Chao Cuo 晁錯 (200-154 B.C.)
Chen Chuanxi 陳傳席
Chen Daoyun 陳道蘊 (17th-18th C.)
Chen Hao 沈顥 (1586-1661)
Chen Hongshou 陳洪綬

(1582-1639)
Fenshu《焚書》
fengfei 豐肥
fenghou taidu 豐厚態度
Feng Menglong 馮夢龍 (1547c. 1645)
Fengqiao 楓橋
Fengxiang 鳳翔
Feng Youheng 馮幼衡
Fugu 復古

(1598/1599-1652)
Chen Jiru 陳繼儒 (1558-1639)
Chen Shi 陳寔 (104-187)
Chen Shou 陳壽
Chen Xingxue 陳性學 (1546-1613)
Chen Yuchao 陳于朝 (1573-1606)
Cheng Shifa 程十髮 (1921-2007)
Cheng Zhu lixue 程朱理學
chou mei 愁眉
Cui Zizhong 崔子忠 (c.1595-1644)

Fujian 福建
Fu Shan 傅山 (1607-1684)
Fushe 復社
Fuxue《婦學》
Gansu 甘肅
gao ji 高髻
Gao Lian 高濂 (16th C.)
Gu Bing 顧炳 (fl. 1594-1603)
Gu Hongzhong 顧閎中 (10th C.)

Dai Maocai 戴茂才 (17th C.)
Dai Maoqi 戴茂齊 (act. mid 17th C.)
Ding Qiuping 丁秋平 (act. mid 17th C.)
Ding Yunpeng 丁雲鵬 (1547- c. 1628)
Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555-1636)
Dong Xiangxiao 董香綃
Dong You 董逌 (12th C.)
Dong Yuan 董源 (c. 943- c. 962)
Du Guangting 杜光庭 (850-933)

Guhua pinlu《古畫品錄》
Gujin huajian《古今畫鑒》
Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (act. mid
4th-early 5th C.)
Gushi huapu《顧氏畫譜》
Gu Sidao 賈似道 (1213-1275)
guyi 古意
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Guangchuan huaba《廣川畫跋》

keyi zhuigu 刻意追古

Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛 (fl. 1070-1075)
Guo Xu 郭詡 (c. 1455-1526)
Guozijian 國子監
guishushi 閨塾師

Lai Sixing 來斯行 (1567-1633)
Laohui 老悔
Laolian 老蓮
Lidai minghua ji《歷代名畫記》
Li Gaochen 李告辰 (17th C.)
Li Gaochen ben Xixiang ji 《李告
辰本西廂記》
Li Gonglin 李公麟 (1049-1106)
Li Jing 李靖 (571-649)

Han Cuiping 韓翠萍
Hangzhou 杭州
He Junhong 赫俊紅
He Liangjun 何良俊 (1506-1573)
Honglou meng《紅樓夢》
Hou Han shu《後漢書》
Hu Jingman 胡淨鬘
Huajue〈畫訣〉
Hualun《畫論》
Hua Nie 華喦 (1682-1756)
Huashanshi suibi《畫禪室隨筆》
Huayuan〈畫源〉
Huang Daozhou 黃道周 (1585-1646)
Huang Gongwang 黃公望 (1269-1354)
Huang Jianzhong 黃建中 (17th C.)

Li Nunu 李奴奴 (15th-16th C.)
Li Qingzhao 李清照

Huang Juan 黃卷 (fl. 1630-1656)
Huang Yizhong 黃一中 (1611-?)
Huang Yongquan 黃涌泉
Huang Yuanjie 黃媛介 (c. 1620-1669)
Huizhong of Song 宋徽宗 (1082-1135)

Liang Qingbiao 梁清(1620-1691)
Liaozhai zhiyi《聊齋志異》
Linfen 臨汾
linmo 臨摹
liu 留
Liu Rushi 柳如是 (1618-1664)
Liu Shenxu 劉昚虛 (714-?)
Liu Yuanqing 劉元卿

(1084-1155)
Li Wansheng 李宛生
Li Xingming 李星明
Lixue 理學
Li Yin 李因 (1610-1685)
Li Yü 李漁 (1610- c. 1680)
Li Zhi 李贄 (1527-1602)
Liang Hong 梁鴻

Jiangnan 江南
Jiang Yin 姜隠 (16th-17th C.?)
Jiangzhou 江州
Jiao Hong ji《嬌紅記》

(1544-1609)
Liu Zhongzhou 劉宗周

Jiaoyuan shishe 蕉園詩社
jinshi 進士
Jin Shu《晉書》
Jintai 金台
Ju Ran 巨然 (10th C.)

(1578-1645)
Lu 魯
Lu Qingzi 陸卿子 (17th C.)
Lu Wo 盧渥
Lü Zhu 綠珠 (?-300)

Kaiyuan tianbao yishi《開元天寶遺事》

Maji zhuan《馬姬傳》
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Ma Shouzhen 馬守真

Ruan Gao 阮郜 (10th C.)

(1548-1604)
Ma Yuan 馬遠 (c. 1160-1225)
Mao Wenfang 毛文芳
Mao Qilin 毛奇齡 (1623-1716)
Meng Chengshun 孟稱舜 (17th C.)
Meng guji Dong Xiangxiao〈夢故妓董香
綃〉
Meng Guang 孟光
Meng Yuan 孟遠
Mi Fei 米芾 (1051-1107)

sanbai fa 三白法
Sanfu ping Mudanting《三婦評牡
丹亭》
Sanguo yanyi《三國演義》
Shandong 山東
Shanxi 陝西
Shanxi 山西
Shang Jinglan 商景蘭 (1605- c.

Ming 明
Ming hua lu《明畫錄》
Minghuang 明皇
Mudan ting《牡丹亭》
nan Chen bei Cui 南陳北崔
Nanqi 南齊
Nan Shenglu 南生魯 (17th C.)
Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1301-1374)
ningshi 凝視

1676)
Shangshu《尚書》
Shaoxing 紹興
sheren 舍人
shende gufa 深得古法
Shen Yixiu 沈宜修 (1590-1635)
Shi Chengjin 石成金 (1659- c.
1740)
Shi Chong 石崇 (249-300)
Shijing《詩經》
Sishu jizhu《四書集注》

nüzi wucai bianshi de 女子無才便是德

Siyouzhai congshuo《四友齋叢
說》
Song 宋
Song-Jin 宋金
shinü hua 仕女畫
Su Hanchen 蘇漢臣 (act.

Pan Wusheng 潘無聲 (17th C.)
Pipa xing〈琵琶行〉
Pu Songling 蒲松齡 (1640-1715)
Qi 齊
qihai 奇駭
Qian Xuan 錢選 (1239-1299)
Qinhuai bayan 秦淮八艷

1101-1163)
Sui 隋

Qin Zuyong 秦祖永 (1852-1884)
Qing (dynasty) 清
qing (emotion) 情
Qiuranke zhuan《虯髯客傳》
Qiu Ying 仇英 (c. 1494- c. 1552)
Qiu Zhu 仇珠 (act. 16th C.)

Taiping xianzhi《太平縣志》
Tang 唐
Tang Hou 湯垕

taigu zhi feng 太古之風

Tang Jieyuan fang gujin huapu
《唐解元仿古今畫譜》
Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖(1550-1616)
Tang Yin 唐寅 (1470-1524)
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Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365-427)

Xiao Tenghong 蕭騰鴻

Ti hong yuan〈題紅怨〉
Tianjin 天津
Tongyin lunhua〈桐陰論畫〉
Tuhua jianwen zhi《圖畫見聞志》

Xie An 謝安 (320-385)
Xie He 謝赫 (c. 479-501)
Xie jingxuan〈寫經軒〉
Xie Zhaozhe 謝肇淛(1567-1624)
Xinxue 心學
xingqing 性情
xiucai 秀才
Xu Can 徐燦 (1618-1698)
Xu Shifan 徐士范 (1701-1788)
Xu Wei 徐渭 (1521-1593)

Wang Chenghua 王正華
Wang Duanshu 王端淑 (17th C.)
Wang Huangsheng 王璜生
Wang Renyu 王仁裕 (880-956)
Wang Shen 王詵 (1036- after 1089)
Wang Shuangyang 王雙陽
Wang Wei 王維 (699-761)
Wang Yangming 王陽明 (1472-1529)
Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 (206 B.C.-8 A.D.)
Wang Zhideng 王穉登 (1535-1612)
Weixian 濰縣
Wei Yong 衛泳 (17th C.)
Wen Shu 文淑 (1595-1634)
Wen Zhenheng 文震亨 (1585-1645)
Weng Wange 翁萬戈

Xu Wenmei 許文美
Xu Xin 徐沁 (1626-1683)
Xu Yuan 徐媛 (17th C.)
Xuanhe huapu《宣和畫譜》
Xuanzong 玄宗 (r. 712-756)
Xue Susu 薛素素 (c. 1564-1637)

woduo ji 倭墮髻
Wu Bin 吳彬 (c. 1543- c. 1626)
Wu Dehui 吳德蕙
Wu Gan 吳敢
wuhua 物化
Wumengtang quanji《午夢堂全集》
Wu Nansheng 吳南生
Wu Ren 吳人 (17th C.)
Wu Renshu 巫仁恕
Wu Suwen 吳素聞 (act. 17th C.)

Yangliuqing 楊柳青
Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559)
Yang Yuhuan 楊玉環 (719-756)
Yangzhou 楊州
Ye Shaoyuan 葉紹袁(1589-1648)
yixing xieshen 以形寫神
Yizhongyuan《意中緣》
Younü qi hualian shi〈有女乞畫蓮
詩〉
You Qiu 尤求 (fl. late 16th C.)

Wu Wei 吳偉 (1459-1508)
Wu Xiangfu 吳香扶 (17th C.)

You Zhigen 邱稚亘
Yu Zhiding 禹之鼎 (1647-1716)
Yuan 元
yuanlin 園林
Yue 岳
Yue rong bian《悅容編》
Yunnan 雲南

Xixiang ji《西廂記》
xiangjing rubin 相敬如賓
Xianqing ouji《閒情偶寄》
Xianyi bian《賢奕編》
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Yan Liben 閻立本 (c. 600-673)
Yan Zhan 嚴湛 (mid 17-18th C.)
Yangjiabu 楊家埠

Yunxi youyi《雲溪友議》
zanhua 簪花
Zhan Ziqian 展子虔 (c. 550-604)
Zhanghou 章侯
Zhang Shenzhi 張深之 (17th C.)
Zhang Shenzhi xiansheng zhengbei Xixiang
miben《張深之先生正北西廂秘本》
Zhangwuzhi《長物志》
Zhang Xuan 張萱 (mid 8th C.)
Zhang Xuecheng 章學誠 (1738-1801)
Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠 (9th C.)
Zhao Feiyan 趙飛燕 (c. 32-1 B.C.)
Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254-1322)
Zhao Ji 趙佶 (1082-1135)
Zhejiang 浙江
zhen 真
zhenqing 真情
Zheng 鄭
Zhihui tongzhi 指揮同知
Zhilangbu《智囊補》
Zhongzhengtang 忠正堂
Zhou Fang 周昉 (c. 730- c. 800)
Zhouguan yinyi〈周官音義〉
Zhou Lianggong 周亮工 (1612-1672)
Zhou Lang 周朗 (14th C.)
Zhou Shuxi 周淑禧 (1624- c. 1705)
Zhou Wenju 周文矩 (10th C.)
Zhuji 諸暨
Zhu Jifang 朱季方 (mid 17-18th C.)
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200)
Zhu Yizun 朱彝尊 (1629-1709)
Zunsheng bajian《遵生八牋》
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Chinese Texts

1.

蓮嘗模周長史畫，至再三，猶不欲已。人指所模畫，謂之曰：此事已過周，
而猶嗛嗛，何也？曰：此所以不及者也。吾畫易見好，則能事未盡也。長
史本至能，而若無能，此難能也。

2.

蓮畫以天勝，然各有法… 士女法周長史昉；嬰法勾龍爽；倭墮結法長史；
髾鬋法長史…

3.

聞撒扇始於永樂中，因朝鮮國進撒扇，上喜其卷舒之便，命工如公式
為之。南方女人皆用團扇，惟妓女用撒扇。近年良家女婦亦有用撒扇
者。

4.

上古之畫，蹟簡意澹而雅正，顧陸之流是也；中古之畫，細密精致而臻麗，
展鄭之流是也；近代之畫，煥爛而求備；今人之畫，錯亂而無旨，眾工之
蹟是也。

5.

作畫貴有古意，若無古意，雖工無益。今人但知用筆纖細，傅色濃豔，便
自謂能手，殊不知古意既虧，百病橫生，豈可觀也？吾所作畫，似乎簡率，
然識者知其近古，故以為佳。

6.

雖復變之，不離本源，豈有舍古法而獨創者乎？… 畫家以古人為師，已自
上乘，進此當以天地為師。

7.

蓋臨摹最易，神會難傳故也。巨然學北苑，黃子久學北苑，倪迂學北苑，
元章學北苑，一北苑耳，而各各不相似。使俗人為之，與臨本同，若之何
能傳世也。

8.

學古人不能變，便是籬堵間物，去之轉遠，乃由絕似耳。

9.

然今人作家，學宋者失之匠，何也？不帶唐流也。學元者失之野，不溯宋
源也。如以唐之韻，運宋之板；宋之理，行元之格，則大成矣。… 老蓮愿
名流學古人，博覽宋畫，僅至於元，愿作家法宋人乞帶唐人。

10. 流黃壓秋韻，阿姊撮顰蛾，彈指交河士，征衣百輛過。
11. 女為悅己者容
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12. 天地若無情，不生一切物。一切物無情，不能環相生。生生而不滅，由情
不滅故。四大皆幻設，惟情不虛設。有情疏者親，無情親者疏。無情與有
情，相去不可量。我欲立情教，教誨諸眾生。子有情於父，臣有情於君。
推之種種相，俱作如是觀。
13. 男女雖異，愛欲則同
14. 平生好婦人
15. 餓死事極小，失節事極大。
16. 婦人以色舉者也，而慧次之
17. 素以為絢兮
18. 美人不可無婢，猶花不可無葉。
19. 如月滿輪，如春半桃花，如午時盛開牡丹。
20. 肌膚之細而嫩姐，如綾羅紗絹… 粗則如布如毯。
21. 即不能酷肖遠山，盡如新月，亦須稍帶月形，略存山意。
22. 明勸戒，著升沉
23. 成教化，助人倫
24. 貌雖端嚴，神必清古，自有威重儼然之色，使人見則肅恭有歸仰心。
25. 今之畫者，但貴其姱麗之容，是取悅於眾目…
26. 丁秋平之子病篤，老蓮借茂齊一金，贈以資湯藥。孟冬，老蓮以博古頁子
餉茂齊，時邸中缺米，實無一文錢，便向茂齊乞米，茂齊遺我一金。
27. 洪綬寫於梅花書屋
28. 老遲洪綬
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29. 老蓮洪綬畫於眉舞居
30. 洪綬寫於靈鷲峰
31. 崇禎戊寅八月二日為綬姑六旬之辰，綬弟自成為姑婿，偕姑季女駱密，外
孫楹、楠、楩、橒、楞、棅，孫女惠，漉酒上壽，屬綬圖寫所以頌祝者。
綬思宋母當五胡之時，經籍屬之婦人；今太平有象，而秉杖名義者，獨綬
姑爾。敬寫此圖，而厚望於弟紹焉。猶子洪綬九頓。
32. □柄芙蓉繞碧紗，數聲玉□□枇杷；太君勉爾觴□酒，用慰山陰道士耶？
通□子陳洪綬畫上□老伯母壽。
33. 茂才道盟兄於己丑季夏四旬初度，其弟茂齊索畫寄壽。壽酒當俟太平時，
與丁秋平為黃白之遊索飲耳。老遲洪綬。
34. 谿山老蓮洪綬寫於惜花堂，嚴湛□色。
35. 楓谿陳洪綬寫壽
36. 楓谿陳洪綬畫
37. 谿山洪綬寫，侶朱季方社弟時甲戌暮春痛飲深柳讀書堂。
38. 種桃三百樹，顏色亦如之，莫向漢宮說，美人爭自為。
39. 洪綬似天耳社長兄
40. 吟梅圖，為玄鑒道盟兄仿唐人，洪綬，己丑秋暮。
41. 陳洪綬補衣冠，門人嚴水子補圖。
42. 李龍眠畫白香山四圖，道君題曰：白老四樂，洪綬以香山曾官杭州，風雅
恬淡，道氣佛心，與人合體，千古神交，為生翁居士取其意寫之，屬門人
嚴湛、兒子陳名儒設色。時己丑仲冬也。山民洪綬。
43. 辛卯八月十五夜，爛醉西子湖。時吳香扶磨墨，卞雲裳吮管授余，樂為朗
翁書贈。洪綬。
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44. 楊升庵先生放滇南時，雙結簪花，數女子持尊踏歌行道中，偶為小景識之。
洪綬。
45. 時而吞聲哭泣，時而縱酒狂呼，時而與游俠少年椎牛埋狗，見者咸指為狂
士。
46. 雲門老悔洪綬
47. 此陳洪綬晚年精品，寫梁鴻、孟光舉案齊眉之事，藏者寶之，己卯暮秋程
十髮題。
48. 陳老蓮舉案齊眉真跡
49. 楓谿遲弗老人陳洪綬寫於定香橋畔
50. 老遲洪綬畫於柳橋
51. 洪綬寫於青碧書堂
52. 人欲得其畫者，爭向妓家求之。
53. 尤喜為貧不得志人作畫… 凡貧士藉其生者，數十百家。
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and color on silk, 30.8 x 289.5 cm, Rietberg Museum, Zurich; C.A. Drenowatz Collection

Figure 75. Chen Hongshou, Chen Hongshou, A Scholar Sitting with Wine and Musical Instrument,
leaf 7 of Sixteen Views of Hermit Life: An Album of Sixteen Paintings with Four Leaves of Calligraphy,
c. 1651, albums of twenty-leaf, ink and color on paper, 21.4 x 29.8 cm, National Palace Museum,
Taipei

Figure 76. Chen Hongshou, Drinking Wine in a Plantain Grove, c. 1649, hanging scroll, ink and color
on silk, 156.2 x 107 cm, Tianjin Art Museum

Figure 77. Attributed to Su Hanchen, Woman Giving her Child a Bath, published in Gu Bing, Gushi
huapu (Master Ku’s Pictorial Album), 1603, woodblock print, ink on paper, collection unknown

Figure 78. Guo Xu, Lady with Infant Beside Banana Tree and Rock, handscroll, ink and color on paper,
collection unknown

Figure 79. Chen Hongshou, Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden (section), 1652, handscroll, ink and color on silk, Palace Museum, Beijing

Figure 80. Attributed to Li Gonglin, Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden, handscroll, ink on paper, 26.5 x 406 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 81. Attributed to Ma Yuan, Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden, handscroll, ink and color on silk, 29.3 x 302.3 cm, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art

Figure 82. Attributed to Zhao Mengfu, Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden (section), hanging
scroll, ink and color on silk, 131.5 x 67 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 83. Attributed to Tang Yin, Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden, handscroll, ink and color on silk, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 84. Attributed to Qiu Ying, Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden, handscroll, ink and color
on silk, National Palace Museum, Taipei.

Figure 85. Chen Hongshou, A Lady Reading in the Garden, leaf 15 of Sixteen Views of Hermit Life:
An Album of Sixteen Paintings with Four Leaves of Calligraphy, c. 1651, albums of twenty-leaf, ink
and color on paper, 21.4 x 29.8 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 85a. Inscription at the beginning of the painting album Sixteen Views of Hermit Life: An Album
of Sixteen Paintings with Four Leaves of Calligraphy

Figure 86. Chen Hongshou, Instructions on the Classics, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
collection unknown

Figure 87. Chen Hongshou, Gossip in Palace, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, Shenyang Palace
Museum

Figure 88. Chen Hongshou, Historical Figure (section), c. 1647, album, ink and color on silk, C.C. Wang Family Collection

Figure 89. Anonymous, Beautiful Women in Long History (sections), handscroll, ink and color on silk, 29.5 x 667.5 cm, National Museum of China

Figure 90. Qiu Ying, Examples of Excellent Women (sections), handscroll, ink on paper, 27 x 651.7 cm, Waseda University Library

Figure 91. Du Jin, Fu Sheng Giving Instructions on the Classics, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
147 x 104.5 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

Figure 92. Cui Zizhong, Fu Sheng Giving Instructions on the Classics, hanging scroll, ink and color
on silk, 184.4 x 61.7 cm, Shanghai Museum

Figure 93. Attributed to Zhan Ziqian, Giving Instructions on the Classics (section), handscroll, ink and
color on silk, 30.1 x 33.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 94. Attributed to Wang Wei, Fu Sheng Giving Instructions on the Classics, handscroll, ink and
color on silk, 25.4 x 44.7 cm, Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts

Figure 95. Chen Hongshou, A Lady Beating Clothes under the Moon, 1621, hanging scroll, ink on silk,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

Figure 96. You Qiu, Figure and Landscape. Handscroll, ink and color on paper, 25.8 x 21.9 cm,
Shanghai Museum

Figure 97. Cui Zizhong, A Lady next to the Chinese Parasol Tree, fan, ink and color on gold-surfaced
paper, collection unknown

Figure 98. Yu Zhiding, Banana Tree and Lady, hanging scroll, ink on paper, 87.5 x 35.7 cm, Palace
Museum, Beijing

Figure 99. You Qiu, Portrait of Hongfu, hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 112.8 x 45.7 cm,
Palace Museum, Beijing

Figure 100. Cui Zizhong, Entertaining A Guest in the Apricot Garden (section), 1638, hanging scroll,
ink and color on silk, h. 60 3/4 inches, collection unknown

Figure 101. Chen Hongshou. Ladies, c. 1649, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 103.1 x 60 cm,
collection unknown

Figure 102. Hua Nie, Garden of the Golden Valley, hanging scroll, ink and color on paper? 178.7 x
94.4 cm, Shanghai Museum

Figure 103. Jiang Yin, Banana Tree and Beauty, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 105.1 x 51.8 cm,
private collection in the United States

Figure 104. Huang Juan, Entertainments in Spring, handscroll, ink and color on silk, 38 x 311.2 cm, Shanghai Museum

Figure 105. Chen Hongshou, Ladies, handscroll, ink and color on silk, 24.5 x 172 cm, Shandong Provincial Museum

Figure 106. Cui Zizhong, Cleaning Bronzes in the Forest, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 160 x
53 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 107. Tang Yin, Court Courtesans in Mengshu Palace, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
124.7 x 63.6 cm, Palace Museum, Beijing

Figure 108. Tang Yin, Tao Gu Presenting a Lyric to Qin Ruolan, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
168.8 x 102.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 109. Qiu Ying, Spring Morning in the Han Palace (sections), handscroll, ink and color on silk, 30.6 x 574.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 110. Qiu Ying, Lady Magnolia, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, British Museum

Figure 111. Chen Hongshou, A Birthday Celebration with Wine, 1649, hanging scroll, ink and color on
silk, 169.5 x 67.9 cm, Lincoln, Mass., Henry and Lee Harrison Collection

Figure 112. Chen Hongshou, Female Portrait of Magu, c. 1630s, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
173.2 x 97.1 cm, Yanhuang Art Museum, Beijing

Figure 113. Chen Hongshou, Immortal Companion, c. 1649, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
Chongqing Provincial Museum

Figure 114. Chen Hongshou, Fungus for Birthday Celebration, hanging scroll, ink and color on silk,
129 x 52, collection unknown

Figure 115. Chen Hongshou, Raise the Platter to Eyebrow Level, 1651, hanging scroll, ink and color
on silk, 116 x 47 cm

